
OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

LONDON (SOUTHAMPTON), UK to BARCELONA (TARRAGONA), SPAIN

SS SPLENDOR  September 24, 2023

Welcome Ashore!
Regent Seven Seas Cruises shares your passion for new discoveries and that has led us to create an award winning program of 
optional shore excursions and tours that explore the world's most important historical, cultural and artistic gems.  The wide variety 
of tour options means you may choose from the most enriching tours and adventures available in each of our ports of call.  
Witness natural wonders, explore man-made marvels and immerse yourself in the culture, history and cuisine of these storied 
destinations.

Shore Excursion Points of Distinction
Professional English-speaking experts to guide you through your journey.

Peace of mind knowing that your excursions are monitored by the ship’s staff.
A staff of experienced, excursion specialists expertly plans each tour and is dedicated to maximizing your time in each port.
Travel with premier, licensed and insured, tour companies aboard the best available, climate controlled luxury transportation.

Reserve Your Excursions Online!
Now you can reserve individual shore excursions online, all from the comfort of your home.  Our website www.rssc.com offers a 
wealth of information about your cruise:  learn about and purchase shore excursions, view pre- and post-cruise hotel packages, 
find answers to frequently asked questions, read general information about your upcoming cruise experience, and much more.

You may purchase tours up until  7 days prior to your sail date.  Our website safely and securely accepts credit card payments; 
you will automatically receive confirmation of your online purchase by email. Call your travel agent or visit www.rssc.com today to 
pre-purchase any of these wonderful programs.  Next to each tour description, you will find symbols to assist you in choosing the 
excursion that is right for you.



ST. PETER PORT (GUERNSEY)

Duration: 2.00 Hrs

GCI-011   GUERNSEY HIGHLIGHTS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $79.00

September 25, 2023  08:15 AM,  10:45 AM,  01:15 PMDate:

Settle in for a wonderfully panoramic drive around the island with occasional stops at the most intriguing attractions. As you head inland across this 
second-largest Channel Island, you will pass through delightful, slow-paced villages with an air of yesteryear. Upon reaching the other side of Guernsey, you will 
follow a circuitous coastal route that offers views of the craggy rock formations at Albecq, the crescent-shaped beach that rims Vazon Bay and the Martello 
Tower of Fort Grey, known as the “cup and saucer” for its shape. You will have the chance to stretch your legs at Pleinmont Point, from which the coast of 
France can be seen on clear days. Back inland, at the geographical center of Guernsey, you will visit what may be the world’s smallest chapel. Decorated with 
pebbles and broken china, it has quite a story. One last stop at St. Martin’s Point will present views of your cruise ship anchored just offshore.

   ·Enjoy a panoramic drive that loops around Guernsey and presents its natural beauty.
   ·Capture the dramatic coastal views while pausing at several elevated lookout points.
   ·Stop inside the aptly named Little Chapel, supposedly the smallest one in the world.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour is primarily panoramic in nature with walking at the guest’s discretion during stops. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, can 
make their way on and off the coach and have a companion to assist them. The Little Chapel can be seen from the coach but there are about 20 steps to 
access it.

Duration: 2.00 Hrs

GCI-013   CAPTAIN'S CHARTER

Tour Price: $99.00 Retail Price: $249.00

September 25, 2023  09:00 AM,  12:00 PMDate:

Cruise around the neighboring islands of Herm and Jethou while looking for grey seals and sea birds. After settling in on board the MV Access Challenger, 
which acclaimed local legend Captain Buz White rebuilt himself, you will head straight for The Humps. This small archipelago and the islands nearby earned 
their prestigious Ramsar status as nature reserves with exceptionally biodiverse flora and fauna. Chances are, you will observe Atlantic Grey Seals basking on 
the rocks and swimming offshore. Although puffins are often seen there, Herm Island is more well-known for birds such as fulmars, razorbills, cormorants and 
guillemots. The crew will help you identify the different species, which nest along the rocky coast at various times of the year. A small colony of puffins usually 
shows up in the summer. In time, Captain Buz will select a sheltered anchorage for you to enjoy apple juice and Guernsey Gâche, a traditional fruit bread 
slathered with butter.

   ·Cruise around a collection of islands that earned a Ramsar status for their biodiversity.
   ·Look for Atlantic Grey Seals basking on the rocky shores of The Humps archipelago.
   ·Observe large numbers of seabirds that may include puffins, razorbills and cormorants.
   ·Enjoy the hospitality of Captain Buz, who has entertained royalty and celebrities on board.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes limited walking. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair as there is not storage on the boat. Please note that wildlife sightings 
during the tour are not guaranteed and The Captain reserves the right to adjust the content, cancel or curtail the tour if weather conditions on the day are 
deemed to be unfavorable.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

GCI-005   GUERNSEY & SAUSMAREZ MANOR

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 25, 2023  09:30 AM,  01:00 PMDate:

This excursion calls on several of Guernsey’s most iconic attractions on a single outing. Traveling by coach from the harbor, you’ll head first to Sausmarez 
Manor – a handsome family estate with roots that date back to the 13th century. During your visit, you can wander among some 150 sculptures displayed 
throughout the Manor’s rambling woodland gardens. The plantings here thrive naturally around a central lake and offer a rich abundance of color, especially 
during camellia season. Traveling west along charming country lanes, you’ll soon arrive at Bruce Russell’s Gold and Silversmith’s workshop, set on five acres of 
its own prize-winning gardens in St. Saviours. A modern tree sculpture, a waterfall cascading into a Koi pool and an original granite cider press all add to the 
ambience of this idyllic spot. While here, watch artisans at work and admire a variety of their handmade products. Enroute back to St. Peter Port, experience the 
Little Chapel in Les Vauxbelets, lovingly built as a faithful miniature of the Lourdes grotto and basilica. Despite its size, this diminutive consecrated church is 
richly adorned with mosaics of seashells, pebbles and pieces of fine Wedgewood and Royal Doulton china.

   ·Encounter several of Guernsey’s top attractions on a compact driving and walking excursion.
   ·At stately Sausmarez Manor, wander gardens rich in flora, sculpture and island history.
   ·Visit the Little Chapel in Les Vauxbelets, a pint-sized version of the famous basilica at Lourdes.
   ·Stop in at a goldsmith’s workshop where artisans craft and display carefully hand-wrought pieces.

   ·Wear warm, layered clothing; include a light raincoat or umbrella.
   ·Flat, sturdy walking shoes are recommended.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen as needed.

This tour includes approximately 2 hours of moderate walking, at times over uneven ground and with a considerable number of steps to be negotiated. The tour 
is not available to wheelchair guests and is not considered suitable for those with walking difficulties. There is no guarantee that artisans will be working at the 
time of your workshop visit, and both the workshop and Little Chapel visits are self-guided.
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Duration: 2.50 Hrs

GCI-012   PEPPER POT RAMBLE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $89.00

September 25, 2023  09:30 AMDate:

Walk a coastal trail that will introduce you to some of Guernsey’s most spectacular vistas and a bit of military history as well. The trail begins at the landmark 
Pepper Pot watch tower that overlooks Fermain Bay, and before long you will be walking amid the bluebells and white garlic that blanket the woodlands. After 
passing a German military cemetery from World War II and a former barracks near the site of Fort George, you will descend to Clarence Battery, one of the few 
remaining parts of the original fort. The military importance of this elevated vantage point will be obvious as you gaze out over the islands of Sark and Brecqhou 
to the east and St. Peter Port below. A maze of sea-level tunnels at La Vallette is another reminder of the German’s wartime occupation of Guernsey. After 
pausing for a refreshing beverage at a nearby café, you will continue along the beach to the harbor.

   ·Follow a coastal trail downhill and admire the gorgeous vistas along the way.
   ·Pass strategic military sites dating from the late 1700s through World War II.
   ·Learn how the location and terrain of Guernsey shaped its military history.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 2 hours of walking. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to 
evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

GCI-004   THE GERMAN OCCUPATION OF GUERNSEY

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 25, 2023  09:45 AM,  01:15 PMDate:

Be immersed in the story of Germany’s long World War II occupation of Guernsey on a tour that visits an underground museum and Fort Hommet. Departing by 
coach from picturesque St. Peter Port harbor, you’ll head directly to the Guernsey countryside. From the harbor, your coach heads southwards passing Havelet 
Bay enroute to La Vallette Military Museum, housed within tunnels designed to be used as refueling tanks for the German U-boat fleet. Along the way, your 
driver-guide will provide commentary. After independent time to visit this fascinating Museum, your coach heads away from the St. Peter Port skyline and 
onwards through the parish of St. Martin and out to Guernsey’s rugged coastline at Pleinmont Point. Explore a fully restored German gun emplacement, as well 
as passing a high Observation Tower, with other direction- finding towers built using the Nazi trademark steel reinforced concrete construction methods. As you 
travel back down to sea level, take in views of the many fortifications from both the Napoleonic era and the more recent German Occupation. Pass one of the 
most iconic historic constructions - the Martello Tower situated at Rocquaine Bay, known as Fort Grey - which was built to deter Napoleon’s invasion forces. 
Your drive continues along the west coast to another Martello Tower, adapted by the Germans during the occupation and with a fully restored gun site situated 
on the headland, overlooking the spectacular Vazon Bay. After time for a few photos, re-board your coach and head back through the center of the island to St 
Peter Port Harbour, passing many buildings which were commandeered by the military during what was said to be a ’model occupation’.

   ·Visit places where the tumultuous World War II occupation of Guernsey by German troops comes alive.
   ·Visit La Vallette Military Museum.
   ·Photo stop at Martello Tower with a spectacular overlook at Vazon Bay.

   ·Wear warm, waterproof clothing.
   ·Flat, sturdy walking shoes are recommended.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen as needed.

This tour includes about 90 minutes of walking, at times over uneven ground and with some steps to be negotiated. It is not considered suitable for wheelchair 
guests or those with mobility concerns.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

GCI-GL1   FRUITS OF THE VALLEY

Tour Price: $89.00 Retail Price: $239.00

September 25, 2023  10:00 AM,  01:30 PMDate:

Meander through the orchards at a family farm that makes Rocquette apple ciders and sample a remarkable variety of them. As you travel inland, you will notice 
the countryside becoming more and more agricultural. Although cider-making dates to the 1700s in the Channel Islands, it has experienced a renaissance. To 
meet the growing demand, the farm that you will visit planted an additional 5,000 apple trees over the past two decades. The owners also updated their 
equipment and altered their farming techniques for organic production. The result is a selection of alcoholic and non-alcoholic ciders with distinct characters and 
crisp tastes. You will sample as many as nine Rocquette ciders that may include a refreshing draft with a prominent “appley” taste, a medium-strong aromatic 
cider blended with hops and a sweet cider made with raspberry juice. Local cheese, fresh-baked biscuits and the farm’s own apple chutneys will be served as 
accompaniments.

   ·Visit a family farm with thousands of apple trees for the production of organic ciders.
   ·Gain insight into the history of cider-making and the growing interest in cider.
   ·Sample an inspired selection of apple ciders paired with cheeses, biscuits and chutneys.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately an hour of walking. It is available to guests with limited mobility who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, can make their way on and 
off the coach and have a companion to assist them.
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Duration: 3.00 Hrs

GCI-008   ST.PETER PORT & CASTLE CORNET

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 25, 2023  10:30 AM,  10:45 AM,  11:00 AMDate:

Unlock many of the colorful secrets of St. Peter Port during this guided walking tour and Castle Cornet visit. Your amble from the pier carries you along some of 
the same steep lanes and passageways that passengers, porters and privateers used for centuries to make their way from the bustling quay up into the town 
hills. Given something of a free license for dubious activities by the British crown long ago, smuggling and legalized piracy became an integral part of the civic 
fabric here and your knowledgeable guide will regale you with many a swashbuckling historical tale on the seafront walk towards iconic 13th-century Castle 
Cornet. On entering this 13th-century stronghold, you’ll quickly get a sense of what life was like for those within this imposing place – by choice or otherwise– as 
you relive myths, murders and manifestations that have taken place within its cold stone walls. To warm things up a bit during your visit, you’ll enjoy a taste of 
the local fruit bread, gache, and coffee. Afterwards, you may remain at the Castle to explore its fine museums independently or return at your leisure to the 
center of St. Peter Port and the pier.

   ·Take a guided walk through the steep cobbled lanes of what was once a medieval mercenary’s haven.
   ·Learn how a history of legalized piracy – and legitimate wine trade – created great wealth here.
   ·Tour the imposing bastion known as Castle Cornet, where many entered and rather fewer returned.
   ·Spend time after the guided walk exploring the Castle’s museums or St. Peter Port harbor further.

   ·Wear warm, layered clothing; include a light raincoat or umbrella.
   ·Flat, sturdy walking shoes are recommended.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen as needed.

Walking on this tour includes steps, inclines, and uneven and cobblestone surfaces. It is not available to wheelchair guests or those with walking difficulties. 
Participants should be in good physical condition.
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BORDEAUX, FRANCE

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

BOD-006   ST. EMILION VINEYARDS & VILLAGE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 27, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

September 28, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Soak up the colorful history and winemaking heritage of the world-renowned regions of Pomerol and Saint-Émilion, a UNESCO World Heritage site, on this 
walking tour and visit to a wine château. You’ll learn that this beguiling wine region is the heartland of the merlot grape, with its rich and round wines. Begin with 
a scenic drive through a landscape of vineyards that reach right up to Saint-Émilion’s 13th-century town walls and surrounding moat, which is dug out of solid 
rock. Enjoy a walking tour along the village’s hilly, cobbled lanes, seeing the Église Collégiale and its magnificent cloister, the town’s ramparts, the marketplace 
and the Église Monolithe, an astonishing, partly subterranean 12th-century sanctuary carved out of a limestone outcropping. During your leisurely stroll, you’ll 
also view the Porte de la Cadène gate and the commanding Tour du Roy tower. Appreciate a brief chance to shop before continuing to a nearby château, where 
you’ll step into the wine cellars and sample a first-rate recent vintage. Browse the château’s fine selection of wines, perhaps selecting a bottle or two to bring 
home as prized mementos of this bounteous land.

   ·Travel through a countryside strewn with merlot vineyards to the age-old village of Saint-Émilion.
   ·Observe how the vineyards edge right up to the town’s moat and 13th-century walls.
   ·See remains of medieval fortifications such as the photo-worthy Tour du Roy tower and the Porte de la Cadène gate.
   ·Visit remarkable places of worship, including the unique, partially underground Église Monolithe.
   ·Tour the cellars of a wine château and try one of their superior vintages.
   ·Welcome opportunities to shop for souvenirs in Saint-Émilion and for wines in the château.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes extensive walking, plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be some uneven surfaces, inclines and 
steps to negotiate, as well as underground visits. Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

BOD-006SG   ST. EMILION VINEYARDS & VILLAGE - SMALL GROUP

Tour Price: $119.00 Retail Price: $269.00

September 27, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

September 28, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Enhance your shoreside experience with a Regent Choice small group tour. Hosting no more than 16 guests, these tours provide a more intimate experience 
and allow for more personal engagement with your knowledgeable guide. Soak up the colorful history and winemaking heritage of the world-renowned regions of 
Pomerol and Saint-Émilion, a UNESCO World Heritage site, on this walking tour and visit to a wine château. You’ll learn that this beguiling wine region is the 
heartland of the merlot grape, with its rich and round wines. Begin with a scenic drive through a landscape of vineyards that reach right up to Saint-Émilion’s 
13th-century town walls and surrounding moat, which is dug out of solid rock. Enjoy a walking tour along the village’s hilly, cobbled lanes, seeing the Église 
Collégiale and its magnificent cloister, the town’s ramparts, the marketplace and the Église Monolithe, an astonishing, partly subterranean 12th-century 
sanctuary carved out of a limestone outcropping. During your leisurely stroll, you’ll also view the Porte de la Cadène gate and the commanding Tour du Roy 
tower. Appreciate a brief chance to shop before continuing to a nearby château, where you’ll step into the wine cellars and sample a first-rate recent vintage. 
Browse the château’s fine selection of wines, perhaps selecting a bottle or two to bring home as prized mementos of this bounteous land.

   ·Travel through a countryside strewn with merlot vineyards to the age-old village of Saint-Émilion.
   ·Observe how the vineyards edge right up to the town’s moat and 13th-century walls.
   ·See remains of medieval fortifications such as the photo-worthy Tour du Roy tower and the Porte de la Cadène gate.
   ·Visit remarkable places of worship, including the unique, partially underground Église Monolithe.
   ·Tour the cellars of a wine château and try one of their superior vintages.
   ·Welcome opportunities to shop for souvenirs in Saint-Émilion and for wines in the château.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes extensive walking, plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be some uneven surfaces, inclines and 
steps to negotiate, as well as underground visits. Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages. This tour has a limited 
capacity; therefore, it is recommended that guests pre-book this tour as early as possible. Guests who go ashore do so with the understanding that they will be 
mixing with members of the general public.
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Duration: 3.00 Hrs

BOD-003   BORDEAUX AND ITS SURROUNDING VINEYARDS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 27, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

September 28, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Enjoy the highlights of this fabled winemaking region with a panoramic drive through the lovely city of Bordeaux and its surroundings, followed by a visit to a 
wine château. Appreciate a coach tour of Bordeaux, a UNESCO World Heritage site, driving past landmarks including the spectacular Place de la Bourse, the 
scenic Garonne riverfront and the playful spires of the Porte Cailhau. Pass serene Place Gambetta, the 13th-century Cathédrale Saint-André, which boasts 
intricate Gothic buttresses, and the impressive Palais Rohan, now Bordeaux’s City Hall. From the circular place Tourny, view the superlative Grand-Théâtre, 
considered one of the most beautiful 18th-century auditoriums in Europe, and in the Place des Quinconces, admire an elaborate monument to the Girondins of 
the French Revolution. Depart the city and delve into the surrounding vineyards, reaching a prestigious château for a visit to the cellars, where you’ll receive a 
fascinating introduction into the art of winemaking and revel in the opportunity to try some of their premium wines. Glory in the very best of the Bordeaux region 
on this delightful and easygoing outing.

   ·Relax on a brief panoramic drive through splendid Bordeaux, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Behold the city’s sublime Gothic cathedral and the palatial Place de la Bourse.
   ·Study the fairytale spires of the Porte Cailhau and the regal Palais Rohan.
   ·Take in a soaring monument to the French Revolution’s Girondin faction and the Grand-Théâtre, a stunning performance hall.
   ·Appreciate the region’s outstanding wines during a visit and tasting at a celebrated château.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes stairs to negotiate. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to participate only to the 
extent of their personal ability and stamina. Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BOD-BB1   BEHIND THE DESIGN - BORDEAUX

Tour Price: $139.00 Retail Price: $289.00

September 27, 2023  09:00 AM,  02:00 PMDate:

September 28, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Explore two modern architectural masterpieces in Bordeaux that make quite a contrast to the city’s hundreds of historical monuments. The cultural center La 
Méca rises above the banks of the Garonne River and appears to be in constant motion because of its highly unusual single-loop shape. Three different arts 
agencies occupy the inside of the building, whose radiant façade features thousands of concrete slabs sandblasted to expose their raw qualities. The result is 
mesmerizing from every angle. The museum La Cité du Vin may appear even more stunning and otherworldly as its curvaceous shape is intended to evoke the 
soul of wine rather that look like anything recognizable. It is an homage to Bordeaux’s namesake wines and their history and production is celebrated 
throughout. The interactive exhibits present the information in ways that are meaningful and fascinating. The Belvedere on the 8th floor is an excellent spot for a 
glass of wine and to admire the 360° view of Bordeaux.

   ·Follow an architectural historian through two boldly modern buildings dedicated to the arts.
   ·Gain insight into the architect’s vision in designing the cultural center La Méca.
   ·Delve into the world of wine in La Cité du Vin, a museum devoted to Bordeaux wines and more.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 3 hours of walking over mainly flat and even surfaces. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests 
with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking 
shoes are suggested.

Duration: 2.50 Hrs

BOD-002   BORDEAUX CITY TOUR

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

September 27, 2023  09:15 AM,  02:15 PMDate:

September 28, 2023  09:30 AMDate:

Sightsee the glorious city of Bordeaux, a UNESCO World Heritage site, both by coach and on foot during this immensely informative tour. During your 
panoramic survey, pass a WWII German submarine base, the notable Quai des Chartrons, the playful spires of the Porte Cailhau and the Grosse Cloche, an 
imposing bell tower. You’ll view the impressive Palais Rohan, now Bordeaux’s City Hall, and pause to visit the 13th-century Cathédrale Saint-André, which 
boasts intricate Gothic buttresses. Rejoin your coach and see serene Place Gambetta, circular Place Tourny and an elaborate monument to the Girondins of the 
French Revolution at Place des Quinconces. You’ll alight for a stroll to the Grand-Théâtre, considered one of the most beautiful 18th-century auditoriums in 
Europe. As you continue wandering through the Old Town, discover gorgeous squares such as La Place du Parlement, the harmonious façades of the former 
royal marketplace and the 18th-century Place de la Bourse, a square dedicated to Louis XV. You’ll gain a deeper appreciation for the history-steeped city of 
Bordeaux on this illuminating tour.

   ·Uncover the noble city of Bordeaux, a UNESCO World Heritage site, during coach and walking tours.
   ·Behold a WWII German submarine base and the imposing Palais Rohan.
   ·View two beguiling fortified towers, the Grosse Cloche and the Porte Cailhau.
   ·Study Bordeaux’s sublime Gothic cathedral and the palatial Place de la Bourse.
   ·Take in a soaring monument to the French Revolution’s Girondin faction and the Grand-Théâtre, a stunning performance hall.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately one hour of walking. There will be a few steps to negotiate. The tour is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, 
are able to make their own way on and off transportation and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to 
carefully evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.
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Duration: 2.50 Hrs

BOD-002SG   BORDEAUX CITY TOUR - SMALL GROUP

Tour Price: $89.00 Retail Price: $219.00

September 27, 2023  09:15 AM,  02:15 PMDate:

September 28, 2023  09:30 AMDate:

Enhance your shoreside experience with a Regent Choice small group tour. Hosting no more than 16 guests, these tours provide a more intimate experience 
and allow for more personal engagement with your knowledgeable guide. Sightsee the glorious city of Bordeaux, a UNESCO World Heritage site, both by coach 
and on foot during this immensely informative tour. During your panoramic survey, pass a WWII German submarine base, the notable Quai des Chartrons, the 
playful spires of the Porte Cailhau and the Grosse Cloche, an imposing bell tower. You’ll view the impressive Palais Rohan, now Bordeaux’s City Hall, and 
pause to visit the 13th-century Cathédrale Saint-André, which boasts intricate Gothic buttresses. Rejoin your coach and see serene Place Gambetta, circular 
Place Tourny and an elaborate monument to the Girondins of the French Revolution at Place des Quinconces. You’ll alight for a stroll to the Grand-Théâtre, 
considered one of the most beautiful 18th-century auditoriums in Europe. As you continue wandering through the Old Town, discover gorgeous squares such as 
La Place du Parlement, the harmonious façades of the former royal marketplace and the 18th-century Place de la Bourse, a square dedicated to Louis XV. 
You’ll gain a deeper appreciation for the history-steeped city of Bordeaux on this illuminating tour.

   ·Uncover the noble city of Bordeaux, a UNESCO World Heritage site, during coach and walking tours.
   ·Behold a WWII German submarine base and the imposing Palais Rohan.
   ·View two beguiling fortified towers, the Grosse Cloche and the Porte Cailhau.
   ·Study Bordeaux’s sublime Gothic cathedral and the palatial Place de la Bourse.
   ·Take in a soaring monument to the French Revolution’s Girondin faction and the Grand-Théâtre, a stunning performance hall.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately one hour of walking. There will be a few steps to negotiate. The tour is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, 
are able to make their own way on and off transportation and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to 
carefully evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

BOD-GL3   TOUR THE DISTRICTS OF ST MICHEL & ST CROIX WITH TRAMWAY

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

September 27, 2023  09:30 AM,  02:30 PMDate:

September 28, 2023  09:30 AM,  02:30 PMDate:

Experience medieval Bordeaux from an insider’s perspective that concentrates on aspects of the city that reveal a genuine look at the people and an 
understanding of the culture. Your immersion into life in Bordeaux will begin by hopping on a tramway and riding with the locals into the city’s medieval heart. 
The guide will lead you from the 15th-century Cailhau gate through a series of narrow streets that most visitors to Bordeaux overlook. The atmospheric route will 
present a fascinating view of the city that goes well beyond the typical museums and wine shops. You will emerge in Fernand Lafargue Square, which is named 
for a 19th-century Bordeaux novelist, and continue on to the 15th-century Big Bell that was sounded to alert the townspeople of fire or attack. Upon entering 
Saint-Michel, the guide will take you into the lesser-known sections and on to a favorite café for a cup of coffee.

   ·Ride a tramway with the locals for a candid look into everyday life in Bordeaux.
   ·Walk through lesser-known areas of the medieval district that visitors often overlook.
   ·See highlights that you may find more intriguing than higher-profile ones.
   ·Accompany the local guide to a popular café to mingle and enjoy a cup of coffee.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about three hours of walking and standing on cobblestones and uneven ground at times. It is not available to wheelchair guests and may not 
be suitable for those with mobility concerns, who should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. This tour must be purchased no later than 
three days prior to the operating date. The order of sites visited may vary. Most shops are closed on Sundays. The tramway part of the tour is dependent on the 
smooth operation of the public service. This tour has a limited capacity; therefore, it is recommended that guests pre-book this tour as early as possible.

Duration: 4.25 Hrs

BOD-005   ST. EMILION EXPLORATION

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 27, 2023  01:30 PMDate:

Uncover the winemaking traditions and alluring medieval architecture of Saint-Émilion, an ancient village designated a UNESCO World Heritage site. You’ll 
learn that this beguiling wine region is the heartland of the merlot grape, with its rich and round wines. Begin with a scenic drive through a landscape of 
vineyards that reach right up to Saint-Émilion’s 13th-century town walls and surrounding moat, which is dug out of solid rock. You’ll discover that every year 
members of the local wine brotherhood, the Jurats, proclaim the Ban des Vendanges, or Harvest Proclamation, much the same way as their ancestors did 
during the reign of Richard the Lionheart. Enjoy a walking tour along the village’s hilly, cobbled lanes, seeing the Église Collégiale and its magnificent cloister, 
the town’s ramparts, the marketplace and the Église Monolithe, an astonishing, partly subterranean 12th-century sanctuary carved out of a limestone 
outcropping. During your leisurely stroll, you’ll also view the Porte de la Cadène gate and the commanding Tour du Roy tower. Conclude your exceptional visit 
with time on your own to shop and meander the streets of this magical town.

   ·Travel through a countryside strewn with merlot vineyards to the age-old village of Saint-Émilion.
   ·Observe how the vineyards edge right up to the town’s moat and 13th-century walls.
   ·Visit remarkable places of worship, including the unique, partially underground Église Monolithe.
   ·See remains of medieval fortifications such as the photo-worthy Tour du Roy tower and the Porte de la Cadène gate.
   ·Appreciate time at your leisure to browse quaint shops and delve further into spellbinding Saint-Émilion.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.
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Duration: 3.50 Hrs

BOD-009   EXPLORE A HISTORIC CHATEAU

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 27, 2023  01:45 PMDate:

September 28, 2023  02:15 PMDate:

Treasure a visit to an authentic French château built centuries ago on this delightful tour. Enjoy a scenic drive through the Sauternes wine region, where the 
vineyards stretch to the horizon, and arrive at one of two notable châteaux specially chosen for their allure, either Château de Cazeneuve or Château de 
Roquetaillade. You’ll learn Château de Cazeneuve was built in the 11th century and remained the property of the Dukes d’Albret and Kings of Navarre for four 
centuries, today still belonging to the d’Albret’s descendants, the Sabran-Pontevès, an illustrious family that has engendered five queens, two kings, two saints 
and one pope. In the impressive château, see exquisite period pieces in the royal bedrooms, Queen Margot’s drawing room, Louis XVI’s bedroom and the 
medieval kitchen. Alternatively, tour spectacular, fortress-like Château de Roquetaillade, which features an 11th-century keep, the seigneur’s 12th-century 
quarters and an early 14th-century fortified gateway. Appreciate the château’s excellent state of preservation, due to the fact that it has been owned and 
inhabited by the Vicomtes de Baritault du Carpia for more than 600 years. You’ll feel transported to the middle ages on this visit to a château immaculately 
preserved in time.

   ·Travel by coach along vineyard-lined roads to the picturesque Sauterne region.
   ·Discover one of two incredible châteaus, the Château de Cazeneuve or Château de Roquetaillade.
   ·Contemplate Château de Cazeneuve’s illustrious past as property of the Kings of Navarre and Dukes d’Albret.
   ·Roam Cazeneuve’s private quarters of King Margot and Louis XVI as well as common areas such as the medieval kitchen.
   ·Behold the fortified Château de Roquetaillade, which for over 600 years has been in the hands of the Vicomtes de Baritault du Carpia.
   ·Marvel at Roquetaillade’s superbly conserved 14th-century gateway, 12th-century signorial quarters and 11th-century keep.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes over one hour of moderate-to-strenuous walking. There will be some stairs to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a 
wheelchair or guests with mobility concerns.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BOD-004   MEDOC VINEYARDS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 27, 2023  02:00 PMDate:

September 28, 2023  01:45 PMDate:

Immerse yourself in the prolific Médoc wine-growing region on this coach tour that includes a tasting at a renowned cellar. After driving past the notable Quai 
des Chartrons, cradle of the Bordeaux wine trade, you’ll follow the famed Médoc wine road, the Route des Châteaux, which is centered between the Gironde 
estuary and the verdant Landes de Gascogne forest. Along the way, you’ll enjoy panoramic views of orderly and impeccably maintained vineyards as far as the 
eye can see. Learn of the region’s superb wine châteaux, which produce Moulis, Listrac, Saint-Julien, Saint-Estèphe, Pauillac, Médoc, Haut-Médoc and 
Margaux. You’ll appreciate scenic stops at elegant wine estates, such as Château Pichon Baron or Château Margaux, where you may take photos or simply 
soak up the enchanting environs. Relish a visit to one of the region’s illustrious châteaux, where you’ll learn about their age-old winemaking techniques and tour 
the cellars before sampling one of the vineyard’s creations. Revel in the sensory delights of the time-honored Médoc region on this entrancing tour.

   ·Drive through the legendary Médoc wine-growing region during a leisurely coach tour.
   ·Pause at graceful châteaux to absorb the refined ambiance and perhaps capture memorable photographs.
   ·Appreciate the Médoc region’s outstanding wines during a visit and tasting at a celebrated château.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. 
Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages.

Duration: 1.50 Hrs

BOD-GL1   CHARTRONS DISTRICT AND PETANQUE BALL GAME

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $199.00

September 27, 2023  03:00 PM,  05:30 PMDate:

September 28, 2023  03:00 PMDate:

Meander through the enchanting Chartrons district that borders the Garonne River and join the locals in a friendly game of petanque. As you walk along, the 
guide will point out historical landmarks that may include the flourishing farmers’ market on the Quai des Chartrons on the river’s left bank. After stopping at a 
café for a beverage and to take in the carefree spirit of Chartrons, you will arrive at the neighborhood boules de petanque courts. Here under the shade trees, 
you will receive an introduction to the game. Similar to lawn bowling and Italian bocce, petanque is played outdoors with metal balls. In essence, the goal is to 
throw your balls closer to the object ball known as a cochonnet than your opponent’s balls. It is a game of strategy, accuracy and skill. Even so, novices can 
soon become reasonably adept at it, as you will discover while participating in a friendly game.

   ·Take a walking tour through Chartrons, a quiet neighborhood with 18th-century mansions.
   ·Mingle with the local residents at a café, linger over a beverage and soak up the ambiance.
   ·Play a friendly game of petanque with the locals, who will show you the basics.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about one hour of walking and standing on cobblestones and uneven ground in Bordeaux city center. It is not available to wheelchair guests 
and may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns, who should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. This tour must be purchased no 
later than three days prior to the operating date. This tour has a limited capacity; therefore, it is recommended that guests pre-book this tour as early as 
possible.
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Duration: 3.00 Hrs

BOD-GG1   BORDEAUX WINES AND SUSTAINABILITY

Tour Price: $89.00 Retail Price: $239.00

September 27, 2023  03:15 PMDate:

Discover how converting to biodynamic and organic farming has further elevated the quality of the esteemed wines at Château de La Dauphine. The first 
vineyards in the Fronsac region of Bordeaux were planted about 2,000 years ago, so this appellation has a long distinguished history. Even so, in 2015 the new 
owners of Château de La Dauphine sought to improve its wines by adopting sustainable biodynamic practices that go far beyond organic pesticide-free 
agricultural methods. Biodynamic farming takes a holistic, ethical approach that follows the harmonious cycles of nature, specifically the movement of the moon 
and planets. As you tour the vineyards, you will learn more about biodynamics and how it affects the terroir and the taste of the wines. The sampling that follows 
will lend even more insight. The exact wines will be chosen once you arrive, but will likely include an elegant, deep-scarlet Merlot.

   ·Sample extraordinary wines produced using biodynamic and organic farming methods .
   ·Tour the vineyards of Château de La Dauphine to better understand its sustainability .
   ·Gain an appreciation for holistic farming that follows the cycles of nature .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 1.5 hours of moderate walking/standing; there will be some inclines and uneven surfaces to negotiate at the vineyard. The tour 
is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of 
stamina and ability. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested. Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be 
served alcoholic beverages.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

BOD-001   DINNING AT CHATEAU KIRWAN

Tour Price: $269.00 Retail Price: $459.00

September 27, 2023  06:45 PMDate:

Rejoice in an exclusive dinner in the reception hall of the magnificent Château Kirwan estate, a famed Grand Cru classified winery. Begin with a scenic drive to 
Château Kirwan, which is located in the heart of the Médoc wine region and is an 18th-century estate where history and wine combine to miraculous effect. 
You’ll marvel at the classical lines of the château, whose architectural composition is pleasingly balanced amid its vineyards. Enjoy a guided visit of the cellars 
followed by a wine aperitif enhanced by the graceful surroundings. As the climax to your visit, sit for dinner in the estate’s welcoming reception hall, your 
excellent meal supplemented by wines expertly chosen to pair with each dish. You’ll soar to new gastronomic heights during this supremely fulfilling evening.

   ·View the tidy vineyards and picturesque villages of the Médoc wine region on your journey by coach.
   ·Admire the classical symmetry of the elegant 18th-century Château Kirwan, a Grand Cru classified winery.
   ·Savor a wine aperitif after an enlightening tour of the cellars.
   ·Applaud a terrific dinner complemented by wines from the château.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·No Bermuda shorts, sportswear, sport shoes or high heels, please.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately one hour of walking/standing. There will be some uneven ground to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. If this tour is cancelled within 30 days of arrival in 
the excursion port, there will be a one-hundred percent cancellation fee charged to the guest’s shipboard account. Participants must be at least 21 years of age 
to be served alcoholic beverages.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

BOD-015   CHATEAU DU TERTRE MEAL EVENT

Tour Price: $269.00 Retail Price: $419.00

September 27, 2023  06:45 PMDate:

Savor a tour and thoughtfully prepared dinner accompanied by wine at the convivial Château du Tertre. You’ll enjoy marvelous views of tidy vineyards and pretty 
villages as you travel along the Route des Châteaux, so called because of the hundreds of estates scattered throughout the Médoc winemaking region. Turning 
off the main road, you’ll proceed down a cobblestone drive between rows of carefully tended grapes and see Château du Tertre’s handsome, yellow-stone 
18th-century manor emerge, an alluring start to the evening’s delights. You’ll discover the estate’s vineyards date to the 12th century but reached their heyday 
during the 19th century when, under the successive ownerships of Henri de Vallande and Baron Henri de Koenigswarter, the château’s wines gained world 
renown, culminating with their inclusion in the 1855 Médoc classification. You’ll tour the cellars and welcome a wine aperitif from among the estate’s extensive 
selection of bottles, some of which have received a coveted score of 93 from noted wine critic Robert Parker. As a phenomenal conclusion to your tour, indulge 
in a luscious four-course meal paired with three of the château’s excellent vintages.

   ·Drive through the legendary Médoc wine-growing region during a leisurely coach journey.
   ·Admire the handsome 18th-century manor at the heart of storied Château du Tertre.
   ·Applaud the château’s well-regarded wines with an aperitif in the estate’s cellars.
   ·Exult in a lavish dinner with appetizers, entrées and a selection of cheese, all accompanied by three of the château’s wines.

   ·Wear casual elegant, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·No Bermuda shorts, sportswear, sport shoes or high heels should be worn.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately one hour of easy-to-moderate walking. There will be some uneven surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests 
who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. If this tour is cancelled within 30 
days of arrival in the excursion port, there will be a one-hundred percent cancellation fee charged to the guest’s shipboard account. On calls when the ship 
repositions to Le Verdon, the tour might begin in Bordeaux and end in Le Verdon, and the duration might vary, depending on ship’s arrival and departure time. 
Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages.
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Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BOD-GL6   DINE LIKE THE LOCALS, WITH THE LOCALS

Tour Price: $149.00 Retail Price: $299.00

September 27, 2023  07:00 PMDate:

Enjoy a delightful meal with a local family in their home, where you will gain an authentic understanding for Bordeaux’s culture, cuisine and esteemed wines. 
During your informal visit, your hosts will prepare a traditional meal, one that they might cook on a typical day. There is no better way to understand a local 
culture than through its food, especially when prepared in a private home rather than in a restaurant. Chances are, the meal will be from a family recipe. 
Whatever the entrée, you can be sure it will be paired with an appropriate wine, most likely the hosts’ favorite. The vast majority of Bordeaux wine is red and 
made with Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon grapes. However, a Bordeaux white may also be served to complement a course or simply showcase a different side 
of Bordeaux wine. You can expect the conversation to be lively, the hosts to be engaging and the food and wine to be spectacular.

   ·Enjoy an informal but spectacular meal with a local family in their private home.
   ·Sample a selection of traditional Bordeaux wines that perfectly complement the meal.
   ·Get an authentic look at daily life through the eyes of the local family.
   ·Join in the lively conversation to gain a genuine understanding of the Bordeaux lifestyle.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour is operated with an English-speaking representative, not a guide. It involves minimal walking and a few steps to negotiate. This tour is not 
recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair, as local homes are not wheelchair accessible. This tour has a limited capacity; therefore, it is recommended 
that guests pre-book this tour as early as possible. If this tour is cancelled within 7 days of arrival in the excursion port, there will be a one-hundred percent 
cancellation fee charged to the guest’s shipboard account.

Duration: 1.00 Hrs

BOD-GL2   RUN BORDEAUX LIKE A LOCAL

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $159.00

September 28, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Run along the Garonne River at a comfortable pace that allows you to take in the natural beauty and experience Bordeaux up close and personal like a local. It 
is likely that you will encounter other runners, as Bordeaux enthusiastically promotes the sport by maintaining running routes throughout the city. The exact 
route for your run will depend on the pace of your group, the desired duration and which sites you wish to pass along the way. Regardless, much of the route will 
follow the Garonne River that meanders through the city, so you can expect spectacular scenery. One of the most popular routes follows the river between the 
bridges Le Pont Chaban Delmas and Le Pont de Pierre. It passes the oldest train station in Bordeaux and the elegant Three Graces Fountain. You too will follow 
a route that passes various historical sites in the district, part of it along the pier.

   ·Run through Bordeaux, a health-conscious city with lots of parks and paths for running.
   ·Follow a scenic route along the Garonne River at a manageable pace.
   ·Pass historical bridges and landmarks that you may wish to explore further after the run.

   ·Dress in clothing suitable for running.
   ·Wear running shoes.

Participants must be at least 15 years old, in good physical condition and able to run. Guests in wheelchairs, pregnant women and guests with back, neck or 
heart conditions may not participate. The tour may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns, who should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining 
the tour. This tour must be purchased no later than three days prior to the operating date. This tour has a limited capacity; therefore, it is recommended that 
guests pre-book this tour as early as possible.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

BOD-GL5   LETS SPEND A MORNING IN THE REAL BORDEAUX

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 28, 2023  08:30 AM,  09:00 AMDate:

See the real Bordeaux that the locals love by browsing markets and antique stores in the neighborhood Les Capucins. You will start your day just like the locals 
by visiting the Marché des Capucins, a market that is always abuzz with residents buying everything from garden-fresh produce and oysters on ice to 
homemade cakes and breads. Samplings will be offered as you browse from stall to stall. The guide will point out features of Les Capucins that visitors often 
miss. It might be as simple as an architectural feature that reflects Bordeaux’s history or the guide may regale you with stories about the neighborhood that only 
locals know. The guide will also bring you to the flea market Les Puces de Saint Michel and perhaps introduce you to favorite vendors. More antiques await you 
in Les Brocanteurs du Passage Saint Michel, a cluster of 18th-century townhouses and warehouses brimming with rare and precious merchandise.

   ·Stroll through Les Capucins neighborhood, browsing the stores and markets like a local.
   ·Sample Bordeaux specialties at a bustling market with countless food stalls.
   ·Experience the real Bordeaux, the one travel books often overlook.
   ·Admire the architectural highlights such as the majestic 14th-century Saint-Michel basilica.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about four hours of walking and standing on some cobblestone surfaces. It is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for 
those with mobility concerns, who should evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability before joining the tour. The flea market is closed Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Saturdays. This tour has a limited capacity; therefore, it is recommended that guests pre-book this tour as early as possible.
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Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BOD-026   VINEYARD WALK & TASTING WITH NATHALIE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 28, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Tour a vineyard of Merlot grapes with one of the owners, who will discuss the challenges of earning an organic wine certification and offer you a sampling of 
wines paired with tapas. Nathalie Escuerdo will be your host and explain how she and her husband, Jerome, who manages the vineyard, have earned an official 
organic wine certification for their vineyard, Château de Boutinet. You will also learn that they only produce three wines, all of them made entirely from Merlot 
grapes. The namesake Château Boutinet is a Merlot aged in stainless-steel vats, while the Thalie de Boutinet is aged for up to 15 months in oak barrels. It is 
named for Thalie, the Greek muse of comedy and idyllic poetry. Thalie also happens to be Nathalie’s nickname. The third wine is Le Chairet de Boutinet, a fruity 
fresh claret. You will have the opportunity to sample the three wines, which will be thoughtfully paired with tapas.

   ·Tour the vineyard Château de Boutinet with co-owner Nathalie Escuerdo.
   ·See how Nathalie and her husband produce organic wines from Merlot grapes.
   ·Sample the three wines produced at the vineyard and a selection of tapas.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

Duration: 3.25 Hrs

BOD-024   PANORAMIC BORDEAUX & WINE MUSEUM

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $159.00

September 28, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

See Bordeaux’s cultural and historical landmarks on an enlightening driving tour and then browse an architecturally stunning museum devoted to wine. While 
driving through the heart of Bordeaux, you will pass one highlight after another, from the Chartrons riverfront where the wine trade began to the glorious Grand 
Theatre, an architectural masterpiece inaugurated in 1780. Arriving at La Cité du Vin, you will notice that the museum’s exterior is designed with bold curves and 
shapes that evoke iconic symbols of Bordeaux such as a gnarled wine stock and wine swirling in a glass. The museum’s interior is just as breathtaking as the 
exterior, as you will discover during a self-guided tour. You might see how grape varieties have spread around the world, how climate affects cultivation and the 
process of transforming grapes into wine. Some of the art depicts favored methods of transporting wine over waterways, while other artistic expressions touch 
upon the importance of wine in religion.

   ·Drive past extraordinary landmarks in Bordeaux, much of which is a World Heritage site.
   ·Browse the wine museum La Cité du Vin, an homage to Bordeaux’s wine industry.
   ·Enjoy the 360-degree view from the museum’s 8th floor while sipping a glass of wine.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes two hours of walking. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to both make their way on and off the coach and 
have a companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. There are stairs at the wine 
museum, but an elevator, as well.

Duration: 1.25 Hrs

BOD-027   SIDECAR CITY TOUR OF BORDEAUX

Tour Price: $199.00 Retail Price: $349.00

September 28, 2023  09:30 AM,  10:30 AM,  12:00 PM,  02:00 PM,  03:30 PMDate:

Ride through the most historical districts of Bordeaux in an open-air side-car that offers unobstructed views of the landmarks. UNESCO has recognized 
Bordeaux as a World Heritage site for its cultural values and well-preserved architecture, so there will be plenty to see and experience along the way. You can 
expect to travel the atmospheric streets of the Sainte Croix district, by the emblematic square Place de la Bourse and through the quiet Chartrons neighborhood 
that 18th-century wine merchants built along the left bank of the Garonne River. During the occasional pauses for photos, the driver will regale you with 
anecdotes about the attractions to make them all the more relevant. For instance, at Cailhau gate, you may hear details about its construction in the 1490s to 
commemorate Charles VIII’s victory at Fornovo. The gate features the king’s likeness and a plaque that warns visitors not to bump their heads, as that is how 
Charles VIII died.

   ·Drive through Bordeaux’s most historical and atmospheric districts in an open-air side-car.
   ·Enjoy unobstructed views of architectural icons such as the 18th-century Grand Theatre.
   ·Hear your driver describe the attractions in fascinating detail during photo stops.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This is a panoramic tour, walking is at the guest’s discretion during stops. Participants must be physically fit, able to step into and out of the sidecar by 
themselves, have a maximum weight of 220 lbs. (100 kg) and maximum height of 6 feet 4 inches (1.95 m). This tour is not available to guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Ride is on cobblestone streets, so it can be bumpy, so is not available for guests with neck, hip or back injuries or pregnant women. Those guests 
with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Tour is dependent of weather conditions. Helmet and goggles are 
provided. Pilot will be driving the sidecar. Participants must sign a waiver, must follow instructions and respect French law.
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Duration: 2.50 Hrs

BOD-WT1   WT-BORDEAUX BIKING TOUR

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 28, 2023  09:30 AMDate:

Ride a bicycle at a comfortable pace through the medieval heart of Bordeaux and admire the city’s most spectacular architecture from an up-close, street-level 
view. You can expect to see plenty of others bicycling, as it is a favored way for residents to commute. Your exact route from the Chartrons riverfront will be 
determined by traffic conditions and the pace that your group maintains. Chances are, you will see the remains of a Roman amphitheater, the Royal Cailhau 
gate, which was once a part of the city’s defensive walls, and the Grand Theatre, one of Bordeaux’s most iconic and beloved buildings. Bicycling allows you to 
experience the city from a different perspective and gives you the opportunity to easily pause at attractions of particular interest. You may also see areas that 
you might wish to explore later on your own such as Rue Sainte-Catherine. This lengthy, pedestrian-only street is one of Bordeaux’s primary spots for shopping.

   ·Ride a bicycle through the medieval heart of Bordeaux.
   ·Maintain a comfortable pace that allows you to really take in the highlights.
   ·Pass landmarks that may include the Roman amphitheater and ancient defensive walls.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

Duration: 7.50 Hrs

BOD-014   OTARD COGNAC DISTILLERY AT CHATEAU DE COGNAC

Tour Price: $119.00 Retail Price: $269.00

September 28, 2023  10:00 AMDate:

Venture into the homeland of Cognac, which is crafted in a clearly defined region around the town of the same name, for an excellent lunch and visit to a 
venerable Cognac house. After a picturesque drive of approximately two hours through the French countryside, you’ll arrive at an inviting restaurant for a repast 
of local specialties. Continue to one of the most illustrious of Cognac houses, the Maison de Cognac Otard, which is housed in the Château Royal de Cognac, 
also known as the Château de Valois. Learn that this 9th-century castle was used as a fortress during the Hundred Years’ War and that in the 1500s became 
the home of the dynastic Valois family, as well as birthplace of the future King François I. You’ll discover that Jean Baptiste Antoine Otard, grandson of a 
Scottish baron, moved his nascent Cognac distillery to the château in 1796. Delight in a tour of the cellars, gaining privileged insight into the oak cask aging 
process, the art of blending and the swan’s-neck-shaped alembic still used to distill Cognac. You’ll applaud Otard’s exceptional output during a tasting of several 
fine Cognacs at the conclusion of your enthralling tour.

   ·Gaze at a pastoral landscape of vineyards and fetching towns during your drive to Cognac.
   ·Indulge in a satisfying lunch of regional specialties at a tempting restaurant.
   ·Wonder at the Château de Valois, birthplace of King François I and since 1796 home to the eminent Maison de Cognac Otard.
   ·Walk through the cellars and uncover fascinating distillation techniques such as the use of swan’s-neck-shaped alembics.
   ·Thrill to a sampling of Otard’s top-notch Cognacs.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately two hours of moderate walking/standing. There will be some steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. If this tour is cancelled within 7 days of arrival in 
the excursion port, there will be a one-hundred percent cancellation fee charged to the guest’s shipboard account.On calls when the ship repositions to Le 
Verdon, the tour might begin in Bordeaux and end in Le Verdon, and the duration might vary, depending on the ship’s arrival and departure time. Participants 
must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

BOD-016   FORT MEDOC & LANESSAN CASTLE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $169.00

September 28, 2023  01:15 PMDate:

Visit one of the Médoc region’s most critical 17th-century citadels and enjoy a wine tasting at a glorious château. Relax on a lovely journey through a 
vineyard-strewn landscape to Fort Médoc, a 17th-century fortification that has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage site. You’ll learn the fort was 
conceived by influential French military architect Vauban, trusted advisor to Louis XIV, to protect the Gironde estuary against British invasions, as the width and 
length of the waterway made it a particularly appealing target for inland naval forays. You’ll survey the grand main entrance, the waterworks, the fascinating 
underground room and the barracks. Upon concluding your enlightening tour, make your way to splendid Château Lanessan, a family-run estate and winery built 
in 1878. You’ll admire the manor’s graceful architecture and charming outbuildings, which are set on a 20-acre park surrounded by vineyards and dotted with 
hundred-year-old trees. As a palate-pleasing finale to your perfect excursion, relish a tasting of two of the château’s wines.

   ·Drive through the legendary Médoc wine-growing region during a leisurely coach journey.
   ·Contemplate Fort Médoc, a 17th-century stronghold named a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·View several of the fort’s intriguing facilities, including its elegant entrance and underground hall.
   ·Discover Château Lanessan, an illustrious winery anchored by a marvelous 19th-century manor.
   ·Savor a delectable tasting of two distinct vintages at the château.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. 
On calls when the ship repositions to Le Verdon, the tour might begin in Bordeaux and end in Le Verdon, and the duration might vary, depending on ship’s 
arrival and departure time. Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages.
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Duration: 4.50 Hrs

BOD-025   EXPLORE ST. EMILION

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 28, 2023  01:30 PMDate:

Admire the architectural treasures in Saint-Emilion, a medieval village and UNESCO World Heritage site, and then enjoy a private wine tasting at a nearby 
estate. Highlights will include seeing the ancient arched gate over Rue Cadene, one of the roads leading into Saint-Emilion, the 13th-century King’s Keep and 
the Romanesque-style Collegiate Church, which was constructed even earlier. During free time that follows, you can explore Saint-Emilion even deeper. 
Fashionable boutiques, wine shops and stores selling gourmet cheeses are abundant. While wine and cheese samples may be available, a more 
comprehensive private tasting awaits you at a nearby estate. After an enlightening tour of the vineyards, you will settle in to sample some of the region’s finest 
wines, which are predominately made from Merlot and Cabernet Franc grapes. The local soil composition is filled with sand and clay, which fosters the creation 
of rich, savory wines. During the tasting, you will learn about the wines’ complexity and their production.

   ·Explore the landmarks and wine culture in the medieval village of Saint-Emilion.
   ·Spend free time exploring the atmospheric village even further.
   ·Tour the vineyards of an estate and sample several of its finest wines.
   ·Gain an understanding of the terroir that affects the quality of the grapes and wine.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about 2½ hours of walking over hilly and steep-cobblestoned streets and uneven ground. Guests may have to negotiate stairs at wine estate. 
The tour is not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. 
The orders of sites visited may vary.
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BILBAO, SPAIN

Duration: 5.50 Hrs

BIO-003   GUERNICA AND THE BISCAINE COAST

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 29, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Contemplate the Basque Country’s tumultuous past at storied Guernica and visit seafaring Bermeo on this coach and walking tour. Travel along the scenic 
Basque coast for approximately two hours to Bermeo, home to a deep-sea fishing fleet which operates as far afield as the Azores and Southern Africa. You’ll 
enjoy a walking tour as well as free time in this charming town, whose clutter of variously-hued vertical buildings pressed up against each other is distinctively 
Basque. After a brief photo stop at a lookout with marvelous views, arrive in Guernica, a town immortalized by Picasso in his iconic and unsparing large-scale 
painting. As powerfully depicted in this masterpiece, you’ll learn the town was completely devastated on April 26, 1937 by German aircraft sent by Hitler to 
support fascist Francisco Franco’s troops. See the petrified trunk of a symbolic oak tree that miraculously survived the bombing raid, and in the Park of Europe, 
view stirring sculptures denoting Guernica as a city of peace. Relish refreshments and an appetizer before visiting Casa de Juntas, home to the Province of 
Vizcaya’s parliament and an eloquent symbol of this proud region’s remarkable renaissance.

   ·View the fishing village of Bermeo on a walking tour of its picturesque mélange of colorful buildings.
   ·Admire the beguiling landscape of the Basque coastline from a scenic lookout.
   ·Ponder the destruction of Guernica by German warplanes on a visit to the town depicted in Picasso’s masterpiece.
   ·Gaze at Guernica’s petrified oak tree, a powerful Basque symbol that survived the Nazi assault.
   ·Visit the neoclassical Casa de Juntas, where the Province of Vizcaya’s parliament meets.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately two hours of easy-to-moderate walking. There will be some hills to negotiate. It is not available to guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. There will be no Parliament visit if a 
session is in progress. The order of the sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 5.50 Hrs

BIO-009   TORRE LOIZAGA & OLD QUARTER

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 29, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Examine vintage luxury automobiles at a Rolls-Royce museum tucked away in a remote mountain fortress and meander through Bilbao’s vibrant Old Quarter. 
Journey inland through the picturesque Basque Country to Castillo Concejuelo, an immaculately restored medieval castle that houses a remarkable Rolls-Royce 
collection. Hidden within the castle’s Torre Loizaga, you’ll view more than 40 vintage Rolls-Royces, including a 1910 Silver Ghost and a legendary Phantom IV, 
only 18 of which were ever made and all of which were crafted exclusively for heads of state such as Queen Elizabeth. You’ll also delight in equally luxurious 
models by other high-end manufacturers, including a Lamborghini Countach, a Ferrari Testarossa and several rare Bentleys. Back in Bilbao, embark on a 
walking tour of the Old Quarter, passing alluring sights such as the splendid Teatro Arriaga, the bustling waterfront promenade of El Arenal and the lovely 
Cathedral of Santiago. From the opulence of Rolls-Royce to the convivial atmosphere of Bilbao, you’ll revel in the Basque Country’s unexpected pleasures.

   ·Travel into the Basque heartland to the beautifully maintained fortress of Castillo Concejuelo.
   ·Browse an astounding collection of over 40 classic Rolls-Royce cars in the castle’s Torre Loizaga.
   ·View other luxury cars, such as Jaguars and Bentleys, in the castle’s collection.
   ·Immerse yourself in Bilbao’s scenic Old Quarter on a walking tour of its medieval and neoclassical landmarks.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately three hours of moderate-to-strenuous walking/standing. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair or guests with 
mobility concerns. Participants should be in good physical condition.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BIO-010   LIGHTHOUSE HIKE & VIZCAYA BRIDGE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $179.00

September 29, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Delight in splendors both natural and man-made on this hike through a beautiful park and a visit to an engineering landmark. Journey to the scenic coastline 
north of Bilbao, a windswept landscape flanked by dramatic cliffs that plunge into the sea. You’ll hike for approximately three miles over paved and natural paths 
to the Gorliz Lighthouse, enjoying spectacular views along the way. Rejoin your coach for a journey to the mouth of the Nervión River, where a UNESCO World 
Heritage site awaits. Marvel at the 1893 Vizcaya Bridge, a highly unusual hanging transporter bridge that uses a suspended gondola to shuttle travelers back 
and forth across the river. You’ll admire its distinctive woven iron structure, reminiscent of the Eiffel Tower, as the bridge was designed by a Spanish disciple of 
the French master himself. Choose to ride the gondola, amble across a pedestrian walkway or do both, one in each direction. You’ll surely feel invigorated by 
your day of discovery among the Basque Country’s best-kept secrets.

   ·Hike alongside the coastline north of Bilbao to a breathtaking viewpoint beside a lighthouse.
   ·Admire the Vizcaya Bridge, a UNESCO World Heritage site featuring a suspended gondola.
   ·Stroll across the bridge, ride the ingenious gondola or try both as you cross and return.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and hiking shoes or boots.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately three miles of moderate-to-strenuous hiking. There will be some steep terrain to negotiate. Participants should be in good 
physical condition. There may be a short wait for the pedestrian walkway and the gondola crossing. The duration of the gondola crossing is two-to-three 
minutes. The operation of this excursion is dependent on prevailing weather conditions. The order of sights viewed or visited may vary.
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Duration: 4.50 Hrs

BIO-014   BILBAO & CASTRO URDIALES

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

September 29, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Immerse yourself in the bustle of the Basque Country’s largest city and relax in a traditional fishing village on this engaging excursion. Embark on a brief walking 
tour of Bilbao’s enchanting Old Quarter, viewing alluring sights such as the Gothic Church of San Antón, the lovely Cathedral of Santiago and stately Plaza 
Nueva, a lovely square ringed with graceful arcades. After rejoining your coach, travel to Castro Urdiales, a small seafaring and fishing village in the neighboring 
region of Cantabria that has been designated a Historic-Artistic Monument by Spain’s Ministry of Culture. You’ll delight in the town’s medieval homes, which 
often feature elaborate wooden balconies. Stroll the inviting streets past the superb 13th-century Church of Santa María and the marvelous castle-lighthouse, a 
medieval fortress atop which a lighthouse was erected in 1853. You’ll appreciate the graceful manner in which the captivating landmarks of northern Spain 
seamlessly blend history with modernity.

   ·Admire Bilbao’s scenic Old Quarter on a walking tour of its medieval and neoclassical landmarks.
   ·Explore the fishing and seafaring town of Castro Urdiales, a Historic-Artistic Monument of Spain.
   ·Look for the Cantabrian region’s distinctive wood balconies gracing Castro Urdiales’ buildings.
   ·See the 13th-century Church of Santa María and a 19th-century lighthouse rising from the tower of a medieval castle.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 1 ½ miles of moderate-to-strenuous walking. There will be inclines and uneven surfaces to negotiate. It is not recommended for 
guests who utilize a wheelchair or guests with mobility concerns.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

BIO-1GT   CHEF LED MARKET TOUR & ONBOARD TAPAS CLASS

Tour Price: $159.00 Retail Price: $309.00

September 29, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Shop like a local at Bilbao’s Mercado de la Ribera, enjoy tapas in the city’s Old Quarter and join a regional cooking class on this culinary adventure. Your group 
of no more than 18 guests will receive an overview of local cuisine and a shopping assignment from your Chef Instructor before departing for fabulous Bilbao. 
Seek out high-quality ingredients at the magnificent Mercado de la Ribera, a 1929 landmark featuring latticed windows that flood the market’s vibrant stalls with 
natural light. After completing your purchases with funds provided, you’ll stroll through Bilbao’s picturesque Old Quarter, stopping at the chef’s favorite gourmet 
shops to pick up extra-virgin olive oil and Basque delicacies. In the neoclassical Plaza Nueva, savor a tasting of pintxos, Basque-style tapas, accompanied by a 
local white wine known as txakoli. On your return trip, you’ll view the Guggenheim Museum, an architectural masterpiece clad in swooping titanium plates and 
curving glass panes that is the pure, unmistakable signature of starchitect Frank Gehry. Conclude your gastronomic journey in the ship’s Culinary Arts Kitchen 
for a 90-minute cooking class utilizing your ingredients and toast a glass of wine over lunch with your newfound foodie friends.

   ·Shop for fresh ingredients in Bilbao’s Mercado de la Ribera, a bustling 1929 landmark.
   ·Discover your Chef Instructor’s favorite gourmet shops in the city’s elegant Old Quarter.
   ·Try a Basque white wine along with pintxos, the region’s tapas, in arcaded Plaza Nueva.
   ·Marvel at the swirling titanium and glass architecture of Frank Gehry’s iconic Guggenheim Bilbao.
   ·Display your cooking chops during a 90-minute Tapas and Pintxos Class in the ship’s Culinary Arts Kitchen.

•Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes. •Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 2.5 hours of moderate-to-strenuous walking of approximately one mile. There will be some uneven surfaces and steps to 
negotiate. In addition, guests will be standing during the 90-minute cooking class. Tour duration is approximate and includes the cooking class back on board 
the ship. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair and is not considered suitable for guests with mobility concerns. Participants must be at least 21 
years of age to be served alcoholic beverages. This experience is limited, those wishing to participate should book early.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BIO-WT1   HEALTHY STROLL ALONG THE CLIFFS AND GETXO

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $159.00

September 29, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Enjoy an invigorating four-mile walk, starting at Gorrondatxe Beach and continuing on to a fishing village that reflects the Basque way of life. You can expect it to 
be an inspiring experience as you will follow a picturesque coastal path past cliffs with Lutetian-era strata that geologists often study. You will also pass 
attractions such as the 18th-century Aixerrota Windmill, which has been converted into a restaurant. Seeing this landmark up close may conjure up images of 
Miguel de Cervantes’ beloved character Don Quixote jousting with windmills that he imagines to be hostile giants. La Galea Fort is another attraction along the 
route. Built not long after Aixerrota Windmill, the fort is the area’s only remaining example of military construction from the 18th century. You will next visit 
Getxo’s old port of Algorta. As you walk through this enchanting fishing village, the guide will explain many of the Basque traditions and characteristics of the 
architecture.

   ·Take a brisk walk along a geologically important cliff-lined beach to a fishing village.
   ·Pass several remarkable 18th-century attractions, including a windmill and a fortress.
   ·Gain insight into the Basque way of life in the fishing village of Getxo.
   ·Enjoy free time in Getxo, where you might enjoy a plate of tapas on your own.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about 4½ miles of walking over paved even and uneven terrain. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with 
mobility concerns should evaluate their ability and stamina before joining the tour.
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Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BIO-007   BILBAO TAPAS TOUR & OLD QUARTER

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $199.00

September 29, 2023  11:00 AMDate:

Experience the magnificent landmarks of Bilbao and a mouthwatering sampling of tapas on this captivating walking tour. Travel to Bilbao’s renowned 
Guggenheim Museum, an architectural masterpiece clad in swooping titanium plates and curving glass panes conjured by starchitect Frank Gehry. Gaze in awe 
at this marvelous creation, which fractures the sunlight into an effervescent shimmer. After your outside visit to this remarkable structure, continue to Bilbao’s 
Old Quarter for a repast of traditional Basque tapas accompanied by regional wine. You’ll enjoy a walking tour of the city’s historic heart, passing alluring sights 
such as the splendid Teatro Arriaga, the bustling waterfront promenade of El Arenal and the lovely Cathedral of Santiago, which boasts a beautiful neo-Gothic 
tower. Time permitting, enjoy free time on your own, wandering Bilbao’s elegant boulevards dotted with medieval landmarks and ultra-modern subway stations 
designed by Norman Foster, another celebrated architect. Perhaps you’ll browse an inviting shop for a memento of this compelling city, which is firmly rooted in 
the past, yet plunging headlong into the future.

   ·Marvel at the swirling titanium and glass architecture of Frank Gehry’s iconic Guggenheim Bilbao.
   ·Sample the Basque region’s delectable tapas and wine during lunch at a traditional eatery.
   ·Immerse yourself in Bilbao’s scenic Old Quarter on a walking tour of its medieval and neoclassical landmarks.
   ·Delight in time on your own to find a perfect souvenir or further uncover Bilbao’s charms.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·If you wish to visit the cathedral during free time, dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately one hour of moderate walking, plus any additional walking at the guests’ discretion during free time. There will be some uneven 
surfaces to negotiate. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair and is not considered suitable for guests with mobility concerns. The order of the sites 
viewed or visited may vary. Guests who go ashore do so with the understanding that they will be mixing with members of the general public.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

BIO-GG1   RENEWABLE ENERGY FROM WAVES

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

September 29, 2023  11:00 AMDate:

See how Spain has harnessed the power of the sea with a wave energy plant on the breakwater at Mutriku. As you will discover, the ocean waves there produce 
electricity by compressing the air in special underwater chambers, which turn turbines that are connected to generators. The resulting energy is enough to 
power 250 households. It’s an ingenious design as the seawater never touches the turbines, which reduces the corrosive effect of the salt and extends the life of 
the equipment. You will get different perspective of Spain’s relationship with the sea by visiting Getxo’s old port of Algorta. As you walk through this enchanting 
fishing village, the guide will explain many of the Basque traditions and characteristics of the architecture. The small white cottages clustered together on the 
steep, narrow streets are particularly charming. Chances are, you will also see locals enjoying Basque-style tapas known as pintxos in the many sidewalk bars.

   ·See Spain’s first breakwater wave-energy power plant in action at Mutriku .
   ·Gain an understanding of how ocean waves are used to produce electricity .
   ·Spend free time exploring a traditional Basque fishing village .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 2.5 hours of walking over even and uneven ground plus any additional walking at the guests' discretion during free time. It is 
not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair, with severe walking difficulties, or confined to a wheelchair. Due to safety reasons guests must follow the 
guide at the Energy plant at any given time.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

BIO-015   PANORAMIC BILBAO

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

September 29, 2023  11:30 AMDate:

View the modern architectural landmarks of Bilbao both up close and from an ideal hilltop viewpoint on this illuminating tour. Journey to the 1893 Vizcaya 
Bridge, a UNESCO World Heritage site that spans the mouth of the Nervión River. You’ll marvel at this feat of engineering, a highly unusual hanging transporter 
bridge that uses a suspended gondola to shuttle travelers back and forth across the river. Admire its distinctive woven iron structure, reminiscent of the Eiffel 
Tower, as the bridge was designed by a Spanish disciple of the French master himself. You’ll drive to a magnificent viewpoint atop Artxanda Hill, where a 
dazzling panorama of Bilbao and the Nervión River unfolds before you. Descend into the city and alight at the Guggenheim Museum, an architectural 
masterpiece clad in swooping titanium plates and curving glass panes that is the pure, unmistakable signature of starchitect Frank Gehry. Gaze in awe at this 
marvelous creation, which fractures the sunlight into an effervescent shimmer. You’ll relish free time to stroll the museum’s grounds, perhaps encountering 
large-scale sculptures by Louise Bourgeois, Jeff Koons and Yves Klein as you ponder Bilbao’s well-earned role as one of the world’s cultural hubs.

   ·Admire the Vizcaya Bridge, a UNESCO World Heritage site featuring a suspended gondola.
   ·Ascend Artxanda Hill for marvelous views of Bilbao and the sinuous Nervión River.
   ·Marvel at the swirling titanium and glass architecture of Frank Gehry’s iconic Guggenheim Bilbao.
   ·Wander the museum’s grounds, dotted with monumental sculptures by contemporary artists.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour is primarily panoramic in nature with walking at the guest’s discretion during stops. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are 
able to make their own way on and off the coach and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate 
their personal level of ability and stamina.
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Duration: 5.00 Hrs

BIO-001   GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM AND BILBAO

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $179.00

September 29, 2023  12:00 PMDate:

Survey Bilbao’s alluring architectural landmarks, with a focus on the stunning Guggenheim Museum, on this coach and walking tour. Enjoy a brief panoramic 
tour of the city before alighting at the Guggenheim Museum, an architectural masterpiece clad in swooping titanium plates and curving glass panes that is the 
pure, unmistakable signature of starchitect Frank Gehry. Gaze in awe at this marvelous creation, which fractures the sunlight into an effervescent shimmer. 
You’ll discover its interior of milk-white walls, soaring halls and intimate galleries is equally enchanting. Led by an informative tour guide, spend approximately 1 
½ hours browsing modern art from the mid-20th century to the present, studying masterworks by Andy Warhol, Willem de Kooning, Roy Lichtenstein, Louise 
Bourgeois and Richard Serra, to name but a few. You’ll view Bilbao’s charming Old Quarter on an approximately one-hour walking tour, passing alluring sights 
such as the splendid Teatro Arriaga, the bustling waterfront promenade of El Arenal and the lovely Cathedral of Santiago. From majestic neoclassical façades to 
cutting-edge subway stations designed by revered architect Norman Foster, you’ll be thrilled by Bilbao’s embrace of both the old and new.

   ·Delve into Bilbao’s historic heart on a brief panoramic coach tour.
   ·Immerse yourself in Bilbao’s scenic Old Quarter on an approximately one-hour walking tour.
   ·Marvel at the swirling titanium and glass architecture of Frank Gehry’s iconic Guggenheim Bilbao.
   ·Appreciate an approximately 1 ½ hour docent-led tour of the museum’s 20th-century and contemporary masterpieces.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately three hours of moderate walking, some over uneven surfaces. While the Guggenheim Museum is wheelchair accessible, it may 
not be suitable for wheelchair guests or those with mobility concerns. The museum will not allow larger handbags or other day-packs inside; these should be left 
on the coach. Photography inside the museum is not permitted. The visit of the museum is partially guided, in order to allow some free time. Tour cannot 
operate on Mondays, except in the months of July and August. The order of the sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

BIO-001SG   GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM AND BILBAO - SMALL GROUP

Tour Price: $69.00 Retail Price: $219.00

September 29, 2023  12:00 PMDate:

Enhance your shoreside experience with a Regent Choice small group tour. Hosting no more than 16 guests, these tours provide a more intimate experience 
and allow for more personal engagement with your knowledgeable guide. Survey Bilbao’s alluring architectural landmarks, with a focus on the stunning 
Guggenheim Museum, on this coach and walking tour. Enjoy a brief panoramic tour of the city before alighting at the Guggenheim Museum, an architectural 
masterpiece clad in swooping titanium plates and curving glass panes that is the pure, unmistakable signature of starchitect Frank Gehry. Gaze in awe at this 
marvelous creation, which fractures the sunlight into an effervescent shimmer. You’ll discover its interior of milk-white walls, soaring halls and intimate galleries 
is equally enchanting. Led by an informative tour guide, spend approximately 1 ½ hours browsing modern art from the mid-20th century to the present, studying 
masterworks by Andy Warhol, Willem de Kooning, Roy Lichtenstein, Louise Bourgeois and Richard Serra, to name but a few. You’ll view Bilbao’s charming Old 
Quarter on an approximately one-hour walking tour, passing alluring sights such as the splendid Teatro Arriaga, the bustling waterfront promenade of El Arenal 
and the lovely Cathedral of Santiago. From majestic neoclassical façades to cutting-edge subway stations designed by revered architect Norman Foster, you’ll 
be thrilled by Bilbao’s embrace of both the old and new.

   ·Delve into Bilbao’s historic heart on a brief panoramic coach tour.
   ·Immerse yourself in Bilbao’s scenic Old Quarter on an approximately one-hour walking tour.
   ·Marvel at the swirling titanium and glass architecture of Frank Gehry’s iconic Guggenheim Bilbao.
   ·Appreciate an approximately 1 ½ hour docent-led tour of the museum’s 20th-century and contemporary masterpieces.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately three hours of moderate walking, some over uneven surfaces. While the Guggenheim Museum is wheelchair accessible, it may 
not be suitable for wheelchair guests or those with mobility concerns. The museum will not allow larger handbags or other day-packs inside; these should be left 
on the coach. Photography inside the museum is not permitted. The visit of the museum is partially guided, in order to allow some free time. Tour cannot 
operate on Mondays, except in the months of July and August. The order of the sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BIO-002   BILBAO AND GETXO

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 29, 2023  12:30 PMDate:

Appreciate the Basque region’s architectural and engineering achievements at the seaside town of Getxo and the historic heart of Bilbao on this enlightening 
coach and walking tour. You’ll delight in Getxo, an elegant residential town nestled at the mouth of the Nervión River boasting large, English-style manors. Enjoy 
a panoramic tour of Getxo as you make your way to the 1893 Vizcaya Bridge, a highly unusual hanging transporter bridge that has been designated a UNESCO 
World Heritage site. You’ll admire its distinctive woven iron structure, reminiscent of the Eiffel Tower, as the bridge was designed by a Spanish disciple of the 
French master himself. Relish an opportunity to ride one of the bridge’s lifts to a height of 145 feet above sea level, a perfect vantage point offering spectacular 
views. Journey to Bilbao’s charming Old Quarter for an approximately one-hour walking tour, passing alluring sights such as stately Plaza Nueva and the lovely 
Cathedral of Santiago. As an exhilarating conclusion to your tour, catch glimpses of Frank Gehry’s gleaming Guggenheim Museum and surrounding Bilbao from 
a magnificent viewpoint atop Artxanda Hill.

   ·Uncover Getxo’s aristocratic past on a coach tour past elegant English-style mansions.
   ·Admire the Vizcaya Bridge, a UNESCO World Heritage site featuring a suspended gondola.
   ·Take in marvelous vistas of Getxo and the Ría de Bilbao from atop the Vizcaya Bridge.
   ·Immerse yourself in Bilbao’s scenic Old Quarter on an approximately one-hour walking tour.
   ·Ascend Artxanda Hill for marvelous views of Bilbao and Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately one hour of moderate walking. There will be some uneven surfaces to negotiate. It is not considered suitable for wheelchair 
guests or those with mobility concerns. The order of the sites viewed or visited may vary.
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Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BIO-002SG   BILBAO AND GETXO - SMALL GROUP

Tour Price: $59.00 Retail Price: $209.00

September 29, 2023  12:30 PMDate:

Enhance your shoreside experience with a Regent Choice small group tour. Hosting no more than 16 guests, these tours provide a more intimate experience 
and allow for more personal engagement with your knowledgeable guide. Appreciate the Basque region’s architectural and engineering achievements at the 
seaside town of Getxo and the historic heart of Bilbao on this enlightening coach and walking tour. You’ll delight in Getxo, an elegant residential town nestled at 
the mouth of the Nervión River boasting large, English-style manors. Enjoy a panoramic tour of Getxo as you make your way to the 1893 Vizcaya Bridge, a 
highly unusual hanging transporter bridge that has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage site. You’ll admire its distinctive woven iron structure, 
reminiscent of the Eiffel Tower, as the bridge was designed by a Spanish disciple of the French master himself. Relish an opportunity to ride one of the bridge’s 
lifts to a height of 145 feet above sea level, a perfect vantage point offering spectacular views. Journey to Bilbao’s charming Old Quarter for an approximately 
one-hour walking tour, passing alluring sights such as stately Plaza Nueva and the lovely Cathedral of Santiago. As an exhilarating conclusion to your tour, 
catch glimpses of Frank Gehry’s gleaming Guggenheim Museum and surrounding Bilbao from a magnificent viewpoint atop Artxanda Hill.

   ·Uncover Getxo’s aristocratic past on a coach tour past elegant English-style mansions.
   ·Admire the Vizcaya Bridge, a UNESCO World Heritage site featuring a suspended gondola.
   ·Take in marvelous vistas of Getxo and the Ría de Bilbao from atop the Vizcaya Bridge.
   ·Immerse yourself in Bilbao’s scenic Old Quarter on an approximately one-hour walking tour.
   ·Ascend Artxanda Hill for marvelous views of Bilbao and Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately one hour of moderate walking. There will be some uneven surfaces to negotiate. It is not considered suitable for wheelchair 
guests or those with mobility concerns. The order of the sites viewed or visited may vary. Guests who go ashore do so with the understanding that they will be 
mixing with members of the general public.
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LA CORUNA, SPAIN

Duration: 7.50 Hrs

LCO-002   HISTORIC SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA

Tour Price: $99.00 Retail Price: $249.00

September 30, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Journey to the hallowed city of Santiago de Compostela, one of Christianity’s most revered pilgrimage sites. You’ll learn the city is reputed to be the final resting 
place of the apostle Saint James, whose relics lie in the city’s cathedral, a holy site that pilgrims have flocked to for centuries. Begin with a ten-minute walk to 
the glorious Plaza del Obradoiro and survey 700 years of architectural styles in its surrounding landmarks. Admire the late-Gothic Royal Hostel, the neoclassical 
Palacio de Raxoi and the stunning 11th-century Romanesque Cathedral built over the tomb of Saint James. You’ll savor a leisurely lunch of local delicacies, 
accompanied by rosé wine, at a restaurant within the remarkable 15th-century Royal Hostel. Relish free time to explore the magnificent cathedral, perhaps 
seeking out the five indentations in the marble Tree of Jesse column where pilgrims press their fingertips and pray. Continue your tour along Santiago de 
Compostela’s narrow lanes and indulge in free time to shop or delve further into this sacred city. Wherever you turn, you’re sure to find divine inspiration.

   ·Journey to the hallowed city of Santiago de Compostela, one of Christianity’s most revered pilgrimage sites. You’ll learn the city is reputed to be the final 
resting place of the apostle Saint James, whose relics lie in the city’s cathedral, a holy site that pilgrims have flocked to for centuries. Begin with a ten-minute 
walk to the glorious Plaza del Obradoiro and survey 700 years of architectural styles in its surrounding landmarks. Admire the late-Gothic Royal Hostel, the 
neoclassical Palacio de Raxoi and the stunning 11th-century Romanesque Cathedral built over the tomb of Saint James. You’ll savor a leisurely lunch of local 
delicacies, accompanied by rosé wine, at a restaurant within the remarkable 15th-century Royal Hostel. Relish free time to explore the magnificent cathedral, 
perhaps seeking out the five indentations in the marble Tree of Jesse column where pilgrims press their fingertips and pray. Continue your tour along Santiago 
de Compostela’s narrow lanes and indulge in free time to shop or delve further into this sacred city. Wherever you turn, you’re sure to find divine inspiration.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 2 ½ hours of moderate walking with many uneven surfaces to negotiate. While the cathedral is accessible to wheelchairs via 
the East Wing entrance (the main entrance is not wheelchair accessible), the tour is not considered suitable for guests who utilize a wheelchair or guests with 
mobility concerns. In the event a mass is being celebrated in the cathedral, the tour will not be able to enter. The cathedral is currently under rehabilitation, with 
an expected completion date of 2020, which may affect access to certain areas of its interior. It has a capacity of 1,000 people, and in the event this number of 
visitors is reached, access will be temporarily restricted. Thus, access to the interior of the cathedral is not guaranteed. The order of sites viewed or visited may 
vary.

Duration: 7.00 Hrs

LCO-007   THE HISTORICAL CITY OF LUGO

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 30, 2023  08:30 AM,  08:40 AMDate:

Savor an in-depth look at Lugo’s architectural wonders, including the completely intact Roman Walls, a UNESCO World Heritage site. Gaze in awe at the 
imposing 3rd-century walls encircling Lugo’s Old Town, an unbroken stone perimeter that has miraculously withstood the onslaught of time. You’ll appreciate the 
numerous remaining guard towers, defensive bastions for the city once known as Lucus Augusti. Enjoy a panoramic drive around the walls, passing ten ancient 
gates that, to this day, provide the only access into the city’s oldest section. You’ll envision a Roman soldier’s daily patrol with a visit atop the ramparts, which 
afford wonderful views of Lugo and the lush landscape beyond. In the Old Town, see the splendid House of Mosaics, a private Roman residence that featured a 
heating system under the floors. Discover the Provincial Museum, housed in an enchanting medieval building, and the magnificent Lugo Cathedral, whose 
captivating towers soar above Lugo’s Old Town. Revel in a leisurely lunch of traditional favorites as you discuss the extraordinary masterpieces scattered 
throughout this Galician jewel.

   ·Marvel at Lugo’s intact 3rd-century Roman Walls, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·View the Roman Walls’ remaining towers and its ten gates, which open to the oldest part of town.
   ·Survey Lugo from atop the wall’s ramparts as a Roman centurion might have done centuries ago.
   ·Discover the Old Town’s numerous landmarks, including the elegant Lugo Cathedral.
   ·Enjoy a delightful lunch of specialties from Galicia, Spain’s most esteemed culinary region.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes over two hours of moderate walking. There will be some steps and uneven surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who 
utilize a wheelchair. It may not be suitable for guests with mobility concerns, who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. 
On Sundays, your tour guide will only provide commentary outside the cathedral; however, guests may enter independently.

Duration: 6.00 Hrs

LCO-WT1   HIKING THE OLD JAMES PATH

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 30, 2023  08:40 AMDate:

Walk a section of a centuries-old pilgrimage path that leads to Santiago de Compostela and the cathedral where the relics of Saint James are supposedly 
housed in a silver coffer under the high altar. You will literally follow in the footsteps of the pilgrims by walking a section of the path, the entirety of which 
UNESCO has declared a World Heritage site. The path is considered significant for its spiritual relevance and social importance, especially during medieval 
times, as pilgrims from different parts of the world met on the path and shared their knowledge. You will walk about four miles on the path, passing through 
meadows, a forest of eucalyptus trees and over a stone bridge before driving the rest of the way to Santiago de Compostela. After a walking tour that starts at 
the Plaza del Obradoiro, near the cathedral built over the tomb of Saint James, you will enjoy free time to explore further.

   ·Follow in the footsteps of pilgrims to a cathedral that may hold the remains of Saint James.
   ·Pass through about four miles of meadows and a forest of eucalyptus trees.
   ·Explore the city of Santiago de Compostela on your own.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 4 miles of walking on unpaved terrain with some inclines. It is not available for guests who utilize a wheelchair or those guests 
with mobility concerns. All participants should be in good physical health and able to walk for up to 2 hours without stopping.
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Duration: 4.50 Hrs

LCO-004   LA CORUNA & BETANZOS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

September 30, 2023  09:00 AM,  09:10 AMDate:

Enjoy a panoramic tour of La Coruña and visit the unspoiled village of Betanzos on this superb coach and walking tour. Gaze at the Tower of Hercules, a 
UNESCO World Heritage site that is the world’s only fully preserved Roman lighthouse still in use. You’ll learn that the astonishing structure, erected in the 2nd 
century on the orders of Emperor Trajan, can be glimpsed from up to 32 miles away. View the Castle of San Anton, an impressive citadel built atop a rocky 
outcropping emerging from the sea, and envision proud La Coruñan citizens repelling Sir Francis Drake’s English forces in 1589. You’ll be thoroughly charmed 
by Betanzo, a village found at the confluence of the Mendo and Mandeo rivers that boasts an abundance of buildings with galerias, or glass-enclosed balconies. 
Pass through the ancient town gates into a warren of narrow streets weaving through the well-preserved Old Town, where highlights include the Church of San 
Francisco, a Gothic masterpiece, and the Church of Santiago’s magnificent Clock Tower. Relish a refreshment break at a local hotel and ponder the splendid 
achievements of Galicians in times long past.

   ·View many of La Coruña’s architectural landmarks and lovely gardens from the comfort of your coach.
   ·Marvel at the Tower of Hercules, a UNESCO World Heritage site that is the only fully preserved Roman lighthouse still in use.
   ·Admire the Castle of San Anton, site of Sir Francis Drake’s humiliating retreat from La Coruña in 1589.
   ·Be charmed by Betanzo’s myriad glass-enclosed balconies, one of Galicia’s distinctive architectural features.
   ·Stroll Betanzo’s medieval Old Town and its countless architectural and historical landmarks.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 1 ½ hours of moderate walking, with some uneven surfaces to negotiate. The tour is available to guests who utilize a 
collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the coach and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns 
are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. In the event mass is being held in the Church of San Francisco, the visit will be exterior 
only. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

LCO-005   BETANZOS & GARDEN OF PAZO DE MARIÑAN

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 30, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Travel to Galicia’s captivating past on this tour to an imposing castle, a timeless fishing village and a graceful country estate surrounded by flowering gardens. 
View the 1594 Castle of Santa Cruz, a well-preserved fortress situated on a tiny, verdant island amidst an incredibly photogenic setting. You’ll be thoroughly 
charmed by Betanzo, a village found at the confluence of the Mendo and Mandeo rivers that boasts an abundance of buildings with galerias, or glass-enclosed 
balconies. Pass through the ancient town gates into a warren of narrow streets weaving through the well-preserved Old Town, where highlights include the 
Church of San Francisco, a Gothic masterpiece, and the Church of Santiago’s magnificent Clock Tower. Seek solace under towering Indian walnut trees, 
flowering camellias and eucalyptus trees at stately Pazo de Marinan, an 18th-century country manor known for its spectacular gardens. Appreciate the superb 
Italianate-style stairs leading to the gardens, which are fancifully adorned with aristocratic busts and sculptures of servants in attendance. You’ll gladly succumb 
to the romantic allure of Galicia’s storied sites on this fascinating tour.

   ·Capture perfect photographs at the romantic Castle of Santa Cruz, a 1594 island-bound fortification.
   ·Be charmed by Betanzo’s myriad glass-enclosed balconies, one of Galicia’s distinctive architectural features.
   ·Stroll Betanzo’s medieval Old Town and its countless architectural and historical landmarks.
   ·Meander through the exquisite gardens of Pazo de Marinan, a splendid 18th-century country estate.
   ·Seek out Pazo de Marinan’s Italianate features, including the whimsical stairs leading to the gardens.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 1 ¾ hours of moderate walking, with some stairs to negotiate. It is not considered suitable for guests who utilize a wheelchair 
or those with mobility concerns. This excursion features a visit to Pazo de Marinan’s gardens, which are the manor’s main attraction. The Pazo’s interior will not 
be visited, and the terrace and chapel visits will be exterior only. The order of the sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 7.50 Hrs

LCO-GL1   RURAL INSIGHT INTO GALICIA

Tour Price: $99.00 Retail Price: $249.00

September 30, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Gain an understanding of rural life in the Galicia region by visiting a monastery and several small farms that produce signature cheeses and specialty meats. 
The Monastery of our Lady of Sobrado was founded in 952, and while touring you will see the cloisters, church and kitchen where the monks prepare dishes that 
reflect the bountiful local agriculture. Galicia is also renowned for its excellent pork and beef, which are essential ingredients in stews, empanadas and 
churrasco. You will learn how Galician pigs and cows are bred and raised while touring one of the farms. Another farm will lend great insight into the use of milk 
from cows and goats for cheese. You can expect to see the animals milked and learn the cheese-making process step by step. Some of the more popular 
Galician cheeses are creamy tetilla and lightly smoked San Simon. A tasting of cheeses and meats will provide an even deeper understanding of the cuisine.

   ·Visit a monastery and see how the monks prepare dishes with Galician ingredients.
   ·Tour two farms, one that breeds pigs and cows, the other devoted to cheese making.
   ·Sample a variety of cheese and specialty meats that reflect Galician cuisine.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about 4½ hours of walking and standing with some inclines and cobblestone surfaces to negotiate. It is not available to wheelchair guests and 
may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns, who should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. Guests who go ashore do so with the 
understanding that they will be mixing with members of the general public.
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Duration: 2.50 Hrs

LCO-003   PANORAMIC LA CORUNA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 30, 2023  09:10 AM,  09:20 AMDate:

Relish a captivating panoramic coach tour encompassing La Coruña’s outstanding landmarks, including an ancient Roman lighthouse and a 16th-century 
fortress. Drive past the fragrant Gardens of Méndez Núñez and look for galerias, the region’s characteristic glass-enclosed balconies. View the Castle of San 
Anton, an impressive citadel built atop a rocky outcropping emerging from the sea, and envision proud La Coruñan citizens repelling Sir Francis Drake’s English 
forces in 1589. You’ll gaze in wonder at the 2nd-century Tower of Hercules, a UNESCO World Heritage site that is the world’s only fully preserved Roman 
lighthouse still in use, and enjoy time to stroll the grounds surrounding this astonishing structure. Continuing your tour, see the striking Museum of Mankind and 
the soaring Millennium Obelisk, carved with scenes depicting the city’s history. Atop Mount San Pedro, you’ll delight in panoramic vistas of La Coruña and the 
foaming sea. Descend to expansive Maria Pita square, named after an ardent defender of the city during Sir Francis Drake’s attack, and enjoy free time to 
explore La Coruña’s welcoming shops and cafés.

   ·View many of La Coruña’s architectural landmarks and lovely gardens from the comfort of your coach.
   ·Admire the Castle of San Anton, site of Sir Francis Drake’s humiliating retreat from La Coruña in 1589.
   ·Marvel at the Tower of Hercules, a UNESCO World Heritage site that is the only fully preserved Roman lighthouse still in use.
   ·Enjoy sweeping views of La Coruña and the glittering sea from Mount San Pedro.
   ·Shop and stroll during free time in Maria Pita square, the historical heart of the city.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 45 minutes of walking, plus any additional walking at the guests’ discretion during free time. There will be some uneven 
surfaces to negotiate. The tour is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the coach and have an 
able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina and may arrange with 
the guide to avoid participation in some of the walking portions of the tour. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

LCO-GG1   SOTAVENTO MAKES IT GREEN

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

September 30, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

View various renewable energy technologies at work at the Sotavento Experimental Wind Farm, a facility that showcases different ways to reach the same 
energy goals. The wind farm is so impressive that UNESCO recognized it for successfully integrating renewable energies. While in the control room at the heart 
of the facility, you will discover exactly how the wind turbines operate and how solar energy is harnessed, stored and distributed. There is also an extraordinary 
information center with easy-to-understand displays that explain the many types of renewable energies and how they are used worldwide. You might even try a 
cup of hot chocolate or coffee made with solar power. The wind farm also features a separate bioclimatic house that is remarkably energy efficient and 
environmentally friendly. The house is constructed with natural materials and oriented to optimize the natural sunlight and wind that provides its energy.

   ·See how various renewable energies power the Sotavento Experimental Wind Farm .
   ·Get an insider’s point of view by browsing the control room and information center .
   ·Tour a separate bioclimatic house designed to be energy-efficient and eco-friendly .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 2 hours of walking over mainly even ground plus any additional walking at the guests' discretion during free time. It is not 
recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. 
Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

LCO-001   HIGHLIGHTS OF LA CORUNA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

September 30, 2023  09:30 AM,  10:40 AMDate:

Revel in an illuminating tour of La Coruña’s most notable historic sites, including a soaring Roman lighthouse celebrated as a UNESCO World Heritage site. 
Upon entering La Coruña, you’ll understand why it is affectionally known as the Crystal City, as many of its buildings boast distinctive glass-enclosed balconies. 
Begin your exploration among ancient narrow streets leading to expansive Maria Pita square, named after an ardent defender of the city during a 1589 invasion 
by Sir Francis Drake’s English forces. You’ll breathe in soothing fragrances at the romantic San Carlos Gardens, created in 1843 inside the battlements of the 
long-gone Fortress of San Carlos. Pass unusual Celtic stone monoliths on your way to the Tower of Hercules, a UNESCO World Heritage site that is the world’s 
only fully preserved Roman lighthouse still in use. You’ll learn that the astonishing structure, erected in the 2nd century on the orders of Emperor Trajan, can be 
glimpsed from up to 32 miles away. Gaze at this extraordinary symbol of La Coruña, an icon of a city you’ll remember for years to come.

   ·Admire enchanting glass-enclosed balconies in Maria Pita square, the historical heart of La Coruña.
   ·Surround yourself with the inviting fragrances of La Coruña’s verdant San Carlos Gardens.
   ·Marvel at the Tower of Hercules, a UNESCO World Heritage site that is the only fully preserved Roman lighthouse still in use.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 1 ¾ hours of moderate walking, some of it over uneven surfaces. It is not considered suitable for guests who utilize a 
wheelchair or guests with mobility concerns. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.
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Duration: 5.00 Hrs

LCO-013   SEASIDE INFLUENCES

Tour Price: $179.00 Retail Price: $329.00

September 30, 2023  09:30 AMDate:

Settle in for an immensely panoramic drive along La Coruña’s beautiful coastline and enjoy a seafood lunch at a restaurant in the park atop San Pedro 
Mountain. Several of the city’s finest beaches rim Orzán Cove, and you may spot surfers there because the waves are often high. If you look at the peninsula 
directly across the cove, you will see the city aquarium and the Tower of Hercules, a still-operational lighthouse whose foundation dates to Roman times. The 
steep funicular-like railway that runs from the shore to the top of San Pedro Mountain is another landmark. As you might expect, the views of the Atlantic Ocean 
will be spectacular from the mountaintop restaurant. Your lunch will be equally impressive as it will feature fresh, locally sourced seafood. If time permits, you 
may also see the large artillery guns that were painstakingly transported up the mountain in 1933 to guard La Coruña.

   ·Take in the picture-perfect views while traveling along the coast that rims La Coruña.
   ·Gaze out over the Atlantic Ocean while driving to the top of San Pedro Mountain.
   ·Enjoy a lunch featuring locally sourced seafood at a mountaintop restaurant.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 1 hour of moderate walking over mainly even surfaces with some steps to negotiate. It is not recommended for guests who 
utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate 
clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

LCO-BB1   BEHIND THE DESIGN - LA CORUNA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $159.00

September 30, 2023  09:30 AMDate:

Delve into the designs of two wildly unconventional buildings with an architectural historian that will explain the daunting challenges of constructing them. You 
will first behold Domus, a seaside science museum whose façade resembles a full sail. However, the rear of the building is jagged, much like the rocky 
shoreline from which it rises. While you pause for photos of the exterior, the guide will describe how Japanese architect Arata Isozaki created this slate-, glass- 
and stone-covered futuristic landmark. In contrast, ancient pilgrimage routes inspired the design of the extraordinary City of Culture of Galicia in medieval 
Santiago de Compostela. The intention was for the cultural center to become a beacon for pilgrims seeking knowledge. The construction of the center’s six 
buildings was quite the undertaking, as the exteriors were designed with complex contours so they appear to be part of the rolling countryside. Consequently, 
each window had to be custom-made.

   ·Behold two ultramodern buildings with an architectural historian that will offer an insider’s view.
   ·Admire the futuristic façade of the Domus science museum and learn of its design challenges.
   ·Discover how ancient pilgrimage routes inspired the design of the City of Culture of Galicia.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 3 hours of moderate walking/standing; there will be some inclines and uneven surfaces to negotiate including approximately 30 
steps. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their 
personal level of stamina and ability. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested. If cancellation of this tour is made 
within 3 days of arrival in the excursion port, there will be a 100% cancellation fee charged to the guest's shipboard account.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

LCO-008   LA CORUNA THROUGH THE EYES OF PICASSO

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $119.00

September 30, 2023  10:00 AMDate:

Walk in the footsteps of a young Picasso by visiting the home where his family lived when Pablo was in his early teens. The family moved to La Coruna in 1891, 
when Pablo’s father became an instructor at a fine arts school. Their apartment at 4 Rúa Payo Gómez has been preserved much like it was, with period 
furnishings and replicas of art work that Pablo created at the time. You can see glimpses of Pablo’s genius in the paintings, drawings and caricatures, which are 
quite advanced considering his age. The family left for Barcelona after four years, when young Conchita Picasso died of diphtheria in the home. As you walk 
through La Coruna, you will see neighborhoods and attractions that teenage Pablo would have known such as the inspiring Méndez Núñez Gardens, an urban 
oasis that opened in 1871. Later, you can explore further on your own in the heart of the city.

   ·Visit the home where teenager Pablo Picasso lived for four years with his family.
   ·View replicas of painting and drawings that Picasso created while living in the home.
   ·Walk through La Coruna while the guide points out attractions Picasso would have known.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 3 hours of moderate walking and standing; there will be some inclines and cobblestone surfaces to negotiate plus any 
additional walking at the guests' discretion during free time. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with mobility 
concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking 
shoes are suggested. On Monday’s the Picasso House is closed. Outside visit instead. The house This tour does not include transportation, is all walking. 
Guests who go ashore do so with the understanding that they will be mixing with members of the general public.
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Duration: 5.00 Hrs

LCO-012   GALICIAN FOOD & ITS MARKETS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $159.00

September 30, 2023  10:00 AMDate:

Enjoy a panoramic driving tour through La Coruña with an enlightening stop at a market that offers many of the ingredients that will be found in your lunch. While 
traveling through the historical seaside port, you will notice that many of the buildings boast glass-enclosed balconies called “galerias,” the reason La Coruña is 
called “Crystal City.” Even so, the Tower of Hercules stands as the city’s most-recognized symbol, as this UNESCO World Heritage site is the only fully 
preserved Roman lighthouse still used for maritime signaling. Browsing one of the many local food markets will offer another perspective of the city. You will see 
locals shopping for traditional ingredients, especially Galician seafood. A meal that includes freshly caught octopus awaits you at A Pulpeira de Melide, a casual 
tavern-style restaurant in the heart of the city. Galician octopus is remarkably tender and typically flavored with olive oil and Spanish paprika.

   ·Settle in for a driving tour of La Coruña and pass highlights such as the Tower of Hercules.
   ·Browse a bustling food market that especially reflects the bounty of local seafood.
   ·Dine on a traditional Galician lunch that features octopus, a local specialty.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 1 hour of moderate walking over mainly even surfaces with some steps to negotiate. It is not recommended for guests who 
utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate 
clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 7.50 Hrs

LCO-002SG   HISTORIC SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA - SMALL GROUP

Tour Price: $179.00 Retail Price: $339.00

September 30, 2023  10:40 AMDate:

Enhance your shoreside experience with a Regent Choice small group tour. Hosting no more than 16 guests, these tours provide a more intimate experience 
and allow for more personal engagement with your knowledgeable guide. Journey to the hallowed city of Santiago de Compostela, one of Christianity’s most 
revered pilgrimage sites. You’ll learn the city is reputed to be the final resting place of the apostle Saint James, whose relics lie in the city’s cathedral, a holy site 
that pilgrims have flocked to for centuries. Begin with a ten-minute walk to the glorious Plaza del Obradoiro and survey 700 years of architectural styles in its 
surrounding landmarks. Admire the late-Gothic Royal Hostel, the neoclassical Palacio de Raxoi and the stunning 11th-century Romanesque Cathedral built over 
the tomb of Saint James. You’ll savor a leisurely lunch of local delicacies, accompanied by rosé wine, at a restaurant within the remarkable 15th-century Royal 
Hostel. Relish free time to explore the magnificent cathedral, perhaps seeking out the five indentations in the marble Tree of Jesse column where pilgrims press 
their fingertips and pray. Continue your tour along Santiago de Compostela’s narrow lanes and indulge in free time to shop or delve further into this sacred city. 
Wherever you turn, you’re sure to find divine inspiration.

   ·urney to the hallowed city of Santiago de Compostela, one of Christianity’s most revered pilgrimage sites. You’ll learn the city is reputed to be the final resting 
place of the apostle Saint James, whose relics lie in the city’s cathedral, a holy site that pilgrims have flocked to for centuries. Begin with a ten-minute walk to 
the glorious Plaza del Obradoiro and survey 700 years of architectural styles in its surrounding landmarks. Admire the late-Gothic Royal Hostel, the neoclassical 
Palacio de Raxoi and the stunning 11th-century Romanesque Cathedral built over the tomb of Saint James. You’ll savor a leisurely lunch of local delicacies, 
accompanied by rosé wine, at a restaurant within the remarkable 15th-century Royal Hostel. Relish free time to explore the magnificent cathedral, perhaps 
seeking out the five indentations in the marble Tree of Jesse column where pilgrims press their fingertips and pray. Continue your tour along Santiago de 
Compostela’s narrow lanes and indulge in free time to shop or delve further into this sacred city. Wherever you turn, you’re sure to find divine inspiration.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 2 ½ hours of moderate walking with many uneven surfaces to negotiate. While the cathedral is accessible to wheelchairs via 
the East Wing entrance (the main entrance is not wheelchair accessible), the tour is not considered suitable for guests who utilize a wheelchair or guests with 
mobility concerns. In the event a mass is being celebrated in the cathedral, the tour will not be able to enter. The cathedral is currently under rehabilitation, with 
an expected completion date of 2020, which may affect access to certain areas of its interior. It has a capacity of 1,000 people, and in the event this number of 
visitors is reached, access will be temporarily restricted. Thus, access to the interior of the cathedral is not guaranteed. The order of sites viewed or visited may 
vary.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

LCO-006   WALKING TOUR OF LA CORUNA & TAPAS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $169.00

September 30, 2023  10:40 AMDate:

Experience authentic Galician food culture on a walking tour to the town’s lively main market, followed by a taste of the region’s first-rate wines and tapas, 
Spain’s emblematic small dishes. Stroll from the pier to the expansive Atlantic beachfront, passing lovely buildings featuring La Coruña’s characteristic 
glass-enclosed balconies. You’ll revel in the riot of vibrant produce on display at the San Agustín Market, a bustling hub of commercial activity that also 
showcases a wide range of freshly-caught seafood. You’ll be thrilled with your visits to not one, but two distinctive taverns, where a variety of savory tapas will 
be served. Choose among delectable selections crafted with fresh seafood or local ham, and be sure to try a tequeño, a mouthwatering La Coruñan specialty of 
dough oozing with melted cheese. Toast these culinary delights with a Galician albariño or Ribeiro, crisp white wines that exemplify the best of this epicurean 
paradise.

   ·Stroll past La Coruña’s architectural landmarks and lovely gardens during a walking tour.
   ·Browse the lively San Agustín Market, a colorful burst of vivid produce and glistening seafood.
   ·Stop in at two separate taverns to sample an array of regional tapas, savory Spanish small plates.
   ·Try delicious tapas made with seafood, ham or cheese, accompanied by bright Galician white wines.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately three hours of moderate walking, mainly over uneven surfaces. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair or those 
with mobility concerns. As the market is closed on Sundays, visits then will be exterior only. The order of the sites viewed or visited may vary.
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Duration: 3.00 Hrs

LCO-001SG   HIGHLIGHTS OF LA CORUNA - SMALL GROUP

Tour Price: $49.00 Retail Price: $199.00

September 30, 2023  10:50 AMDate:

Enhance your shoreside experience with a Regent Choice small group tour. Hosting no more than 16 guests, these tours provide a more intimate experience 
and allow for more personal engagement with your knowledgeable guide. Revel in an illuminating tour of La Coruña’s most notable historic sites, including a 
soaring Roman lighthouse celebrated as a UNESCO World Heritage site. Upon entering La Coruña, you’ll understand why it is affectionally known as the Crystal 
City, as many of its buildings boast distinctive glass-enclosed balconies. Begin your exploration among ancient narrow streets leading to expansive Maria Pita 
square, named after an ardent defender of the city during a 1589 invasion by Sir Francis Drake’s English forces. You’ll breathe in soothing fragrances at the 
romantic San Carlos Gardens, created in 1843 inside the battlements of the long-gone Fortress of San Carlos. Pass unusual Celtic stone monoliths on your way 
to the Tower of Hercules, a UNESCO World Heritage site that is the world’s only fully preserved Roman lighthouse still in use. You’ll learn that the astonishing 
structure, erected in the 2nd century on the orders of Emperor Trajan, can be glimpsed from up to 32 miles away. Gaze at this extraordinary symbol of La 
Coruña, an icon of a city you’ll remember for years to come.

   ·Admire enchanting glass-enclosed balconies in Maria Pita square, the historical heart of La Coruña.
   ·Surround yourself with the inviting fragrances of La Coruña’s verdant San Carlos Gardens.
   ·Marvel at the Tower of Hercules, a UNESCO World Heritage site that is the only fully preserved Roman lighthouse still in use.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 1 ¾ hours of moderate walking, some of it over uneven surfaces. It is not considered suitable for guests who utilize a 
wheelchair or guests with mobility concerns. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.
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OPORTO, PORTUGAL

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

OPO-001   HIGHLIGHTS OF OPORTO

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

October 01, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Journey into the past as you stroll through the heart of Oporto, drive across a majestic double-decker bridge and savor port wine at a charming local lodge. 
Meander through Oporto’s historic city center, Ribeira, a district so culturally and architecturally important that UNESCO has deemed it a World Heritage site. 
Take in rich and varied landmarks that date from the 18th century, when trade was booming and merchants were financing elegant homes for themselves and 
grand buildings for the city. Notice local architecture reflecting the elaborate gilt-work of the Baroque style and the neoclassicism and romanticism of the 19th 
and 20th centuries. Take a spectacular drive over the Dom Luís I Bridge, a double-deck metal arch bridge designed by Gustave Eiffel that spans the gleaming 
waters of the Douro River. You’ll enjoy leisure time to explore further or to browse colorful shops. Cap off your day with an illuminating tour of one of Oporto’s 
famous port wine cellars, where you may toast the city’s remarkable place in history with a tasting of the robust beverage.

   ·Discover splendid Ribeira, the historical heart of Oporto and a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Stroll streets lined with architecturally elegant 18th-century homes and buildings.
   ·Drive over the Douro River on a unique bridge designed by famed architect Gustave Eiffel.
   ·Relish time on your own to shop or continue to sightsee.
   ·Tour a wine cellar to learn how port is made and sample the delectable spirit.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 45 minutes of moderate-to-strenuous walking. There will be some uneven surfaces and hilly terrain to negotiate. The tour is not 
available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Participants 
must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages.

Duration: 6.50 Hrs

OPO-003   THE CHARMING MINHO PROVINCE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $179.00

October 01, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Explore one of Portugal’s most fascinating provinces and enjoy lunch and shopping. Ride through picturesque Guimarães, whose town center was honored as a 
UNESCO World Heritage site almost two decades ago. You’ll also tour the city on foot with a guide who will point out its well-preserved medieval landmarks 
before you enjoy time on your own. Travel to beautiful Braga and discover one of the region’s most well-known sites, the breathtaking Bom Jesus do Monte 
sanctuary. Bask in the majesty of the twin-towered church, a masterpiece of European Baroque architecture. Notice that its spectacular stairway is flanked by 
several smaller chapels which represent the Stations of the Cross, and though a funicular provides access to the church, perhaps choose to climb the 17 flights 
of magnificent steps, enjoying the splendid architecture surrounding you. After lunch at a charming local restaurant, you’ll marvel at the imposing Braga 
Cathedral, outfitted with two massive gilded organs, soaring vaulted arches and a lovely 16th-century statue of the Madonna. Learn more about Braga on a 
guided walking tour of the city center and appreciate time to shop before you conclude your scenic visit to some of Portugal’s most captivating historical 
highlights.

   ·Embark on a guided walking tour of the medieval landmarks of Guimarães.
   ·Relish free time to explore the town center, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Visit Braga and discover the acclaimed Bom Jesus do Monte sanctuary and a stunning cathedral.
   ·Savor lunch, shopping and time on your own in enthralling Braga.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately two hours of walking/standing. There will be some uneven ground to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.

Duration: 6.50 Hrs

OPO-003SG   THE CHARMING MINHO PROVINCE - SMALL GROUP

Tour Price: $49.00 Retail Price: $199.00

October 01, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Enhance your shoreside experience with a Regent Choice small group tour. Hosting no more than 16 guests, these tours provide a more intimate experience 
and allow for more personal engagement with your knowledgeable guide. Explore one of Portugal’s most fascinating provinces and enjoy lunch and shopping. 
Ride through picturesque Guimarães, whose town center was honored as a UNESCO World Heritage site almost two decades ago. You’ll also tour the city on 
foot with a guide who will point out its well-preserved medieval landmarks before you enjoy time on your own. Travel to beautiful Braga and discover one of the 
region’s most well-known sites, the breathtaking Bom Jesus do Monte sanctuary. Bask in the majesty of the twin-towered church, a masterpiece of European 
Baroque architecture. Notice that its spectacular stairway is flanked by several smaller chapels which represent the Stations of the Cross, and though a funicular 
provides access to the church, perhaps choose to climb the 17 flights of magnificent steps, enjoying the splendid architecture surrounding you. After lunch at a 
charming local restaurant, you’ll marvel at the imposing Braga Cathedral, outfitted with two massive gilded organs, soaring vaulted arches and a lovely 
16th-century statue of the Madonna. Learn more about Braga on a guided walking tour of the city center and appreciate time to shop before you conclude your 
scenic visit to some of Portugal’s most captivating historical highlights.

   ·Embark on a guided walking tour of the medieval landmarks of Guimarães.
   ·Relish free time to explore the town center, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Visit Braga and discover the acclaimed Bom Jesus do Monte sanctuary and a stunning cathedral.
   ·Savor lunch, shopping and time on your own in enthralling Braga.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately two hours of walking/standing. There will be some uneven ground to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.
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Duration: 4.00 Hrs

OPO-001SG   HIGHLIGHTS OF OPORTO - SMALL GROUP

Tour Price: $49.00 Retail Price: $199.00

October 01, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Enhance your shoreside experience with a Regent Choice small group tour. Hosting no more than 16 guests, these tours provide a more intimate experience 
and allow for more personal engagement with your knowledgeable guide. Journey into the past as you stroll through the heart of Oporto, drive across a majestic 
double-decker bridge and savor port wine at a charming local lodge. Meander through Oporto’s historic city center, Ribeira, a district so culturally and 
architecturally important that UNESCO has deemed it a World Heritage site. Take in rich and varied landmarks that date from the 18th century, when trade was 
booming and merchants were financing elegant homes for themselves and grand buildings for the city. Notice local architecture reflecting the elaborate gilt-work 
of the Baroque style and the neoclassicism and romanticism of the 19th and 20th centuries. Take a spectacular drive over the Dom Luís I Bridge, a double-deck 
metal arch bridge designed by Gustave Eiffel that spans the gleaming waters of the Douro River. You’ll enjoy leisure time to explore further or to browse colorful 
shops. Cap off your day with an illuminating tour of one of Oporto’s famous port wine cellars, where you may toast the city’s remarkable place in history with a 
tasting of the robust beverage.

   ·Discover splendid Ribeira, the historical heart of Oporto and a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Stroll streets lined with architecturally elegant 18th-century homes and buildings.
   ·Drive over the Douro River on a unique bridge designed by famed architect Gustave Eiffel.
   ·Relish time on your own to shop or continue to sightsee.
   ·Tour a wine cellar to learn how port is made and sample the delectable spirit.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 45 minutes of moderate-to-strenuous walking. There will be some uneven surfaces and hilly terrain to negotiate. The tour is not 
available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Participants 
must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

OPO-002   THE MEDIEVAL CITY OF GUIMARAES

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 01, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Delve into the fascinating history of gorgeous Guimarães, the original capital of Portugal and birthplace of its first king, visiting a majestic hilltop castle and 
delighting in an enlightening walking tour. Relax on your leisurely journey to the extraordinary Castelo de Guimarães, a well-preserved 10th-century medieval 
stronghold with crenellated towers that gloriously crowns the top of Colina Sagrada, or Sacred Hill. From that rocky outcrop, you’ll revel in the fantastic views of 
picturesque Guimarães, whose town center was honored as a UNESCO World Heritage site almost two decades ago. See the enchanting Church of São 
Miguel, a small Romanesque chapel where the first king of Portugal was baptized. Return to the town’s historical center and set out on a guided walking tour to 
view unforgettable medieval landmarks. Enjoy time on your own for a bit of shopping and further exploration of the charmed city of Guimarães.

   ·Absorb stunning views from Castelo de Guimarães, a medieval castle with crenellated towers.
   ·View the charming Church of São Miguel, where the first king of Portugal was baptized.
   ·Embark on a guided walking tour of the notable medieval landmarks of Guimarães.
   ·Take time to shop and to explore the historical town center, a UNESCO World Heritage site.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately two hours of moderate walking. There will be uneven surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

OPO-006   PANORAMIC OPORTO

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 01, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Gain a sweeping appreciation of Portugal’s second-largest metropolis on a driving tour that wends through Oporto’s bustling streets to its quaint heart. Travel to 
the historical city center, Ribeira, a district so culturally and architecturally important that UNESCO deemed it a World Heritage site. Take in rich and varied 
landmarks including medieval walls, Gothic churches and Roman ruins. Gaze at the fortress-like São Francisco Cathedral, one of the city’s largest churches 
and the site of famed Portuguese explorer Henry the Navigator’s baptism, and discover a prominent rose window that is part of its original façade. Behold the 
spectacular Clérigos Tower, which was the tallest structure in Portugal when it was constructed in 1763 as the bell tower of the adjoining church. You’ll relish the 
sight of the beautiful French Beaux-Arts São Bento railway station, whose name derives from the Benedictine monastery that once stood on the site. As you 
survey the distinctive Town Hall, reflect on your illuminating look at contemporary and historical Oporto.

   ·Experience the sights of Ribeira, the heart of Oporto and a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Appreciate architecture reflecting elaborate Baroque gilt work.
   ·View the captivating São Francisco Cathedral, site of Henry the Navigator’s baptism.
   ·Catch a glimpse of the unforgettable Clérigos Tower and the Beaux-Arts São Bento railway station.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour is primarily panoramic in nature with walking at the guest’s discretion during stops. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are 
able to make their own way on and off the coach and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate 
their personal level of ability and stamina.
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Duration: 2.50 Hrs

OPO-007   PORTO BY TUK-TUK

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $119.00

October 01, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Ride in a covered three-wheel vehicle through Oporto’s historical district, browse at a revered bookshop and admire sweeping views of the city from atop a 
riverside monastery. You’ll travel along the waterfront in a tuk-tuk, an exhilarating mode of transportation similar to a golf cart but infused with the quirky charm 
of Oporto. Appreciate the sights of Ribeira, a district so culturally and architecturally important that UNESCO deemed it a World Heritage site. Make a stop at 
the Lello Bookshop, a stunningly beautiful neo-Gothic building with stained glass windows and a grand staircase that dates to 1906. Gaze at the fortress-like 
São Francisco Cathedral, one of the city’s largest churches and the site of famed Portuguese explorer Henry the Navigator’s baptism, and discover a prominent 
rose window that is part of its original façade. Cross the Dom Luís I Bridge and delight in the Monastery of Serra do Pilar, another UNESCO World Heritage site. 
From the rooftop belvedere, you’ll enjoy a commanding view of this thrilling city.

   ·Visit Oporto’s Ribeira district, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Appreciate architecture in Ribeira reflecting elaborate Baroque gilt work.
   ·Visit a charming bookstore that’s been an institution in the city since 1906.
   ·View the captivating São Francisco Cathedral, site of Henry the Navigator’s baptism.
   ·Behold incredible city sights from the Monastery of Serra do Pilar, another UNESCO World Heritage site.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour is primarily panoramic in nature with walking at the guest’s discretion during stops. There will be some steps and uneven surfaces to negotiate at the 
stops. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and 
stamina, as there is a somewhat high step to enter and exit the tuk-tuk. This tour operates with a driver/guide. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary. 
There are no shopping opportunities available on this tour.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

OPO-014   THE ARCHITECTURE OF PORTO

Tour Price: $119.00 Retail Price: $269.00

October 01, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

View a collection of architectural treasures that have dramatically changed the face of Porto, a city founded in the 12th century. The tour begins right at the 
Leixões cruise terminal. A modern masterpiece clad with hexagonal ceramic tiles, it looks like a giant ribbon looping around itself in an irregular tangle. Similarly, 
the white-concrete Casa da Música concert hall features a striking modern design, but one that is highly geometric rather than free-form. Although the esteemed 
Museum Serralves displays contemporary art, it was designed to integrate with the surrounding urban area rather than make a bold statement. While exploring 
other districts of Porto, you may see buildings that feature a traditional early 20th-century style known as Português Suave, quaint Swiss-style cottages and 
stately Beaux-Arts buildings. The architectural diversity is remarkable. Even Nogueira’s, the restaurant that will host your lunch, is revered for its design, which 
exudes comfort and hospitality.

   ·Enjoy a panoramic driving tour of Porto that focuses on its most striking architecture.
   ·See a variety of architectural styles ranging from modern to traditional Português Suave.
   ·Dine in a contemporary restaurant designed with rich woods and atmospheric lighting.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes a minimal amount of walking mainly at the guest's discretion. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to both 
make their way on and off the coach and have a companion to assist them. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of 
ability and stamina.

Duration: 4.75 Hrs

OPO-015   PORTO’S PORT WINE CELLARS

Tour Price: $119.00 Retail Price: $269.00

October 01, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Settle in for a panoramic driving tour through Porto as a prelude to dining on dishes made to pair with the city’s namesake port wine. While traveling through the 
city’s historic district, which is so architecturally important that UNESCO declared it a World Heritage site, you will pass landmarks such as the Casa da Música 
concert hall and the cathedral where famed Portuguese explorer Henry the Navigator was baptized in the late 1300s. This immersion into Porto will also provide 
insight into the production of port, the fortified wine produced in the Douro Valley. Graham’s Port Lodge in nearby Gaia offers the ideal setting for an exquisite 
tasting of appetizers created especially to pair with these wines. The port and tonic aperitif will be made with Graham’s Extra Dry White, a fruity port with floral 
aromas. The Graham family, as well as the Symingtons, who now produce the Graham wines, share a long tradition of making extraordinary port.

   ·Sample port wine paired with appetizers at a renowned wine cellar.
   ·Gain an understanding of how fortified port is produced and its various tastes.
   ·Drive through Porto’s historic district, an impressive UNESCO World Heritage site.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes a minimal amount of walking mainly at the guest's discretion. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to both 
make their way on and off the coach and have a companion to assist them. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of 
ability and stamina.
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Duration: 4.75 Hrs

OPO-016   PORTO’S TRADITIONAL GASTRONOMY

Tour Price: $119.00 Retail Price: $269.00

October 01, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Dine on traditional Portuguese dishes at a family-owned restaurant followed by a panoramic tour of the city’s most historical district. The venue for this 
gastronomical experience will be Postigo do Carvão, a restaurant that opened nearly four decades ago. The ever-changing menu often includes Portuguese 
favorites such as locally sourced scallops drizzled with fennel sauce and a rustic tripe stew. The latter is such a signature dish in Porto that residents are 
nicknamed “tripeiros” for their love of tripe. Portuguese white wines from the Dão region and reds from the Douro region will be served to complement the 
dishes. The restaurant lies in the heart of the Clérigos district, home to the Clérigos Tower, once the highest building in Portugal. You can also expect to see the 
rococo-style Church of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, an 18th-century landmark that is especially revered for the blue and white azulejo tiles that adorn its exterior 
walls.

   ·Enjoy a traditional Portuguese meal in a family-owned restaurant in the Clérigos district.
   ·Sample a selection of Portuguese white and red whites that pair well with the dishes.
   ·See what was once Portugal’s highest building while driving through the Clérigos district.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes a minimal amount of walking mainly at the guest's discretion. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to both 
make their way on and off the coach and have a companion to assist them. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of 
ability and stamina.
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LISBON, PORTUGAL

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

LIS-004   MEDIEVAL OBIDOS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $99.00

October 02, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Revel in the sights of Lisbon’s artfully decorated avenues and squares and the beautiful scenery of the countryside on an approximately one-hour panoramic 
drive to the medieval walled village of Óbidos, complete with a guided walking tour and plenty of free time. Learn how Óbidos became a perpetual wedding gift 
from kings to their queens since 1298, when King Dinis presented the town to his young bride after she noted that the ramparts around it twined “like a ribbon 
around a bouquet of shining white houses.” Begin a guided walking tour through narrow lanes with colorfully accented homes, and visit the 17th-century Santa 
Maria parish church, featuring walls adorned with beautiful blue-and-white azulejos tiles. You’ll relish time on your own at Pillory Square, which is anchored by a 
monument given to local fishermen in 1492 by Queen Leonor to honor her son but which was later used to punish criminals. Perhaps you’ll choose to relax in a 
quaint outdoor café, browse inviting shops, hike up to the castle that is now a hotel, or explore the old lookout path on top of the wall encircling the city to 
conclude your unique, off-the-beaten-path experience.

   ·Enjoy the story of how a 13th-century king began a tradition when he made the town of Óbidos a gift to his bride.
   ·Appreciate the history and charm of exquisite Óbidos on a guided walking tour.
   ·Discover striking blue-and-white azulejo tiles in the 17th-century parish church of Santa Maria.
   ·Explore further, discover a fetching outdoor café or find a perfect souvenir during ample free time.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes moderate-to-extensive walking. There will be some uneven surfaces and numerous steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who 
utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

LIS-001   PALACES AND CASCAIS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $99.00

October 02, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Visit charismatic Queluz Palace and its Versailles-inspired gardens, and survey the royal palace at Sintra and the beautiful bay at Cascais on this vista-filled 
coach and walking tour. Admire the opulent interior of 18th-century Queluz Palace, the favorite residence of Queen Maria I, who transformed a modest manor 
into an ornate palace resplendent with French-style furnishings. See its gardens inspired by André Le Nôtre, famed French landscape artist and designer of 
Versailles. You’ll relax in the town square of nearby Sintra and view the exterior of the Palace of Sintra, now a museum easily recognizable for its two massive 
kitchen chimneys. Enjoy free time to wander along the ancient streets, filled with trees and flowers. In the resort town of Cascais, a historic fishing port that is 
also a favorite swimming and surfing mecca for Lisbon residents, stop to admire the oft-photographed bay. You’ll pass through the beachfront village of Estoril, 
lined with 19th-century mansions, and follow the Tagus River, the longest waterway in the Iberian Peninsula, as you reflect on Portugal’s palatial opulence and 
natural beauty.

   ·Immerse yourself in 18th- and 19th-century history as you tour captivating Queluz Palace.
   ·Discover the brilliant Queluz Palace gardens, inspired by famed Versailles.
   ·Admire the Palace of Sintra, distinguished for its outstanding historical, architectural and artistic value.
   ·Spend time on your own in the ancient town of Sintra to shop or wander through the narrow streets.
   ·Travel beside the Tagus River, the Iberian Peninsula’s longest waterway.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes a moderate amount of walking. There will be some steps to negotiate. The tour is not considered suitable for guests who utilize a wheelchair 
or guests with mobility concerns. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

LIS-010   SCENIC SINTRA & CASCAIS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $109.00

October 02, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Take in spectacular views at the westernmost point of Portugal, spend free time in a characteristic Portuguese village and discover engaging Cascais, a popular 
oceanfront resort, on this gratifying tour. During a photo stop at the wild and isolated headland of Cabo da Roca, once the end of the known world, stand 
mesmerized atop a massive cliff as the raging Atlantic Ocean pounds mercilessly onto the rocks below. Traveling toward famed Sintra, nestled into the northern 
slope of the majestic Serra de Sintra mountains, discover grand houses with walled gardens scattered throughout forested hills. Upon your arrival, you’ll 
appreciate approximately one hour to wander through Sintra’s charming warren of narrow lanes, which are lined with lush greenery and flowers, and admire the 
sub-tropical vines that trail from mossy walls and balconies. In postcard-ready Cascais, once a fishing village and now a favorite swimming and surfing mecca, 
revel in time on your own to take in the manifold beauties of glorious Portugal.

   ·Stand on the windswept cliffs of Cabo da Roca, the end of the known world until the Age of Discovery.
   ·Take in incredible vistas of the roiling sea, azure sky and rugged cliffs from Cabo da Roca.
   ·Absorb the idyllic forest setting of elegant houses with walled gardens on the road to charming Sintra.
   ·Take advantage of free time in bewitching Sintra to shop or explore.
   ·Appreciate time on your own in Cascais, once a fishing port, now Portugal’s premier seaside resort.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes a limited amount of walking. There will be some uneven surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not considered suitable for guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.
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Duration: 3.50 Hrs

LIS-002   UNFORGETTABLE OLD LISBON

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $99.00

October 02, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Bask in Lisbon’s enduring history at a richly embellished Victorian-era palace and the oldest church in Lisbon, then spend time at your leisure in the city’s 
bustling main shopping district, if you wish. You’ll travel through the municipally protected forest of Monsanto Park, Lisbon’s largest green space, to the Ajuda 
Palace, a romantic Victorian-age residence built for the Royal Family in the 19th century by King Louis I and the last royal residence before the 1910 
proclamation of the republic. Admire rich tapestries, fine wood parquetry, damask family portraits and more than 40,000 personal mementos. You’ll visit Lisbon’s 
oldest church, the imposing 12th-century Lisbon Cathedral known as the Sé, in the heart of the seductive Alfama district, where street vendors offer fruit, 
vegetables and fish to local residents who still hang laundry in their windows to dry. In bustling Baixa, you may choose to leave the coach at Rossio Square to 
browse boutiques or wander amid buildings decorated with beautiful Portuguese azulejos tiles, a perfect way to cap off your tour through time in eclectic Lisbon.

   ·Marvel at thick forests as you pass through protected Monsanto Park, Lisbon’s largest green space.
   ·View a collection of decorative art from the past five centuries at the wonderful Ajuda Palace.
   ·Visit 12th-century Lisbon Cathedral, known as the Sé, nestled in the historic Alfama district.
   ·Stroll through trendy Baixa’s wide avenues and squares to shop or explore further, if you choose.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes difficult walking. There will be some uneven surfaces and steps to negotiate. The tour is not considered suitable for guests who utilize a 
wheelchair or guests with mobility concerns. The Ajuda Palace is closed on Wednesdays. Guests wishing to remain in Baixa must make their own way back to 
the ship by taxi or using public transportation.

Duration: 5.50 Hrs

LIS-017   SINTRA-COLARES WINE CELLAR

Tour Price: $119.00 Retail Price: $269.00

October 02, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Sample several unique wines with an unusual history from the westernmost wine region in continental Europe. On the way to the Sintra-Colares cellar, you will 
stop for photos at the Belém Tower, the riverfront fortress from which so many Portuguese explorers set sail. This landmark should pique your curiosity about 
the local history, which is especially interesting with regard to wine. The Colares region is one of the few places in the world suitable for growing ramisco grapes 
because they must be planted in deep sandy trenches so the roots can reach the clay soil below. The vines must also be maintained low to ground to survive 
the steady salty winds. It is a fascinating and arduous process that you will learn about during the wine and tapas tasting at the wine cellar, which was founded 
in 1931. Afterwards, you will discover more about the area during the panoramic tour of Lisbon.

   ·Sample several unusual wines paired with tapas at the Sintra-Colares wine cellar.
   ·Learn how these vines survived the aphids that destroyed Europe’s vineyards centuries ago.
   ·Enjoy an enlightening driving tour through Lisbon with a stop at the Belém Tower.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 1 hour of walking. The sights visited are not wheelchair accessible and therefore it is not recommended for guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and 
comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 5.50 Hrs

LIS-018   QUINTA DE SANTANA WINE TASTING

Tour Price: $119.00 Retail Price: $269.00

October 02, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Visit a working farm and family wine estate where you will enjoy an inspired tasting of its most characteristic wines. Quinta de Santana has been producing wine 
since its founding in 1630, but the winery was neglected toward the end of the last century. Once the present owners took over its operation, Quinta de Santana 
once again flourished as a winery and an organic flower farm. During the tasting, you will discover how the vineyards were revitalized, how the grapes are grown 
and how the terroir affects the various wines. The red vines are planted in the steep upper slopes while the whites are found at the foot of the slopes. You may 
sample at least one of each or perhaps a rosé blend made with merlot, touriga nacional and aragonez grapes. Before and after the tasting, you will enjoy a 
panoramic driving tour through Lisbon with a photo stop at the Belém Tower.

   ·Taste a number of characteristic wines at the family-owned winery Quinta de Santana.
   ·Hear how the family revitalized the vineyards after they lay dormant for years.
   ·Enjoy an enlightening driving tour through Lisbon with a stop at the Belém Tower.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 1 hour of walking. The sights visited are not wheelchair accessible and therefore it is not recommended for guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and 
comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.
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Duration: 5.00 Hrs

LIS-019   QUINTA DO SAGUINHAL WINE TASTING

Tour Price: $119.00 Retail Price: $269.00

October 02, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Tour a family-owned winery that sources grapes from its three estates and sample several of the most distinctive wines. Your immersion into these premium 
wines will take place at Quinta Do Saguinhal, whose distillery is one of the oldest in the region. Both red and white grapes are grown in the sandy-clay soil on 
the slopes surrounding the estate. It is an idyllic setting for wine production and sampling. While in the cellar, you may taste an elegant red blend made with 
touriga nacional and syrah grapes, a fruity white blend made with arinto and chardonnay grapes, and perhaps a bold aguardente with a velvety finish. Feel free 
to ask how the various wines are produced and how the terroir of Quinta Do Saguinhal affects their tastes. A panoramic driving tour through Lisbon will add a 
historical perspective, especially the photo stop at the Belém Tower, the capital’s ceremonial marine gateway.

   ·Sample a number of premium wines produced at Quinta do Saguinhal.
   ·Gain insight into how the terroir affects the red and white wines produced there.
   ·Enjoy an enlightening driving tour through Lisbon with a stop at the Belém Tower.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 1 hour of walking. The sights visited are not wheelchair accessible and therefore it is not recommended for guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and 
comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

LIS-BB1   BEHIND THE DESIGN - LISBON

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $139.00

October 02, 2023  09:00 AM,  10:00 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Tour two of Lisbon’s most outlandish buildings with an architectural historian that will point out and describe their fascinating futuristic designs. The MAAT or 
Museum of Art, Architecture and Technology is an undulating, low-slung building on the banks of the Tagus River. It is covered with 3-dimensional, 
crackle-glazed tiles that reflect Portugal’s rich tradition of crafts and ceramics. Other design elements include a roof that doubles as an outdoor room, an 
entrance that resembles a cresting wave and a water-like fluidity that continues throughout the interior. In a word, it is stunning, as is the Champalimaud Centre 
for the Unknown. This ultramodern medical research center rises from the riverfront near the historical Tower of Belém, which Portugal’s greatest explorers 
passed before sailing into the unknown. The center’s design is just as daring, especially the curvaceous exteriors and the glass tubular bridge that connects 
them – all of which the guide will expound on.

   ·Learn little-known details about two cutting-edge buildings from an architectural historian.
   ·Browse the MAAT museum as the guide describes its revolutionary design.
   ·Hear fascinating facts about an ultramodern medical research center while touring it.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 3 hours of walking over mainly flat and even surfaces. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests 
with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking 
shoes are suggested.

Duration: 6.00 Hrs

LIS-GG2   BRUNCH IN A SUSTAINABLE WINERY

Tour Price: $99.00 Retail Price: $249.00

October 02, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  08:00 AMDate:

Dine on local delicacies and wines from an acclaimed Torres Vedras vineyard that follows environmentally friendly practices. Growing conditions are excellent in 
this region north of Lisbon, and the wines reflect the Atlantic influence of moderate temperatures and sea breezes. To ensure the future health of its vineyard as 
climatic conditions change, the winery that you will visit has invested in agricultural methods that better manage water and energy. During an enlightening 
workshop on the estate, you will learn the particulars of how the grapes are grown, harvested and processed using sustainable practices. Afterwards, you will 
enjoy a brunch of delicacies that may include codfish cakes, regional cheeses, green olives and a traditional bean tart that originated in Torres Vedras in the 
19th century. The dishes will be paired with a selection of complementary wines that will likely include emblematic Dory whites and reds.

   ·Tour a winery in the Torres Vedras region that follows eco-friendly agricultural practices .
   ·Learn about sustainable viticulture during a workshop at the winery .
   ·Enjoy a tasting of traditional Torres Vedras wines and a brunch of local delicacies .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 2 hours of walking over mainly even surfaces and approximately 20 steps. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and 
comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.
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Duration: 5.50 Hrs

LIS-GG3   THE BEE CAUSE

Tour Price: $109.00 Retail Price: $259.00

October 02, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  08:00 AMDate:

Discover the invaluable agricultural role that bees play while visiting a farm with an apiary in rural Loures. During this hands-on experience, you will don a 
protective suit for a close-up look at the active beehives. The beekeeper will explain each step of the honey production, as you gain an appreciation for the 
process by watching the various types of bees at work. Bees pollinate much of the world’s food including fruits, vegetables, almonds and vanilla. Many 
European wildflowers such as foxgloves, clovers and vetches also rely on bee pollination. However, changing environmental conditions, loss of habitat and 
pesticides have contributed to a worldwide decline in bee populations. The beekeeper will elaborate on some of those threats and how they are being addressed 
locally. Later, at an outdoor courtyard, you will be treated to a sampling of honeys from the apiary. The different tastes come the types of flowers that the bees 
encounter as they collect nectar and pollen.

   ·Put on a protective suit for a close-up look at how bees produce honey in an apiary .
   ·Gain an understanding of the vital role that bees play in the world’s food production .
   ·Taste various honeys, whose flavors reflect the nectars bees collect from different flowers .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 2 hours of moderate walking over some uneven ground and gravel paths. It is not available for guests who utilize a wheelchair. 
Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing, hat, sunscreen 
and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested. It is not recommended for any guests with allergies to bees or honey.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

LIS-GL2   EXPAT EXPERIENCE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

October 02, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Experience local life by riding public transportation to several trendy neighborhoods where expats comfortably enjoy Lisbon’s leisurely lifestyle. A tram will take 
you through some of the city’s most affluent neighborhoods to the landmark basilica in Estrela. Queen Maria I ordered the church to be built to celebrate the 
birth of her only son, who sadly died two years before the church was completed in 1790. The queen rests in an elaborate tomb inside. Across from the basilica, 
you will find the 19th-century Estrela Gardens, an urban oasis with a duck pond, manmade caves and a wrought-iron bandstand. You are sure to see plenty of 
locals and expats relaxing on the benches and strolling the winding garden paths. After a traditional cup of espresso-like coffee known locally as “bica,” you will 
ride the bus to the Principe Real neighborhood. During free time there, you might stroll the botanical gardens, or simply take in the spectacular views.

   ·Join Lisbon’s expats in the neighborhoods where they now reside.
   ·Get an authentic feel for what attracts the expats to Lisbon.
   ·Mingle with the locals, ride public transportation and spend free time exploring downtown.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about 1½ hours of walking over even and uneven ground and steps, plus any additional walking at the guests’ discretion during free time. It is 
not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those with mobility concerns should evaluate their ability and stamina before joining the tour. Guests who 
go ashore do so with the understanding that they will be mixing with members of the general public.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

LIS-GL3   LISBON SOUL

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $179.00

October 02, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Follow a local guide on an enlightening walk through Lisbon’s most atmospheric districts, pausing at various venues to sample Portuguese delicacies. In the 
Baixa district, you will stop at Manteigaris Silva, a delicatessen that dates to the 19th century. Chances are, you will sample local ham and cheeses such as 
Serra da Estrela. You will then head to Mouraria, a Moorish-influenced district that is considered the birthplace of the music genre fado. There you will be served 
a sweet, cherry liqueur known as ginja. A tram ride with the locals will bring you to the historical Graça district, where you will become even more familiar with 
daily life in Lisbon. While pausing for photos at the more than 100-year-old Villa Bertha, you will enjoy superb views of the city and the Tagus River. One last 
stop will be made at a café, where you will sample Portuguese products such as cod fish pastry and cornbread with sausage, perhaps with another glass of 
ginja.

   ·Walk through Lisbon’s historical districts and stop on occasion in the cafés.
   ·Snack on an array of Portuguese specialties, such as ham, cheeses and traditional beverages.
   ·Ride the tram through the capital city for an authentic slice of daily life.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about three hours of walking and standing with some inclines and cobblestone surfaces to negotiate. It is not available to wheelchair guests 
and may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns, who should evaluate their ability and stamina before joining the tour. Guests who go ashore do so with 
the understanding that they will be mixing with members of the general public.
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Duration: 3.50 Hrs

LIS-003   LISBON HIGHLIGHTS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $109.00

October 02, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

Soak in Lisbon’s grandest highlights from scenic heights to sea level on this captivating tour. You’ll discover the ornate Campo Pequeno bullring, where only 
ceremonial, no-kill contests are held, and enjoy an enthralling view of the city and harbor from the Alto do Parque Belvedere. Appreciate the artistic design of the 
streets and squares of Baixa, including Rossio Square, which is Lisbon’s version of Times Square or Piccadilly Circus, on a drive along Avenue Liberdade to the 
statue of the Marques do Pombal, who rebuilt Lisbon after the catastrophic 1755 earthquake. Visit the Maritime Museum, also known as the Navy Museum, 
which tells the story of Portugal’s sea-going dominance through the ages, and the magnificent Gothic church of Jerónimos Monastery, a UNESCO World 
Heritage site decorated in Manueline style, a unique form of decoration punctuated with marine symbols such as ropes, shells and coral. At the harbor you’ll 
admire the fortified 16th-century Belém Tower, a welcome sight for hardy sea-going voyagers upon their return after months at sea and just one of Lisbon’s 
reminders of the city’s global importance in the Age of Discovery.

   ·Discover the beguiling 19th-century Campo Pequeno bullring, site of no-kill bullfights.
   ·Appreciate Lisbon’s exquisite architecture on a drive along Avenue Liberdade and past Rossio Square.
   ·Examine myriad artifacts at the Maritime Museum, which chronicles the history of Portuguese navigation.
   ·Behold the Gothic-Manueline Jerónimos Monastery, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Admire 16th-century Belém Tower, the first sight seen by weary sailors returning home.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately one hour of moderate walking. There will be some uneven surfaces and steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests 
who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina and may make arrangements with 
the guide to avoid participation in some of the guided walking portions of the tour. The Maritime Museum is closed on Mondays. The Jerónimos Monastery 
church is closed on Mondays as well, so a visit to Palacoa de Ajuda will be substituted.

Duration: 3.50 Hrs

LIS-003SG   LISBON HIGHLIGHTS - SMALL GROUP

Tour Price: $49.00 Retail Price: $199.00

October 02, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

October 03, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

Enhance your shoreside experience with a Regent Choice small group tour. Hosting no more than 16 guests, these tours provide a more intimate experience 
and allow for more personal engagement with your knowledgeable guide. Upon departing the pier, one of the first sights you will see is the April 25th 
Suspension Bridge, sister to the Golden Gate, and the towering Christ the King Statue on the far side of the Tagus River. Lisbon's hills and cobblestone streets 
are best enjoyed from the comfort of your coach. This city tour takes in many of Lisbon's famous sights, among them an ornate bull ring where ceremonial 
bullfights are still held. You will enjoy magnificent views of the city and harbor from Alto do Parque Belvedere, and then you will be driven through Rossio 
Square, Lisbon's ""Piccadilly Circus."" The 1-mile long Avenida da Liberdade leads to the Statue of Pombal. It was Pombal who rebuilt the city after the 
earthquake of 1755. The tour continues with a visit to the Maritime Museum, then the Jeronimos Monastery, a 16th-century architectural masterpiece designed 
in the Gothic-Manueline style. Nearby, you will see the lavishly decorated Belem Tower where Portuguese explorers were once given rousing send-offs. As the 
coach returns to the ship via Avenida Brasilia, you will once again be able to see the April 25th Suspension Bridge and the towering Christ the King Statue.

   ·Discover the beguiling 19th-century Campo Pequeno bullring, site of no-kill bullfights.
   ·Appreciate Lisbon’s exquisite architecture on a drive along Avenue Liberdade and past Rossio Square.
   ·Examine myriad artifacts at the Maritime Museum, which chronicles the history of Portuguese navigation.
   ·Behold the Gothic-Manueline Jerónimos Monastery, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Admire 16th-century Belém Tower, the first sight seen by weary sailors returning home.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 1-hour of moderate walking at the Maritime Museum and the monastery with a few steps to negotiate. The tour is not available 
to wheelchair guests. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned only to participate to the extent of their personal stamina and ability and may make 
arrangements with the guide to not participate in some of the guided walking portions of the tour. On Mondays the ""Maritime Museum"" is closed. The 
Jerónimos Monastery church is closed on Mondays as well, so a visit to Palacoa de Ajuda will be substituted. Small Group excursions follow the same itinerary 
and description as our regular group excursions whilst providing an increased intimate experience with your guide. Excursions which include transport via boats 
and/or meals will not be exclusive to the small groups and may be shared with other guests on excursions.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

LIS-GL1   MEET LOCALS AT THE MARKET & FISHERMEN

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 03, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Mingle with the locals at a vibrant marketplace and with fishermen along the waterfront in Setubal. The city sits atop a Roman fishing town that a tsunami 
destroyed in the 5th century, and parts of it have been excavated. Fishing is still essential to Setubal, as you will discover at a bustling downtown market. 
Sardines, cuttlefish, oysters—they are all here on display, fresh from the docks where the fishermen have brought their morning’s catch. The guide will point out 
some of the most unusual species and introduce you to the vendors. While walking along a nearby promenade, you will likely see fishermen tending their nets. 
This will present another opportunity to interact with the locals and ask about their traditional livelihood, which new technology continues to influence. For a taste 
of the seafood that comes into Setubal, you will dine at a restaurant in town. The menu will include the local specialty “choco frito,” which is fried cuttlefish.

   ·Gain an understanding of how the sea has influenced the village of Setubal for centuries.
   ·Browse a seafood market in Setubal and meet some of the vendors and local fishermen.
   ·Indulge in a delicious seafood lunch, featuring the day’s catch in traditional dishes.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about two hours of walking over flat ground, plus any additional walking at the guests’ discretion during free time. It is available to guests who 
utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to both make their way on and off the coach and have a companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns 
should evaluate their ability and stamina before joining the tour. Guests who go ashore do so with the understanding that they will be mixing with members of 
the general public.
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GIBRALTAR, UK

Duration: 2.00 Hrs

GIB-002   DOLPHIN EXPEDITION IN GIBRALTAR

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $139.00

October 04, 2023  12:30 PMDate:

Join us for a delightful journey as we explore the dolphins and abundant sea life surrounding Gibraltar. This tour begins with a quick transfer by mini-coach from 
the pier to the marina. Upon arrival, you will board your boat and sail to the Straits and Bay of Gibraltar. A resident naturalist will accompany the tour, and 
provide commentary on the region’s sea fauna, topography and species you might encounter. Keep your eyes peeled for the dolphins that live in the area, 
including the striped and bottle-nosed dolphins. On rare occasions, whales may also be observed as they migrate through the Straits from the Mediterranean 
Sea to the Atlantic Ocean. Whale species sighted in the area include sperm, fin, pilot, orca, and Minke whales. Next, the boat will then sail past the Europa Point 
Lighthouse to the eastern side of Gibraltar to view Gorham’s Cave. Afterward, you will reboard the mini-coach for the return drive to the pier.

As with all wildlife tours, marine life sightings cannot be guaranteed. This tours operation is dependent on cooperative weather. This tour requires very little 
walking and no steps to climb. The sightseeing boat has a bar for beverage purchases, as well as restrooms. Guests who elect to stay in town will be 
responsible for making their own way back to the pier. The transportation in Gibraltar does not have room to store wheelchairs or walkers.

Duration: 3.50 Hrs

GIB-006   TRADITIONAL ANDALUZ CORK & CATTLE FARM

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $179.00

October 04, 2023  12:30 PMDate:

Head off the beaten track and experience the lesser known side of Gibraltar on this tour of a farm where cork is harvested, cattle are raised, and local tapas are 
served. A scenic 20-minute drive from the pier, rounding the Bay of Gibraltar, brings you to edge of a natural cork forest area. Here you’ll visit a typical Andaluz 
farmhouse from 1797, featuring an inviting patio and an array of vintage barns. It’s part of a family-run cork and cattle operation, and during your visit you’ll 
actually see how bark is harvested from cork oak trees using centuries-old methods. Andalucia produces half the world’s cork and high-quality cork from this 
region is especially prized by the international wine market. During your visit, you’ll also be introduced to the deep red Retinto breed of cattle raised on the farm; 
it’s one of just three pure breeds considered native to Spain. After a forest walk, you will be treated to delightful local tapas and a glass of wine. You might also 
want to visit the farm’s shop that features traditional leather and cork products, top-quality olive oils and distinctive sherry wines.

   ·Head out of Gibraltar to visit a family-run farm at the edge of a cork forest.
   ·See exactly how cork bark is harvested and transformed into bottle stoppers in the traditional way.
   ·Observe the farm’s pure Andalusian cattle, a unique breed known as Retinto for its deep red color.
   ·Enjoy a selection of local tapas and a glass of wine, include with your excursion.
   ·Explore the farm further or visit its shop where handcrafts and regional olive oil and sherry are sold.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Flat, comfortable walking shoes are recommended.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen as needed.

Your passport is required for this tour, since it crosses the Spanish border. The farm visit involves about 2.5 hours of easy walking and standing. Guests with 
mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of stamina before participating. The tour ends with a return transfer to the ship; guests who opt 
to remain in town instead will be responsible for making their own way back to the pier. The transportation in Gibraltar does not have room to store wheelchairs 
or walkers.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

GIB-010   A CITY UNDER SIEGE - NO CABLE CAR

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $119.00

October 04, 2023  12:30 PMDate:

Enjoy a rolling Gibraltar excursion that visits landmarks closely tied to the history of this fortress colony. Your seasoned guide will provide backstories and 
insights about momentous events that took place over the centuries in this famously small, formidable outpost. First up is a visit to the sanctuary of Gibraltar’s 
oldest inhabitants, the tailless Barbary apes. You’ll get an up-close dose of their enchanting antics at the Apes’ Den, halfway up The Rock. A short drive further 
is historic Princess Caroline’s Battery and the entrance to the Great Siege Tunnels, carved out of solid limestone by the forerunners of the Royal Engineers in 
1782-83 and still considered one of the most impressive defensive systems ever devised. You’ll take a fascinating walk inside, through Windsor Gallery to St. 
George’s Hall. Driving on past the Moorish Castle built in 1333, the tour continues with an inside visit to Gibraltar Museum, its vast collection of artifacts 
displayed on the site of the old Moorish Baths. An optional short film depicts the evolutionary forces at work in Gibraltar over the past 200,000 years. Now, 
having learned much about The Rock, you can explore Old Town further independently or transfer back to the ship.

   ·Learn of the momentous events that have made this strategic city famous throughout the world.
   ·Take a guided walk inside the Great Siege Tunnels, an enduring monument to British military engineering and ingenuity.
   ·Observe a troop of notoriously playful free-range Barbary macaques at the Apes’ Den.
   ·Lean about The Rock’s evolution and admire a vast collection of artifacts at the Gibraltar Museum.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Flat, comfortable walking shoes are recommended.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen as needed.

This tour includes a moderate amount of walking over uneven surfaces, with numerous steps to negotiate (approximately 60). It is not available to wheelchair 
guests or those with mobility concerns. Participants should be in good physical condition. Guests who do not wish to enter the Siege Tunnel complex are 
welcome to stay behind on the bus or take in the views nearby. When visiting the Rock Apes, keep your possessions close as these are wild animals. Also, 
please do not touch or feed them.
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Duration: 3.50 Hrs

GIB-GG2   POSITIVE IMPACT CORK FARMS AND TREES

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $139.00

October 04, 2023  12:30 PMDate:

Visit one of the largest cork farms on the Spanish side of the Bay of Gibraltar and discover why cork is such a sustainable product. The Larios family has owned 
the farm for five generations and take great pride in extracting cork from the oaks without harming the trees or the environment. While touring, you will discover 
how the cork is only removed from the oak trees at certain times of the year, and how the trees regenerate cork again and again. Cork production is a 
fascinating process and especially eco-friendly because the forests are left intact, allowing them to absorb great quantities of CO2 while providing shelter for 
wildlife. Cork is an exceptionally versatile product whose uses go far beyond wine bottle stoppers; it is also an ideal material for insulation, flooring and wall tiles. 
You might reflect on the many benefits of cork while enjoying a selection of traditional tapas at the farm.

   ·Tour a cork farm that has been in the same family for five generations .
   ·Learn why cork production is so eco-friendly and sustainable .
   ·Enjoy a light lunch of Spanish tapas at the cork farm .
   ·Pause at a lookout that offers a panoramic view of the Bay of Gibraltar .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 2 hours of moderate walking over some uneven ground and gravel paths. It is not available for guests who utilize a wheelchair. 
Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing, hat, sunscreen 
and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 2.00 Hrs

GIB-001   THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $99.00

October 04, 2023  01:00 PMDate:

Join us for this scenic and informative tour of the many fascinating sites found on the Rock of Gibraltar. The British-influenced, Rock of Gibraltar is situated in 
the Mediterranean Sea. The Rock was named in 711 AD, when it was captured by the Moorish chieftain, Tarik, and became known as the Rock of Tarik, or Gib 
el Tarik. After successive Moorish, Spanish and British invasions, its name was changed to Gibraltar. Depart the ship for a drive along Winston Churchill 
Avenue, passing the Cross of Sacrifice along the way. You will also see the airstrip, where only flights emanating from the UK are permitted to land. Next, you 
will drive down the Queen’s Road, home to panoramic vistas of the picturesque harbor, then up to St. Michael’s Caves, a series of underground chambers filled 
with stalactites and stalagmites. Continue on for a visit to the Ape’s Den to view its collection of famous Barbary apes and tailless Moroccan monkeys. Popular 
legend has it that as long as the apes continue to thrive here, Britain will retain control of Gibraltar. When their population was threatened, Winston Churchill 
issued orders for the maintenance of the ape colony. To this day, there remains a designated Officer of the Apes, who feeds them at 8:00 AM and 4:00 PM, 
daily.

This tour involves approximately 300 yards of walking and 75 steps to enter St. Michael’s Cave. The cave can be viewed from the exit. Guests who elect to stay 
in town will be responsible for making their own way back to the pier. The transportation in Gibraltar does not have room to store wheelchairs or walkers.

Duration: 3.50 Hrs

GIB-003   UPPER ROCK WALKING TOUR

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 04, 2023  01:00 PMDate:

Ascending by cable car, take a guided walk on The Rock and see Gibraltar’s legendary vistas, caves, apes and defensive tunnels. The ride up to the peak will 
be the of the most scenic ten minutes you’d had recently, at least until you discover what’s to be seen up there. Your guide will lead you on a pleasant walk to a 
photo viewpoint for breathtaking views of Catalan Bay on the Rock’s eastern flank. Then, take a 20-minute hike along a wooded path to St. Michael’s Cave. 
You’ll explore this wondrous cavern for a half-hour or so before continuing on to the famous Apes’ Den for an up-close encounter with tailless Barbary 
macaques in their natural environment. From here, the tour shifts into panoramic mode as our minibus picks you up for a sightseeing drive past Princess 
Caroline’s Battery and to visit sections of the Great Siege Tunnels, hand-excavated in 1782-83 by the Brits and still considered the most impressive defensive 
system ever devised. The return to town passes the great medieval Moorish Castle. Once down, you can choose to stay on awhile in Old Town or transfer back 
to the ship.

   ·Ride to the top of The Rock via a thrilling cable car suspended high above Gibraltar.
   ·Enjoy a refreshing summit ramble offering stunning views and wooded paths between sights.
   ·Visit St. Michael’s Cave, to be awed by the same stalagmites and stalactites the Romans admired.
   ·Spend some quality time observing a troop of playful Barbary macaques up-close at the Apes’ Den.
   ·Shift to mini-bus for more sightseeing and a visit to the famous Great Siege Tunnel complex.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Flat, comfortable walking shoes are recommended.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen as needed.

This tour involves some 1.5 miles of moderate walking. The walk to St. Michaels’s Cave takes approximately 20 minutes and includes 75 steps at the entrance; 
another 30 minutes is spent walking within the cave. The wait to board the cable car can be 20-30 minutes. Those with mobility concerns are cautioned to 
evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Guests who elect to stay in town are responsible for making their own way back to the pier. The 
transportation in Gibraltar does not have room to store wheelchairs or walkers.
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Duration: 3.50 Hrs

GIB-004   A CITY UNDER SIEGE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 04, 2023  01:00 PMDate:

Travel by cable car to the summit of The Rock for a tour focused on the turbulent history of the fortress that is Gibraltar. It starts with a breathtaking ride up to 
the Top Station, site of a World War II anti-aircraft gun battery. You’ll take in the terrace views as your seasoned guide provides background on this British 
colony at the entrance to the Mediterranean. Returning to Middle Station, you’ll visit the Apes’ Den for an up-close encounter with tailless Barbary macaques, 
then board your excursion coach for a drive past Princess Caroline’s Battery and a walk through portions of the Great Siege Tunnels, hand-excavated in 
1782-83 by the forerunners of the Royal Engineers and still considered one of the most impressive defensive systems ever devised. Driving on, you’ll visit ""A 
City Under Siege"" – an enlightening historical exhibition housed in the earliest British buildings on Gibraltar. Passing the landmark Moorish Castle, the tour 
continues with an inside visit to the Gibraltar Museum, its vast array of artifacts displayed on the site of the old Moorish Baths. Having learned much of The 
Rock’s story, you can now either explore further independently in Old Town or transfer back to the ship.

   ·Ride to the top of The Rock via a thrilling cable car suspended high above Gibraltar.
   ·Learn of the momentous events that have made this strategic outpost famous throughout the world.
   ·Observe a troop of notoriously playful Barbary macaques up close at the Apes’ Den.
   ·Take a guided walk through the Great Siege Tunnels and admire antiquities at the Gibraltar Museum.
   ·Tour "A City Under Siege" - an enlightening exhibition housed in Gibraltar’s oldest British buildings,

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Flat, comfortable walking shoes are recommended.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen as needed.

This tour includes a moderate amount of walking over uneven surfaces, with numerous steps to negotiate (approximately 60). It is not available for wheelchair 
guests or those with mobility concerns. Guests who do not wish to enter the Siege Tunnel complex are welcome to stay behind on the bus or take in the views 
nearby.

Duration: 2.00 Hrs

GIB-005   PANORMIC GIBRALTAR & TAPAS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $99.00

October 04, 2023  03:30 PMDate:

This unique tour combines a tour of Gibraltar’s unique sights with a sampling of its delicious Spanish culinary flavor. Setting out from the pier by panoramic 
coach, you’ll take a scenic drive out to Gibraltar’s unique airport runway, which doubles as the border between this small British colony and the Spanish 
mainland. Traveling on toward Catalan Bay along the colony’s eastern flank, you’ll admire spectacular views that reach all the way to Spain in one direction and 
Africa in the other. Passing the American War Memorial that honors Britain and America’s winning alliance in World War I and the Trafalgar Cemetery from far 
earlier, you’ll work your way toward the land’s very tip at Europa Point. From this viewpoint, with the coast of North Africa just 12 miles across the famous Strait, 
you’ll fully appreciate why this territory has always been of such strategic importance to the British Navy. Having drunk in all these sights, your next stop is at a 
local dining venue where you can sip a glass of wine and indulge in a delicious selection of traditional tapas. This colony may be English, but the cuisine is pure 
Mediterranean.

   ·Settle back for a driving tour that circles Gibraltar in search of its most intriguing views.
   ·Drive the highway that crosses an airport runway and see Europa Point, from which North Africa is so close you can usually make out Morocco’s Rif 
mountains.
   ·Relax and enjoy a selection of traditional tapas and a glass of wine at a scenic local restaurant.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Flat, comfortable walking shoes are recommended.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen as needed.

This tour includes limited walking, mainly at guests’ discretion. The tour ends with a return transfer to the ship; guests who opt to remain in town instead will be 
responsible for making their own way back to the pier. The transportation in Gibraltar does not have room to store wheelchairs or walkers.

Duration: 1.75 Hrs

GIB-008   GIBRALTAR WITH LESS WALKING & ENGLISH TEA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $99.00

October 04, 2023  03:30 PMDate:

If you prefer your Gibraltar with a minimum of walking, this outing fits the bill – and includes a true British cultural rite as well. You’ll experience a voyage across 
the town’s airport runway, one of the smallest in the world, and into Gibraltar’s Spanish Frontier. On a drive along Devil’s Tower Road, you’ll skirt The Rock’s 
magnificent north face. One gaze up at this towering wall of limestone, and you’ll see clearly why this tiny colony has presented would-be invaders with such an 
imposing obstacle for centuries. You’ll see the small fishing village of Catalan Bay on Gibraltar’s eastern shore, and pass the American War Memorial that 
honors Britain and America’s alliance in World War I, along with the Trafalgar Cemetery from far earlier. From Europa Point on the peninsula’s southern tip, 
you’ll see historic Trinity Lighthouse and, on a clear day, glimpse the coast of North Africa just 12 miles across the famous Strait where Atlantic and 
Mediterranean waters meet. After this cavalcade of sights, the excursion proceeds to the renowned Rock Hotel to savor the quintessentially English repast: 
piping hot tea served with a tempting array of finger sandwiches, cakes and scones.

   ·Settle back for a minibus excursion that delivers maximum Gibraltar with minimum walking required.
   ·Drive the highway that crosses an airport runway and see Europa Point, from which North Africa is so close you can usually make out Morocco’s Rif 
mountains.
   ·View the eastern Catalan Bay shore, skirts the base of the towering Rock itself, and salute a monument to the alliance that helped defend Europe during two 
World Wars.
   ·Savor a classic British tea with all the delicate trimmings, served at a landmark Gibraltar hotel.

   ·Wear layered, weather-appropriate clothing; light raincoat or umbrella suggested.
   ·Flat, comfortable shoes are recommended.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen as needed.

This tour is purposefully panoramic, with occasional photo stops but little walking involved. The order of sights visited may vary. The transportation in Gibraltar 
does not have room to store wheelchairs or walkers.
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Duration: 3.50 Hrs

GIB-GG1   WILDLIFE CONSERVATION PARK

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $89.00

October 04, 2023  05:00 PMDate:

Meander through Gibraltar’s only wildlife park on your own, observing endangered indigenous species and exotic animals that were confiscated after being 
illegally brought into the British Overseas Territory. The park lies within the Alameda Botanic Gardens, another setting that celebrates biodiversity. Following an 
introduction describing the park’s mission to protect the environment and promote sustainable living, you will be welcome to explore at your leisure. You may 
view mammals such as cotton-topped tamarins, pot-bellied pigs and Barbary macaques, the same species of primates that famously roam the rocks of 
Gibraltar. Birds are also well-represented at the park and you can expect to see sulphur-crested cockatoos, Indian peafowl and Alexandrine parrots. The park 
also cares for injured native animals such as Barbary partridges and red foxes until they can be released into the Gibraltar Nature Reserve. If you wish to 
sponsor an animal, you will receive a personalized certificate and brief background of the animal.

   ·Learn how a wildlife park protects the environment and promotes sustainable living .
   ·Browse the wildlife park on your own, observing indigenous and exotic animals .
   ·See Barbary macaques like the ones that famously roam the rocks of Gibraltar .
   ·Make a donation and sponsor an animal, if you wish .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes a moderate amount of walking over some hilly terrain and steps at the wildlife park, mainly at the guest's discretion. It is not recommended for 
guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, 
weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.
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GRANADA (MOTRIL), SPAIN

Duration: 3.50 Hrs

MOT-001   THE SWEET GOLD

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $109.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Discover how profoundly sugar, known as “sweet gold,” has influenced the history of Motril by touring a sugar museum, a former sugar factory and a rum 
distillery. Survey the Museo Preindustrial de la Caña del Azúcar, better known as the Sugar Museum, built on the site of a 16th-century sugar mill. During your 
guided tour, you’ll uncover how sugar has shaped the culture of southern Spain, and Motril in particular, since the 10th century. Learn that the region’s 
microclimate is ideal for growing sugar cane, which over the centuries brought great wealth to Spain, and view exhibits demonstrating the painstaking process of 
sugar refinement long before modern technology was developed. View the exterior of a nearby sugar factory that operated until 1984, then embark on a brief 
walking tour of captivating Motril. Journey by coach to renowned Bodegas Ron Montero, a family-owned rum distillery founded in 1963, and appreciate the 
traditional aging techniques still in use. You’ll sample a small glass of the distillery’s oak-barrel-aged, distinctly flavored rum and cheerfully toast your fascinating 
day.

   ·Enjoy a guided tour of the Museo Preindustrial de la Caña del Azúcar, devoted to Motril’s centuries-old sugar industry.
   ·Examine the remarkable remains of a now-shuttered sugar factory.
   ·Sip on rum crafted using age-old techniques at Bodegas Ron Montero, a family-run distillery.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 2 ½ hours of easy-to-moderate walking/standing. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make 
their own way on and off the coach and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to carefully evaluate their 
personal level of stamina and ability. Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages. The order of sites viewed or visited may 
vary.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

MOT-002   NAZARI GARDENS & WINERY VISIT

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $159.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Indulge your senses on an excursion to one of Spain’s last remaining Moorish gardens, as well as a tour and tasting at an esteemed winery. In the charming 
village of Vélez de Benaudalla, discover the stunning medieval Nazarí Gardens, where you’ll enjoy approximately an hour to explore at your leisure. You’ll 
realize the serene gardens were designed to stimulate the senses, which is evident as you roam among flowers in full bloom and inhale the park’s heavenly 
scents. Seek out an iconic stand of cypress trees, verdant minarets soaring up into the clouds. Journey to the renowned Bodega Señorío de Nevada, nestled in 
a valley where Romans produced wine centuries ago. After touring the historic winery, settle in for a delectable tasting of tapas and wine, likely sampling 
vintages crafted from Spain’s native tempranillo grape. You’ll learn the name tempranillo translates to “little early one,” a quaint moniker that denotes the 
tendency of this grape to ripen early. Appreciate this varietal’s spicy, aromatic and flavorful wines, a fitting conclusion to your stimulating tour.

   ·Wander among the divine blooms of Nazarí Gardens, one of Spain’s few remaining Moorish gardens.
   ·Gaze in awe at Nazarí Garden’s soaring cypress tree stand.
   ·Tour the famed Bodega Señorío de Nevada winery in a valley originally settled by Romans.
   ·Savor the winery’s signature wines, crafted from tempranillo grapes, along with tempting tapas.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 2 ½ hours of moderate walking/standing. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns 
are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages. 
The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 4.25 Hrs

MOT-003   CASA DE LOS BATES & ALMUNECAR

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $159.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Revel in the alluring heritage of southern Spain by lingering in the magnificent gardens of a 19th-century mansion and touring an idyllic coastal village. Enjoy a 
scenic drive to Casa de los Bates, a 19th-century estate that is now an exclusive boutique hotel. You’ll marvel at the elegant manor’s two different, yet equally 
exquisite gardens, which boast a multitude of blooming flowers, centuries-old trees and meticulously manicured ornamental shrubs. Stroll the winding garden 
footpaths or relax next to a coral fountain twinkling in the sunlight, glass of sherry in hand if you choose, with the distant Sierra Nevada mountains as a 
spectacular backdrop. Travel to nearby Almuñécar, a coastal village with steep, meandering streets punctuated by sunlit plazas and balconies festooned with 
vivid geraniums. Above it all, find the impressive Moorish Saint Michael’s Castle, established by the Romans over 2,000 years ago. Learn the castle 
successfully defended Almuñécar against Berber pirates, as revealed by the city’s grisly coat of arms, which depicts the turbaned heads of these would-be 
invaders adrift at sea. Appreciate free time to explore the village at your leisure and further uncover its intriguing Roman, Moorish and Christian influences.

   ·Delight in the splendor of Casa de los Bates, a luxury hotel housed within a 19th-century manor.
   ·Roam the perfectly manicured trails of Casa de los Bates’s two marvelous formal gardens.
   ·Explore narrow streets and quaint plazas in the seaside village of Almuñécar.
   ·Marvel at Almuñécar’s monumental Saint Michael’s Castle, a well-preserved Moorish fortress.
   ·Revel in time on your own to further discover Almuñécar’s alluring meld of civilizations.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 90 minutes of moderate walking/standing, plus any additional walking at the guests’ discretion during free time. There is a walk 
of approximately 400 yards from the coach drop-off point to the village of Almuñécar. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with 
mobility concerns are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.
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Duration: 5.00 Hrs

MOT-004   A GLIMPSE OF GRANADA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $159.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Enjoy an enticing look at the fabled city of Granada with a visit to the Moorish Quarter, the Royal Chapel and the Cathedral of Granada. Explore the old Moorish 
Quarter of Albaicín, a mesmerizing labyrinth of narrow, crooked streets that has been remarkably well-preserved since medieval times. In this UNESCO World 
Heritage site, you’ll pass cisterns, fountains, plazas, whitewashed houses, villas and the crumbling remnants of the old city gate. From an ideal viewpoint, 
capture photos of the glorious Alhambra Palace. You’ll marvel at Granada’s extraordinary cathedral and the adjoining Capilla Real, or Royal Chapel. Within the 
chapel, find the tombs of influential Queen Isabella and her husband Ferdinand, who chose to be buried in enthralling Seville rather than in Castile and Aragon, 
their native lands. View Isabella’s personal art collection in the sacristy, including works by masters such as Botticelli. At the ornate Renaissance cathedral, 
delight in the marvelous façade, resplendent gold-and-white interior, spectacular main altar and imposing bell tower. This architectural jewel is certain to leave 
you with enduring memories of marvelous Granada.

   ·Roam the maze-like warren of Albaicín, Granada’s nearly intact medieval Moorish Quarter, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Take spectacular photos of the imposing Alhambra from a perfectly-situated vantage point.
   ·Gaze at the tombs of Queen Isabella and Ferdinand of Aragon in the Royal Chapel.
   ·View works by Renaissance masters, including Botticelli, in the royal art collection.
   ·Stand in awe before the magnificent Cathedral of Seville, erected between 1521 and 1714.
   ·Admire the cathedral’s white-and-gold interior and its dazzling Renaissance and Baroque main altar.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 2 ½ hours of moderate walking/standing. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns 
are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 7.00 Hrs

MOT-005   DISCOVER MARVELOUS MALAGA

Tour Price: $109.00 Retail Price: $259.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Experience a definitive tour of Málaga, viewing landmarks such as Gibralfaro Castle, with ample free time for shopping and exploration. Journey west along the 
Costa del Sol to Málaga, a Moorish-influenced settlement founded by Phoenicians in the 7th century BC. Enjoy a panoramic drive through the picturesque city, 
and behold astonishing Gibralfaro Castle, protector of Málaga for over 1,000 years. You may roam the extensive ramparts, which boast commanding views of 
the surrounding landscape, and immerse yourself in the castle’s turbulent history at its museum, a building once used to store gunpowder. In the heart of the 
city, discover the superlative Cathedral of Málaga, a masterpiece under continuous construction from 1528 to 1783, at which time the coffers ran dry. You’ll 
learn the planned second tower never came to fruition, giving rise to the cathedral’s quaint nickname of manquita, or one-armed woman. Visit the Picasso 
Museum, which is housed in the 1881 birthplace of the legendary artist. Explore the city’s architecturally rich center on a walking tour and settle in for a lunch of 
tapas at El Pimpi, a traditional Andalusian bodega. You’ll relish free time to shop and wander this city of endless charms.

   ·Stroll atop the impregnable ramparts of imposing Gibralfaro Castle, perched on a strategic hilltop.
   ·Admire the marvelous Cathedral of Málaga, a glorious but incomplete architectural masterpiece.
   ·See the building where Picasso was born, now a museum showcasing his work and personal items.
   ·Revel in coach and walking tours of Málaga’s notable landmarks and architectural treasures.
   ·Savor a lunch of traditional tapas at El Pimpi, a popular Andalusian bodega.
   ·Enjoy free time at your leisure to further explore and shop in Málaga’s alluring city center.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately two hours of moderate-to-strenuous walking. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair or guests with mobility 
concerns. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 7.00 Hrs

MOT-006   ICONIC ALHAMBRA PALACE & GRANADA

Tour Price: $109.00 Retail Price: $259.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Marvel at Granada’s Moorish sites of monumental importance, the 14th-century Alhambra fortress-palace and the medieval Albaicín quarter, where the Moors 
once resided. Tour Granada’s superb Alhambra, a UNESCO World Heritage site considered to be the most spectacular example of Moorish architecture in 
Spain. Appreciate the magnificent approach as the Alhambra’s towers rise imposingly from a forest of cypress and elm trees. Inside the huge complex, you’ll 
find the fortified Alcazaba citadel and the delicate Palacios Nazaries, a series of stunning administrative and residential quarters. As you wander through 
seemingly endless rooms and courtyards, you’ll be dazzled by richly colored mosaics, intricate ceilings and romantic archways. Relax with a traditional 
Andalusian lunch and begin your exploration of the old Moorish Quarter of Albaicín, a mesmerizing labyrinth of narrow, crooked streets remarkably 
well-preserved since medieval times. In this UNESCO World Heritage site, you’ll pass cisterns, fountains, plazas, whitewashed houses, villas and the crumbling 
remnants of the old city gate. Seek out enticing stores selling handmade merchandise such as ceramics, hammered metalwork and exquisite leather goods. 
The bewitching splendor of Granada awaits under every Moorish archway and behind every intricately carved door.

   ·Tour a cherished UNESCO World Heritage site, the magnificent Alhambra of Granada.
   ·Roam the Alhambra’s endless rooms, adorned with intricate carvings and beautiful Islamic motifs.
   ·Explore Albaicín, Granada’s nearly intact Moorish Quarter and a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Enjoy a traditional Andalusian lunch at a local restaurant.
   ·Shop for unique handcrafted items such as leather goods, hammered metalwork and pottery.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

ONCE BOOKED THIS TOUR IS NONREFUNDABLE. This tour includes nearly 3 hours of moderate to strenuous walking. The tour is not available to wheelchair 
guests or those with mobility concerns. Weather appropriate clothing; sun cap; sunglasses; and flat, comfortable walking shoes are recommended. The order of 
the sites viewed or visited may vary. For port calls of fewer than 9 hours, the visit to the Albaicin quarter will be substituted with a panoramic drive of the city and 
the tour's total duration will be 7 hours. Keep your photo ID with you as Alhambra security may request this.
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Duration: 7.00 Hrs

MOT-007   ANDALUSIAN EXPERIENCE - FLAMENCO & GRANADA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $169.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Watch a moving flamenco performance next to Granada's bull fight ring and then enjoy free time in Granada exploring everything from little-known attractions to 
those as famous as the Alhambra. Depart from the pier and drive inland, past the majestic Sierra Nevada National Park and on to Granada, an Andalusian city 
that reveres flamenco. Upon your arrival in Granada , marvel in front at the Bullfight Ring ( Plaza de Toro), one of the 10th largest in Spain and active agenda. 
Next, you'll be treated to a highly charged, passionate flamenco performance. Through dance, song and guitar music, the seductive gypsy art of flamenco tells 
an emotional story with themes ranging from love to oppression. Its roots can be traced back more than 200 years, and nowhere is flamenco admired more than 
in Granada. After this pure Andalusian experience, you'll transfer to the city center, where you're free to spend the afternoon doing whatever you wish. Wander 
the labyrinthine streets and plazas in the historic Albaicin neighborhood, a World Heritage Site where the Moors once resided. Behold the ornate cathedral and 
the Royal Chapel next door where the remains of Queen Isabella and her husband Ferdinand lie. Or simply spend your time browsing the shops for 
hand-painted ceramics, designer fashions and leather goods, all of which are extraordinary in Granada. After approximately 4 1/2 hours on your own, you'll 
rejoin your coach and escort at the appointed time and place and make the return journey back to Motril. Those who are not on time for the return transfer will 
be responsible for making their own way back to the ship, at their own expense.

   ·Savor a lively Flamenco performance, for over 200 years an ardent expression of Andalusia’s heart.
   ·Enjoy approximately 4 ½ hours of free time in Granada, perhaps viewing its UNESCO World Heritage Sites, the Alhambra and Albaicín.
   ·Choose to visit the city’s extraordinary Cathedral and Royal Chapel.
   ·Shop for unique handcrafted items such as leather goods, hammered metalwork and pottery.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·If you wish to enter a religious venue, please dress appropriately; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour does not include a visit to Alhambra. This tour is not recommended for guests who wish to visit the Alhambra due to short time in Granada. Walking on 
this tour is mainly at the guests' discretion during free time. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests due to the transportation used in Granada. Those with 
mobility concerns are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. Weather appropriate clothing; sun cap; sunglasses; and flat, 
comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Those wishing to visit religious sites should wear conservative clothing. For port calls of fewer than 9 hours, the 
amount of free time will be shortened and the tour's total duration will be 7 hours.

Duration: 8.00 Hrs

MOT-008   ANDALUSIAN VILLAGE LIFE & TRADITIONAL TAPAS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $189.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Immerse yourself in the everyday life of a small, agricultural Andalusian town by touring an olive oil mill, strolling the historic downtown and joining a local family 
for lunch. Drive through the picturesque Andalusian countryside to Alfarnate, a quaint village nestled in a fertile plain where olives, almonds, chickpeas and 
cherries flourish in the sun. Agriculture has long fueled Alfarnate’s economy, as you’ll discover at a mill that presses olives from a grove first planted more than 
1,000 years ago. After observing the mill’s fascinating production process, relish a taste of the resulting olive oil, which has a distinct local flavor. You’ll enjoy a 
walking tour of the town, whose Moorish character is evident in the three-level tower of the 16th-century Church of Santa Ana. In nearby Alfarnatejo, tour an 
age-old traditional residence and partake in an enjoyable wine tasting. You’ll meet a group of friendly residents, who will greet you warmly and escort you to their 
family home for an authentic Andalusian meal, regaling you with tales about life in this quaint village. You’ll bask in the true spirit of the Andalusian people on 
this illuminating excursion.

   ·Study the fascinating process of olive oil production at a mill in the village of Alfarnate.
   ·Discern the distinctive taste of Alfarnate’s oil, pressed from trees standing for over a millennium.
   ·Wander the inviting, Moorish-influenced streets of Alfarnate on a walking tour.
   ·Sample local wine and enjoy an informative tour at a centuries-old house.
   ·Meet hospitable locals in the village of Alfarnatejo and visit their tidy family homes.
   ·Revel in your hosts’ warm hospitality as they treat you to a repast of Andalusian specialties.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately two hours of moderate walking/standing. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns 
are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served any alcoholic 
beverages. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary. For port calls shorter than nine hours, each visit will be shortened, and the tour’s total duration will be 
approximately seven hours.

Duration: 4.75 Hrs

MOT-009   ALPUJARRAS MOUNTAIN DRIVE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $99.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AM,  09:30 AMDate:

Journey to the alluring region of Las Alpujarras, or The Grasslands, where whitewashed villages cling to the southern flanks of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. 
Admire the region’s deep valleys and gorges, which run to the Mediterranean and create a unique micro-ecosystem. In this mountain paradise, discover dozens 
of villages that were once the last stronghold of the Moors. Stop for photos at the Presa de Rules, an impressive dam inaugurated in 2004, and pass through the 
town of Órgiva, whose church’s twin spires pierce the crisp, blue sky. Discover the village of Pampaneira, which lies almost 5,000 feet above sea level, and 
appreciate the town’s distinctive Berber-style architecture, featuring terraced clusters of gray-white box-shaped houses with flat, clay roofs. Enjoy approximately 
an hour to explore this intriguing town at your leisure, with a choice to follow your guide or wander independently. Travel to the spa hamlet of Lanjarón, 
renowned for its pure spring water, and relish approximately 45 minutes of free time, perhaps seeking out the fountains bearing poems by Federico García 
Lorca. Allow the refreshing charm of Andalusia’s mountain villages to inspire you.

   ·View magnificent mountain panoramas in the high-altitude oasis of Las Alpujarras.
   ·Admire the Presa de Rules dam, a striking engineering achievement.
   ·Gaze at the Berber-inspired buildings of Pampaneira, a village nearly 5,000 feet above sea level.
   ·Enjoy approximately one hour to explore Pampaneira on your own or with a guide.
   ·Relish approximately 45 minutes to explore the town of Lanjarón, renowned for its pristine springs.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

Travel time to Las Alpujarras is approximately 1½ hours by coach in each direction. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to both 
make their way on and off the coach and have a companion to assist them.
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Duration: 8.00 Hrs

MOT-011   ESSENTIAL GRANADA AND ROYAL CHAPEL

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $189.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

See Granada’s most important Moorish-influenced attractions, including Carlos V Palace and the Albaicin neighborhood, a UNESCO World Heritage site. After 
departing from the pier, you will settle in for a meandering drive inland to Granada, the Moors’ last stronghold before falling to Spain’s Catholic monarchs in 
1492. The capital of the Andalusia region, Granada boasts a wealth of extraordinary architecture, including the Carlos V Palace within the Alhambra complex, 
your first stop. Construction on the palace began in the early 16th century, following a Renaissance ground plan with a circular courtyard within a square building
—the only one of its kind in Spain. Amazingly, a monarch has never lived in the palace, nor did it even have a roof until 1957. Next, walk down the Albaicin 
quarter, an ancient Moorish neighborhood of winding streets and whitewashed houses. During Granada’s modernization, the Albaicin was almost destroyed, but 
preservationists prevailed. While wandering about, you may see the remains of an Arab bath complex, some original Moorish homes and plenty of unique stores 
selling handmade merchandise. Continuing on, you will browse a former Moorish-influenced gran Market, the only fully preserved in the Iberian Peninsula. 
Called “The Corral del Carbón” and built in the fourteenth century, served as a warehouse for merchandise to be sold there, as well as housing the merchants 
who passed through the city. Later, it was used as a hostel and as coal warehouse in their basement; that's where his current name comes from. After that, in 
the sixteenth century, Christians adapted it for theatrical performances. Lastly, you will also visit the Capilla Real or Royal Chapel, where the remains of Queen 
Isabella and her husband Ferdinand lie. A drink at an atmospheric bar follows, after which you will enjoy free time to shop or have lunch on your own. Please 
note: This tour includes approximately 5.5 hours of walking over cobblestone and paved streets which include inclines. It is not recommended for guests who 
utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate 
clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested. Entrance to the Alhambra is not included, even if the Palace of Carlos V is inside the complex. 
Guests will be able to admire the splendid views over the San Nicolás Viewpoint.

Duration: 8.00 Hrs

MOT-012   GRANADA ON YOUR OWN - TRANSFER

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $99.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Spend hours of free time in Granada, exploring the attractions you find most intriguing, whether landmarks such as the Alhambra or lesser-known areas for 
shopping and dining. After departing from the pier, you will drive inland, past the majestic Sierra Nevada National Park and on to Granada, the capital of the 
Andalusian region. The Moors’ last stronghold before falling to Spain’s Catholic monarchs in 1492, Granada still bears a Moorish influence. For starters, there is 
the Alhambra, the fortress-palace of the Nasrid sultans. Walking through the seemingly endless rooms and courtyards is an unforgettable experience, as the 
Alhambra complex is adorned with richly colored mosaics, ornamental columns and romantic archways. The adjoining Generalife gardens are just as 
magnificent. You might also wander the labyrinthine streets in the historical Albaicin neighborhood, a World Heritage site where the Moors once resided. During 
Granada’s modernization, the Albaicin was almost destroyed, but preservationists prevailed. While wandering about, you may see the remains of an Arab bath 
complex and some original Moorish homes. Another highlight is the ornate cathedral where the remains of Queen Isabella and her husband Ferdinand lie in the 
Royal Chapel. As an alternative to sightseeing, you might spend time browsing the shops for hand-painted ceramics, designer fashions and leather goods, all of 
which are extraordinary in Granada. If you choose to dine, try regional favorites such gazpacho or garlic and almond soup, and a hearty dish of paella for the 
main course.

This tour includes approximately 6 hours of moderate walking, mainly at the guests' discretion. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those 
guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat 
walking shoes are suggested. The tour is accompanied by an escort from Pier to Granada. Then, free time for independent exploration. **Tickets to enter the 
Alhambra are not included and must be purchased in advance.** The bus in Granada stops at the shopping Centre “Centro Comercial Neptuno”, which is a 
20/25 minute walk from the cathedral of Granada.

Duration: 4.25 Hrs

MOT-013   CAVES OF NERJA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $109.00

October 05, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Discover geological wonders such as the world’s largest stalagmite in the Caves of Nerja and then meander through the lovely old quarter in the seaside village 
of Nerja. After departing from the pier, you will enjoy a picturesque coastal drive to the seaside village of Nerja, a former fishing village that has recently become 
a popular resort town. A short distance away, you will find the Caves of Nerja, a series of caverns that stretches nearly three miles and contains the world’s 
largest stalagmite. Although archaeological evidence shows that the caves were occupied from about 25,000 BC to the Bronze Age, it wasn’t until 1959 that they 
were rediscovered. Cave paintings reveal that the earliest inhabitants were hunters, followed by fishermen and farmers. As you walk through the caves, you can 
expect to see eerily illuminated stalactites and stalagmites in the Hall of Ghosts, formations that look like frozen waterfalls, and geological debris in the Hall of 
the Cataclysm that an earthquake caused millennia ago. It will be an extraordinary experience that you will not soon forget. Back in Nerja, you will explore its 
oldest quarter, a beautiful setting with narrow, winding streets and whitewashed houses with wrought-iron terraces overflowing with geraniums. Following a 
guided walking tour of the quarter, you will have free time to discover some of Nerja’s other charms. On the return drive, you will pass the Bridge of the Eagle, a 
towering aqueduct built to supply water to a sugar mill. Please note: This tour includes approximately 2.5 hours of walking and/or standing, uneven surfaces, 
plus any additional walking at the guests' discretion during free time. There are stairs and many to negotiate within the caves. This tour is not available to 
wheelchair guests and those with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing 
and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.
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Duration: 8.00 Hrs

MOT-014   DISCOVER ANTEQUERA & EL TORCAL

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $119.00

October 05, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Behold the haunting beauty and geological wonders in the Natural Park of El Torcal and then explore the historical landmarks in the nearby village of Antequera. 
After departing from the pier, you will enjoy a leisurely drive inland to the Natural Park of El Torcal, a karst limestone landscape that was covered by the sea 
millions of years ago. As the water receded over time, it exposed the imprint of marine skeletons and shells. Parts of the porous limestone also eroded, leaving 
an abundance of caves and towering stacks of rock. You will observe these unusual geological structures and marine fossils in the rocks on a short walk through 
the stark terrain. Along the way, the guide will describe the history of El Torcal and the effect of the inhabitants who quarried the limestone. Although the last 
village in El Torcal has long been abandoned, rock dwellings still remain. If you spot birds, chances are they are griffon vultures. Continuing on, you will soon 
arrive Antequera, a town whose architecture bears Roman, Moorish and Spanish influences. Many of the buildings date to medieval times, and the town’s stone 
monuments known as dolmens are estimated to have been built in 3,000 BC. As you may discover during free time, Antequera also has an abundance of 
churches, its most well-known being the Church of El Carmen, which features a magnificent Mudéjar coffered ceiling. The Real Colegiata de Santa Maria La 
Mayor church is also worth a look. Please note: This tour includes approximately 3.5 hours of walking. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a 
wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and 
comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

MOT-015   PICTURESQUE FRIGILIANA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $189.00

October 05, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Discover the considerable charms of the whitewashed town Frigiliana, which lies within the Natural Park of Sierras de Tejeda, an environmentally protected 
mountain region. Browsing the archaeological museum will offer an enlightening glimpse into Frigiliana’s history from Neolithic times to the present. Highlights 
include a 16th-century dagger excavated from the castle ruins and a number of Phoenician vessels. The architecture throughout the historical town center is 
also well worth a look, especially the 17th-century Church of San Antonio. A leisurely walk along the town’s cobblestone streets, which feature beautiful inlaid 
Moorish patterns, will bring you to a restaurant for a tasting of muscatel wine and sun-dried raisins, two of the products most associated with Frigiliana. A 
heartier traditional meal will be served at a nearby tavern. The dishes there may include a tomato gazpacho that is thicker than most, meatballs in a flavorful 
almond sauce and gachas, a warm dessert of fried bread squares topped with honey.

   ·Browse an archaeological museum for a glimpse into Frigiliana’s past.
   ·Admire the beautiful whitewashed architecture while walking through the town center.
   ·Sample local muscatel wine and raisins and a hearty Andalusian meal afterwards.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 1 hours and 50 minutes of moderate walking/standing; there will be 4 steps to enter/exit the motor coach. Guests will have to 
manage 20 steps, some inclines as well as paved and cobble stone surfaces throughout the excursion. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may 
not be suitable for those with mobility concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

MOT-016   GASTRONOMY TOUR  OF SALOBREÑA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 05, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Take a leisurely drive through the picturesque neighborhoods of Salobreña before enjoying tapas and then lunch. The whitewashed village Salobreña sprawls 
across a steep rocky hill on Spain’s lovely Costa Tropical. The castle that crowns the city has been a fixture since being built in the 13th century during the 
Nasrid dynasty. American author Washington Irving set his tale “The Legend of the Three Beautiful Princesses” at the castle, and you will pause nearby to hear 
parts of the story read aloud. A sampling of traditional tapas will follow at Bar Antaños, one of the more popular bodegas in Salobreña. In all likelihood, it will be 
busy and offer an authentic glimpse into daily life. Continuing on, you will soon arrive at Casa Emilio, another favorite venue among the residents. The 
restaurant is a chiringuito or beach bar, and seafood is prominently featured on the menu.

   ·Take a panoramic drive through Salobreña and pause near its landmark castle.
   ·Enjoy a sampling of tapas and an authentic slice of life at a popular bodego.
   ·Savor a lunch of local specialties at a restaurant right on the beach.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 10 minutes of moderate walking/standing. There will be 4 steps to enter/exit the motor coach. Guests will have to manage 
stone pavement and ceramic tiles surfaces throughout the excursion. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with 
mobility concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability.
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Duration: 5.50 Hrs

MOT-018   ALMUNECAR FLAVORS & FLAMENCO

Tour Price: $129.00 Retail Price: $279.00

October 05, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Spend a delightful afternoon at an estate in Almuñecar, where you will enjoy a traditional lunch and flamenco show that will add a cultural dimension. The venue 
will be Venta Luciano, an inland estate within Spain’s wind-sheltered Costa Tropical, which boasts a micro-climate that is ideal for farming. You will initially enjoy 
the bounty of the land by sampling a selection of tapas such as marinated Aliñadas olives, Alpujarra ham and local cheeses. As a sorbet of sorts between 
courses, you will watch a seductive flamenco show, a folkloric style of dance and music that originated in Andalusia 500 years ago. A lunch of classic dishes 
follows, which may include tomato-based salmorjo soup, chicken grilled over an oak fire and succulent cod, all prepared according to traditional Almuñecar 
recipes. The dishes will be thoughtfully paired with local red and white wines. Seasonal fruits from the estate’s eco-friendly farm will be served for dessert.

   ·Drive through the hellish Campi Flegrei volcanic landscape on the outskirts of Naples.
   ·See evidence of past eruptions and areas that are still geothermally active.
   ·Pause for photos of the volcanic landscape and a royal hunting lodge.
   ·Linger over lunch at a country estate where crops flourish in the volcanic soil.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

MOT-GG1   A SUSTAINABLE TROPICAL CORNER

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 05, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Become familiar with Finca San Ramon’s sustainable farming practices that yield an abundance of tropical fruit while improving the environment. The estate is 
located along Spain’s wind-protected Costa Tropical, which boasts a micro-climate that is ideal for farming. As you tour the grounds, your host with describe the 
agricultural methods used to grown tropical fruits such as mangos, papayas, avocados and cherimoyas, which are also known as custard apples for their 
creamy texture. Chances are, you will pick and sample some of the ripe fruits, which are all grown without chemicals or synthetic fertilizers. Afterwards, you will 
visit nearby Almuñecar, a coastal village with steep, winding streets that were laid out in the Middle Ages. One of the highlights will be exploring the Moorish 
fortress St. Michael’s Castle, parts of which were built by the Romans more than 2,000 years ago. The castle was used to successfully defend Almuñecar 
against Berber pirates.

   ·Visit a tropical fruit farm that follows sustainable agricultural practices .
   ·Pick and sample ripe fruits such as mangos, papayas and cherimoyas .
   ·Tour a Roman-built castle in Almuñecar and then explore the village on your own .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 3 hours of walking. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are 
cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate light clothing, sunscreen, sunglasses and comfortable, flat walking 
shoes are suggested. Shade is limited; to avoid sunburn so a hat is recommended. Walking will be done over uneven surfaces, cobblestone, dirt paths terrain 
which include gravel. There will be approximately 30 steps at the castle to negotiate.
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ALICANTE, SPAIN

Duration: 4.15 Hrs

ALC-002   ELCHE'S PALM TREES & PARKS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $89.00

October 06, 2023  10:00 AMDate:

Enjoy a relaxing day in verdant Elche and its famed palm groves, a UNESCO World Heritage site, complemented by a panoramic tour of marvelous Alicante. 
From the comfort of your coach, view the iconic Esplanade of Alicante, covered by more than 6 ½ million small red, black and cream tiles, and pass enchanting 
Luceros Square, where an impressive fountain featuring sculptures of horses takes center stage. You’ll travel to Elche, a beautiful city boasting over a million 
palm trees, and visit an expansive park where the majority of the protected palms are located. Discover superb 16th-century Santa Maria, a church built on the 
site of an ancient Arab mosque and where the renowned medieval Mystery Play of Elche is performed annually. Gaze in wonder at the unique eight-armed 
Imperial Palm at the enchanting Huerto del Cura garden, which is adorned with fountains inspired by Arabic architecture. Revel in free time to further roam the 
garden’s lovely grounds and appreciate the natural wonders of the Spanish Mediterranean.

   ·View the highlights of Alicante, including the city’s iconic tiled Esplanade, on a panoramic coach tour.
   ·Wander through Elche’s protected palm tree groves, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
   ·Delight in Santa Maria Church, revered site of a Mystery Play that has been performed for centuries.
   ·Wonder at a distinctive eight-armed Imperial Palm at the alluring Huerto del Cura garden.
   ·Appreciate free time to wander Huerto del Cura and admire its many natural gifts.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately three hours of moderate walking/standing, plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be 
some steps and uneven surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to 
evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

ALC-003   AMAZING GUADALEST

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $99.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Discover the captivating town of Guadalest on this tour of its spectacularly placed landmarks, which emerge from a craggy rock outcropping. Enjoy an 
approximately 90-minute scenic drive along the Costa Blanca past picturesque villages surrounded by a beautiful landscape peppered with orange, avocado and 
medlar groves. Marvel at the tunnel, hollowed from the granite mountaintop, that provides access to Guadalest, and gaze up at the quaint tower jutting directly 
out of the rock. Nestled among the narrow streets of the village, you’ll find the 11th-century Castle of Sant Josep and the 17th-century Orduña House Museum, 
the focus of your visit. Learn that half the house was built on the rock below while the rest lies directly above the chapel of the adjoining church, once providing 
the Orduña family privileged access to a private gallery from which they could attend mass. Tour the house’s many fascinating rooms, including the large 
reception area, wine vault, kitchen, dining room, horse stables and private quarters. You’ll delight in the library, which features 1,265 rare volumes, and ponder 
the importance of books for the isolated denizens of this remote yet exquisite corner of Spain.

   ·Absorb the verdant landscapes and enchanting villages of the Costa Blanca from your coach.
   ·Behold the picture-perfect village of Guadalest, dramatically perched atop a rock.
   ·Admire a tunnel carved through the mountain, the quaint tower above and imposing Sant Josep Castle.
   ·Tour intriguing Orduña House Museum, a fascinating glimpse into bourgeois 17th-century life.
   ·Wonder at the museum’s library, which houses hundreds of rare books.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 90 minutes of moderate walking/standing, plus any walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be some steps 
and steep inclines with uneven surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to 
evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

ALC-004   MURCIA - THE REGIONAL CAPITAL

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $99.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Uncover the charms of Murcia, a delightful, unspoiled city featuring a beautiful cathedral, a tranquil monastery and myriad inviting plazas. Journey for 
approximately one hour to Murcia through the heart of the Segura River Valley, inhaling the invigorating scent of the thriving citrus groves all around. Upon 
arrival, you’ll make your way to the magnificent Cathedral of Murcia, perfectly situated in grand Plaza de Belluga, and admire its ornate Baroque façade. You’ll 
learn that, like much of Murcia, the cathedral incorporates a variety of styles that have been successively layered since the sanctuary’s origin in the 14th 
century. Examine one of the best Islamic art collections in the region at the elegant Santa Clara Monastery, which was built over the remains of a Muslim 
temple, and relish time at your leisure to stroll around the vibrant city. During your exploration, you’ll come across many wonderful squares, such as the Plaza 
de Flores, or Flower Square, and Roma Square, home to a well-preserved amphitheater. From its peaceful religious sites to its bustling plazas, you’ll find that 
Murcia is a treasure worth discovering.

   ·Delight in views of the lush Segura River Valley and its citrus groves from the comfort of your coach.
   ·View the impressive Cathedral of Murcia, a meld of medieval styles highlighted by its Baroque façade.
   ·Study an extensive collection of Islamic art at the peaceful Santa Clara Monastery.
   ·Explore Murcia and its many appealing squares during time on your own.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 75 minutes of moderate walking/standing, plus any walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be some steps 
and uneven surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their 
personal level of ability and stamina. The order of the sites viewed or visited may vary. This tour does not operate on Mondays, as the monastery is closed.
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Duration: 4.50 Hrs

ALC-006   ALICANTE, NOVELDA & WINE TASTING

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $109.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Visit the beautiful Mediterranean city of Alicante, see an architecturally playful church in Novelda and tour a venerable winery to sample a premier vintage. In the 
Old Quarter of Alicante, founded in Roman times as Lucentum, the City of Light, commence a walking tour at the 18th-century neo-Baroque town hall, which 
features two Italianate barley-twist columns. At the 17th-century San Nicolás de Bari Cathedral, you’ll view the soaring nave, the peaceful 15th-century cloister 
and the impressive façade, which is considered one of the finest examples of Spanish Religious Baroque. Back aboard your coach, journey to Novelda and find 
the stunning Sanctuary of Santa María Magdalena. You’ll explore the Catalan-Modernist-style confection, reminiscent of Antoni Gaudí’s Barcelona masterpiece, 
Sagrada Familia, and delight in its fanciful curves and eclectic stonework. Continue to nearby Bodega Heretat de Cesilia, an esteemed winery dating back to the 
early 18th century. Enjoy an introduction to the viticultural process and a tour of the rustic premises, which showcase antique and modern winemaking 
machinery. Savor a glass of a vintage produced here as a pleasing finale to this enriching tour.

   ·Admire the elaborate façade of Alicante’s neo-Baroque town hall.
   ·Tour the San Nicolás de Bari Cathedral, which features an acclaimed Spanish Baroque façade.
   ·Marvel at the imaginative architecture of Novelda’s Sanctuary of Santa María Magdalena, suggestive of Gaudí’s work.
   ·Learn about the winemaking process and taste one of the vintages at the Bodega Heretat de Cesilia winery.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 2 ½ hours of moderate walking/standing. There will be some steps, uneven surfaces and a steep incline to negotiate. The tour 
is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Should 
there be an event taking place at the cathedral, an inside visit will not be possible. Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic 
beverages. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

ALC-015   TAPAS OVER LUCENTUM

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $189.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Walk through the Roman ruins in and around Alicante and enjoy a selection of signature tapas at a beachfront restaurant. Founded by the Romans as Lucentum 
or “The City of Light,” Alicante is full of excavated ruins that reveal what life was like during that period. To enhance your understanding of the area in Roman 
times, reconstructions of ancient structures have been mixed in with the ruins. You will also see how the Romans and the earlier Phoenicians farmed fish and 
held them in tanks that still exist near Almadraba Beach. Almadraba refers to an ancient fishing technique with nets that continues today. Much of the seafood 
caught locally ends up in tapas, the small-plate snacks that are synonymous with Spain. You will sample several popular tapas at the restaurant Es Suquet in 
the San Juan Beach area. The ingredients will be chosen from what’s freshest that day, which is often red prawns and eel.

   ·Wander among the Roman ruins in Alicante, which the Romans called Lucentum.
   ·See how the Romans farmed fish and held them in seaside tanks that still exist.
   ·Sample a selection of tapas made with fresh local ingredients that may include seafood.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 1.7 hours of moderate walking/standing; there will be 4 steps to enter/exit the motor coach. Guests will have to manage 12 
steps as well as paved and tiled surfaces throughout the excursion. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with mobility 
concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

ALC-016   THE SWEETEST PLACE IN THE WORLD

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $199.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Sample a soft nougat sweet in the village famed for its production and enjoy a traditional paella lunch. For centuries, confectioners in Jijona have made the 
nougat that is now so synonymous with the village that it’s known as Jijona turrón. The ingredients include honey, toasted almonds and egg whites. After tasting 
the golden dessert, you will understand why it’s so popular. Back in Alicante, you will visit the Monastery of Santa Faz, which is renowned for holding a piece of 
fabric that Saint Veronica is said to have used to wipe Jesus’ face on the way to his crucifixion. The image of his face was supposedly transferred onto the 
fabric, which is now in a locked room that can only be accessed with four keys, each held in a different part of the city. A hearty lunch of fideuà at Poniente 
restaurant follows.

   ·See how confectioners in Jijona prepare the village’s namesake nougat and sample it.
   ·Visit a monastery that guards a sacred piece of fabric said to bear the image of Jesus’ face.
   ·Enjoy a traditional lunch with a paella as the main course.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 1 hour and 40 minutes of moderate walking/standing; there will be 4 steps to enter/exit the motor coach. Guests will have to 
manage 12 steps as well as paved and tiled surfaces throughout the excursion. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those 
with mobility concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability.
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Duration: 3.00 Hrs

ALC-017   PANORAMIC ALICANTE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $69.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AM,  02:00 PMDate:

Gain an overall understanding of Alicante on a panoramic drive around the city, followed by free time to explore further on your own. Founded by the Romans 
and repeatedly attacked by sea in medieval times, Alicante has a long rich history, much of which commentary will describe. While traveling downtown, you will 
pass the towering sculpted fountain at Luceros Square, the bullring at the center of the Plaza de España and Paseo del Puerto, a lovely walkway with mosaic 
tile work that resembles the motion of the sea. As you head toward the outskirts of Alicante, you will pause for photos along the beautiful coastline and at Santa 
Faz, a monastery that supposedly holds a piece of fabric used to wipe Jesus’ face on the way to his crucifixion. Another stop will be made at the waterfront 
promenade Explanada, where you will be offered a glass of horchata, a traditional nut-based milky drink.

   ·Enjoy a panoramic drive around Alicante that will be remarkably enlightening.
   ·See urban landmarks such as the downtown bullring and the Paseo del Puerto walkway.
   ·Pause for photos along the coast and at the revered monastery Santa Faz.
   ·Sample horchata, a traditional vitamin-rich drink made with tiger nuts.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

The horcahta is not suitable for those with a nut allergy or diabetes. This tour includes approximately 90-minutes of moderate walking plus any walking at the 
guests' discretion during free time. There are steps and inclines to negotiate at Santa Barbara Castle and cobblestone surfaces in the old town. The tour is not 
available to wheelchair guests and those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. Weather appropriate 
clothing; a hat; sunglasses and flat, comfortable walking shoes are suggested. The order of the sites viewed or visited may vary. Tour is operated with 
minibuses due to narrow road to access the castle.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

ALC-018   GASTRO CULTURE OF ALICANTE

Tour Price: $119.00 Retail Price: $269.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Gain an understanding of the many cultures that have influenced the gastronomy of Alicante and then dine on a meal that reflects some of those impacts. As 
you will discover while browsing the city’s esteemed Archaeological Museum, the Greeks, Phoenicians, Romans and Moors have all left their marks on Alicante 
since its founding in 325 BC. You will also see artifacts from more modern civilizations that reveal how the city has transitioned into its present state. The 16th 
and 17th centuries were particularly volatile and to protect Alicante from the invading pirates security towers were built along the coast to protect the residents. 
You will pass some of these soaring stone towers on the way to the lunch venue. The main dish will be paella, prepared Alicante-style. The local version differs 
from others in that the rice is sautéed in salmorreta, a tomato-based sauce with ñora peppers that imparts a unique flavor.

   ·Browse an archaeological museum with artifacts from conquerors of the Alicante area.
   ·Learn how those invaders influenced the culture and gastronomy.
   ·Behold some of the security towers built centuries ago to protect Alicante from pirates.
   ·Dine on a version of paella that reflects the local influences on this traditional dish.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 1 hour of moderate walking over mainly even surfaces. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those 
guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat 
walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

ALC-GG1   FLOOD URBAN PARK “LA MARJAL”

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $109.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Wander through an urban park designed to store and recycle floodwater to protect the low-lying Alicante neighborhood San Juan. La Marjal Park serves a triple 
function as a nature preserve, a recreational area and as an outdoor cistern of sorts that collects and stores the torrential rains that often fall in Alicante. The 
park’s green infrastructure provides a natural and sustainable way to manage huge quantities of water. Your guide will explain how the system operates; the 
process mirrors a water management technique that Arabs devised centuries ago. As a bonus, the park’s stored water attracts an array of birds that flourish in 
coastal wetlands. The name La Marjal is derived from the word for a type of wetlands found throughout the Mediterranean. Later, you see another unusual 
feature of Alicante—the Torres de las Huertas security towers, where residents took refuge from marauding pirates in the 16th and 17th centuries.

   ·See how an Alicante park stores floodwater using an ingenious centuries-old method .
   ·Look for birds that now flock to the park because its green infrastructure provides habitat .
   ·Browse security towers that protected residents from pirates in the 16th and 17th centuries .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 2 hours of walking. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are 
cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.
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Duration: 4.00 Hrs

ALC-GG2   VISIT A PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR PLANT

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $139.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Get a glimpse into Spain’s commitment to increasing its production of solar energy by touring a photovoltaic plant with a technician that will explain the process 
in easy-to-understand terms. As an introduction, you will watch a video that shows how solar farms generate alternative and sustainable energy. Although the 
process may seem complex, you will soon grasp the essence of how photovoltaic cells convert sunlight to electricity. The sun shines more than 300 days a year 
in Spain, which is why solar power has grown so rapidly as an inexhaustible renewable energy. The demand is high throughout Spain, and the Alicante province 
helps meet that demand with a number of solar farms. An insider’s tour of the plant will offer an even deeper understanding of solar energy and how it has 
gained traction.

   ·Gain an overall understanding of how Spain is meeting its energy needs with solar power .
   ·Enjoy a behind-the-scenes tour of a photovoltaic plant that converts sunlight into energy .
   ·Watch videos that clearly explain the process and learn more from your technician guide .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 1.5 hours of walking. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are 
cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

ALC-GG3   ONE TREE, ONE LIFE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $139.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Do your part to reverse the devastating effects of deforestation by planting a number of trees and bushes that will greatly benefit the environment. Sadly, 
once-fertile parts of Spain still suffer from drought, loss of trees and harmful agricultural practices. This process of desertification has dire consequences for the 
land and humans unless it is reversed. That is where you will come in. You will follow an environmentalist into an area of the Alicante province that has been 
negatively affected by climatic conditions and human activities. The guide will explain many of those issues and why it is so important to maintain the 
ecosystem. You will then get to work by planting some indigenous trees and shrubbery that are well-suited to the area. Chances are, they will include pines, 
cypresses, carob trees and mastic trees. The latter is a coastal evergreen that produces berries that provide food for wildlife.

   ·Plant indigenous trees and shrubbery that will help reverse the effects of desertification .
   ·Learn about climatic conditions and human activities that negatively impact Alicante .
   ·Feel a sense of accomplishment for being a committed steward of the environment .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 3 hours of moderate walking/standing. Guests will be planting different bushes and trees. Cloths might get dirty as this is a 
physical activity. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate 
their personal level of stamina and ability. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 3.50 Hrs

ALC-GL1   CENTRAL MARKET & PAELLA WORKSHOP

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $199.00

October 06, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Stroll through a bustling market taking note of the ingredients and then join a chef who will show you how to prepare paella from scratch, an iconic dish that will 
be your lunch. The items at the Central Market are locally sourced, so they truly represent the ingredients found in the regional cuisine. After meandering 
through the stalls, interacting with the vendors and sampling some of the delicacies, you will walk to a nearby restaurant for a paella workshop. The chef will 
show you step by step how to prepare authentic paella Alicante-style. You will have seen many of the ingredients in the market, which will make the preparation 
all the more relevant. Although the city of Valencia just to the north is known as the birthplace of paella, the version made in Alicante is much the same. Feel 
free to ask questions as the chef prepares the meal, which you will dine on afterwards.

   ·Browse the stalls in Alicante’s central market, taking note of the merchandise.
   ·Watch a chef prepare authentic paella, using many of the ingredients that the market offers.
   ·Understand how paella is prepared step by step, so you can prepare it yourself at home.
   ·Enjoy the freshly made paella for lunch.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 2 hours of walking/standing; there will be some inclines and cobblestone surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not available to 
wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. 
This tour has a limited capacity; therefore, it is recommended that guests pre-book this tour as early as possible.
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Duration: 4.00 Hrs

ALC-001   HIGHLIGHTS OF ALICANTE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $79.00

October 06, 2023  11:00 AMDate:

Relish a guided introduction to the vibrant resort town of Alicante, founded in Roman times as Lucentum, the City of Light, on this enthralling tour. Journey to 
Santa Barbara Castle, one of the largest in the Mediterranean region and strategically located atop a rocky mass that soars nearly 600 feet above the city and 
sea. You’ll discover a massive complex that includes numerous ramparts, the medieval Hall of Nobles, the 16th-century Room of Philip II and the ruins of the 
ancient hermitage of Santa Barbara. Visit Alicante’s historical district and admire the more than 6 ½ million small red, black and cream tiles covering the 
Esplanade, one of the most enduring images of the city. In Alicante’s charming Old Quarter, survey Town Hall Square and the Cathedral of Alicante, better 
known as the San Nicolás de Bari, whose impressive façade is considered one of the finest examples of Spanish Religious Baroque. Enjoy free time in the 
Esplanade, perhaps walking the broad promenade, browsing the inviting stalls along the way and soaking up the colorful atmosphere of this sun-kissed town.

   ·Roam Santa Barbara Castle, a vast complex of grand halls and imposing ramparts.
   ·Glory in sweeping views of Alicante and the sea from the castle’s ideal perch high above the city.
   ·Explore Santa Barbara Castle’s Hall of Nobles, defensive ramparts and ruins of an ancient hermitage.
   ·Tour Alicante’s Old Quarter and view beguiling highlights such as Town Hall Square and the Cathedral of Alicante.
   ·Stroll and shop on the Esplanade, an iconic promenade adorned with millions of colored tiles.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 90 minutes of moderate walking, plus any walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be some steps, uneven 
surfaces and inclines to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their 
personal level of ability and stamina. The order of sites viewed or visited may vary. The return to the ship is operated with the shuttle bus

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

ALC-005   DISCOVER VILLAJOYOSA & ALTEA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $79.00

October 06, 2023  11:00 AMDate:

Immerse yourself in the many charms of the Costa Blanca on this enlightening tour of the unspoiled towns of Villajoyosa and Altea. Journey along a marvelous 
coastal road, taking in panoramic views of the glittering bays lining the Costa Blanca. You’ll applaud the small seaside village of Villajoyosa, renowned for its 
fishing and chocolate factories. Learn that legend has it the rainbow-hued houses on the seafront are deliberately vivid so that fishermen can see them from far 
out at sea. You’ll appreciate time on your own to capture photos of the colorful hamlet and seek out some of the town’s famed chocolate. Continuing on, travel 
to unspoiled Altea’s Old Town, an enchanting jumble of whitewashed houses. You’ll begin a brief guided walk to the town’s square and its charming 
neo-Baroque Church of Our Lady of Consolation, which features an eye-catching blue-tile dome. Savor additional free time to absorb Altea’s relaxing ambience 
and enjoy the wonderful views from this hilltop town, a diamond among the many jewels in this sparkling region of Spain.

   ·Take in scenic views of the glittering Mediterranean as you travel by coach along the Costa Blanca.
   ·Admire alluring Villajoyosa, a colorful village famed for its fishing and chocolate.
   ·Rejoice in the picturesque whitewashed homes of the serene hilltop village of Altea.
   ·Enjoy time at your leisure to explore and shop in both intriguing villages.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

Walking on this tour is primarily at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be considerable steps and uneven surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not 
suitable for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. The order of 
sites viewed or visited may vary.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

ALC-007   BENIDORM ON YOUR OWN

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $79.00

October 06, 2023  11:00 AMDate:

Indulge in ample free time in jet-setting Benidorm, one of Europe’s favorite beach getaways. Settle in for an approximately 45-minute drive to Benidorm and 
receive a brief orientation of the town’s intriguing sites before you begin your approximately three-hour independent exploration. You’ll discover Levante Beach 
near the town center, an ideal spot for people watching, or for a more tranquil experience, stroll to Poniente Beach at the western end of town. Find Benidorm’s 
enchanting Old Town, location of the quaint, white-washed neoclassical Church of San Jaime, as well as Benidorm Castle, from where you can enjoy a superb 
view of the beaches and the glittering sea. Perhaps you’ll visit the top floor of the deluxe Gran Hotel Bali, the tallest building on the Mediterranean. Consider 
additional attractions such as the wildlife park of Terra Natura and Terra Mítica, a theme park full of attractions for all ages, or simply meander and shop along 
the inviting streets of this sunlit retreat.

   ·Appreciate generous free time in chic Benidorm to swim, sunbathe, stroll, shop or sightsee as you wish.
   ·Choose from among two fabulous beaches, bustling Levante Beach or peaceful Poniente Beach.
   ·Wander the narrow streets of Benidorm’s captivating Old Town and find the diminutive Church of San Jaime.
   ·Enjoy sweeping vistas from the waterfront Benidorm Castle or atop the Mediterranean’s tallest hotel.
   ·Explore the Terra Natura wildlife park or the Terra Mítica theme park.

   ·Wear casual, weather- and activity-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Wear a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.
   ·If you wish to swim, wear a swimsuit under a cover-up and pack a towel from the ship.
   ·If you wish to visit a church, dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.

Walking on this tour is solely at the guest’s discretion. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the 
coach and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. 
Entry to the top floor of the Gran Hotel Bali requires a small entry fee. Guests who participate in any water activities do so at their own risk and responsibility. 
Guests are asked to be at the appointed pick-up location on time for the return transfer; those not present are responsible for making their own way back to the 
ship at their own expense.
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Duration: 4.00 Hrs

ALC-008   BEACH ESCAPE TO CAMPELLO

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $79.00

October 06, 2023  11:00 AMDate:

Relax or stay active on this excursion that offers ample free time at one of the Costa Blanca’s most beautiful beaches. You’ll discover that despite its proximity 
to bustling Alicante, the seaside resort town of El Campello offers a tranquil alternative with six miles of golden, sandy beaches and a pedestrian-only waterfront 
esplanade. Relish this sunlit retreat, a magnificent place to perfect your tan, swim in the azure Mediterranean or people-watch on the wide promenade. If you 
are more adventurous, partake in water sports such as windsurfing and sailing, ideal ways to explore the quaint small coves nestled along the coast, or land 
sports like cycling and hiking to venture into the surrounding landscape. Whenever the desire arises, seek out the town’s renowned cuisine, as El Campello is 
well known for its excellent seafood restaurants. Glory in your time amid laid-back El Campello’s charms, where your spirits are sure to soar.

   ·Spend a relaxing day at your leisure on the golden beaches of peaceful El Campello.
   ·Swim in the turquoise waters of the Mediterranean, stroll along the soft sand or simply bask in the soothing sun.
   ·Elect to be more active with activities including windsurfing, sailing, hiking or bicycling.
   ·Sample local seafood specialties at one of El Campello’s renowned restaurants, if you wish.

   ·Wear casual, weather- and activity-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Wear a hat, sunglasses, sunscreen and swim wear under a cover-up.

Walking on this tour is solely at the guests’ discretion. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the 
coach and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. 
Lounge chairs and any additional activities such as water sports or cycling are optional and not included in the tour cost. Guests taking part in any of the 
available optional activities do so at their own risk and responsibility. There is no exclusive area reserved for guests. Guests are asked to be at the appointed 
pick-up location on time for the return transfer; those not present are responsible for making their own way back to the ship at their own expense.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

ALC-012   ALICANTE TAPAS TRAIL

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

October 06, 2023  11:00 AMDate:

Browse the Central Market in Alicante, where you will see an array of fruits, vegetables and seafood that will likely be ingredients on the tapas that you will enjoy 
later. Almost all of the products are locally sourced, so they truly represent the ingredients found in the regional cuisine. After meandering through the stalls, 
interacting with the vendors and sampling some of the delicacies, you will begin a tapas tour. These small-plate snacks will reflect the local cuisine and contain 
the absolute freshest, seasonal ingredients. Many of the offerings may be unexpected, as Alicante has become a foodie paradise and has attracted inventive 
chefs from throughout Europe. Because of Alicante’s location on the Mediterranean, tapas with seafood such as succulent red prawns are enormously popular. 
Eel is another favorite that may be prepared with garlic, chili, paprika and parsley. It might also be prepared with picada, a regional sauce often made with fried 
bread, nuts and olive oil.

   ·Peruse stalls laden with fresh produce and seafood in Alicante’s bustling Central Market.
   ·Enjoy a selection of tapas made with many of the ingredients carried in the market.
   ·Savor unusual tapas that some of Europe’s most innovative chefs have created.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

Order of sites visited may vary. The Central Market is closed on Sundays, the visit will be an exterior one. This is a walking tour. It is available to guests who 
utilize a wheelchair/scooter and have a companion to assist them. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability 
and stamina.
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PALMA DE MALLORCA, SPAIN

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

PMI-006   SOLLER VINTAGE TRAIN RIDE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

October 07, 2023  08:15 AMDate:

Experience Mallorca’s dramatic scenery on this tour to the fetching village of Sóller that includes free time and a fabulous vintage train ride. Relax during an 
approximately one-hour drive to Sóller, a peaceful and scenic town nestled at the foot of rugged mountains. You’ll learn that its location in the lush Serra de 
Tramuntana Valley has long attracted visitors, writers and artists lured by the gorgeous setting, favorable light, refreshingly cool mountain air and laid-back way 
of life. Upon arrival, you’ll enjoy a guided tour of the town center followed by time at your leisure to explore or do some shopping. As an unforgettable conclusion 
to your excursion, hop aboard the vintage Palma-Sóller train, an old-fashioned wooden conveyance that has preserved its traditional character for over a 
century. Rejoice in a ride of approximately 50 minutes as your train languidly traverses Mallorca’s entrancing countryside, a resplendent patchwork of orange 
and olive groves, almond and locust-bean trees, enchanting villages and pine-covered mountains. Surrender to the idyllic charms of Mallorca on this fascinating 
outing filled with wonders both natural and man-made.

   ·Roam the inviting streets of Sóller, an unspoiled hamlet set against a backdrop of dramatic mountains.
   ·Appreciate time on your own to shop and further uncover the charms of Sóller.
   ·Traverse the glorious landscapes of Mallorca aboard a vintage wooden train.
   ·See Mallorca’s timeless scenery of pine forests, orderly farms and picture-perfect villages.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately one hour of moderate walking, plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be some uneven 
surfaces, numerous steps and a slight incline to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair and may not be suitable for those with 
mobility concerns, who are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. While there are restrooms available at the train station in Sóller, 
there are none on the train. The tour may be operated in reverse.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

PMI-001SG   PALMA CITY HIGHLIGHTS - SMALL GROUP

Tour Price: $49.00 Retail Price: $199.00

October 07, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Enhance your shoreside experience with a Regent Choice small group tour. Hosting no more than 16 guests, these tours provide a more intimate experience 
and allow for more personal engagement with your knowledgeable guide. Delve into Mallorca’s grand capital city of Palma on a guided visit to two stunning 
Gothic landmarks, La Seu Cathedral and Bellver Castle, and stop at a purveyor of Majorcan pearls. Enter resilient Palma, a city repeatedly invaded over the 
centuries due to its strategic position in the Mediterranean, and learn how each conqueror left their mark at La Seu, the city’s spectacular Gothic cathedral. 
You’ll delight in its enormous rose window, which casts a beautiful light into the church, and the wrought-iron canopy over the main altar, which was designed by 
idiosyncratic Catalan architect Antonio Gaudí. Enjoy a guided stroll to the city center, where you’ll discover an imitation pearl shop and learn the process behind 
the manufacture of these remarkable jewels. After some free time to shop and wander, continue to Bellver Castle, a revered 14th-century Gothic landmark. 
Gaze in awe at its unusual round design and seemingly impregnable fortifications, punctuated by towers of varying heights, and find a patio with a double gallery 
of arches, the Capella de San Marc chapel and the Palma History Museum. You’ll celebrate the Gothic treasures of Palma on this enlightening tour.

   ·Explore La Seu Cathedral, a Gothic masterpiece featuring an impressive rose window and metalwork by Gaudí.
   ·Visit a purveyor of Mallorca’s renowned imitation pearls and discern how these flawless jewels are created.
   ·Relish time on your own to browse enticing shops or simply absorb the city’s beguiling atmosphere.
   ·Admire commanding Bellver Castle and its unusual round shape peppered with elegant towers.
   ·Roam the castle’s alluring spaces, including the Capella de San Marc chapel and a patio ringed by arcades.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 2 ½ hours of easy-to-moderate walking, plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be 
some uneven surfaces and numerous steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are 
cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. On Sunday calls, only exterior visits are possible at the cathedral.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

PMI-002   TASTE OF THE PAST

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 07, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Embrace multifaceted Mallorca during visits to a spectacular castle, an imitation pearl factory and a countryside estate. Wonder at Bellver Castle, a revered 
Gothic landmark from the 14th century boasting an unusual round design and seemingly impregnable fortifications punctuated by towers of varying heights. 
You’ll realize its hilltop placement affords terrific views of vibrant Palma and the sparkling Mediterranean. Journey to the village of Montuïri for a tour of a 
traditional Majorcan pearl factory and gain invaluable insight into the manufacture of these coveted ornaments, which are crafted from natural marine products 
and are nearly indistinguishable from the real thing. Continuing on, you’ll travel to Pla de Sant Jordi, or Saint George’s Plain, where picturesque windmills dot 
the landscape. Marvel at Els Calderers, a stately 18th-century manor house that is now an intriguing museum filled with period furnishings. Stroll the great hall, 
hunting room, kitchen and wine cellar, where you may sample some locally produced vintages, and envision pastoral life more than 200 years ago in this 
unspoiled and sheltered land.

   ·Admire commanding Bellver Castle and its unusual round shape peppered with elegant towers.
   ·Visit a manufacturer of Mallorca’s renowned imitation pearls and witness how these flawless jewels are created.
   ·Rejoice at the sight of postcard-ready windmills strewn about the landscape of Pla de Sant Jordi.
   ·Wander the house and grounds of Els Calderers, an 18th-century manor featuring period furnishings.
   ·Savor a selection of local wines in the well-stocked cellar of Els Calderers.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour inlcudes approximately two hours of moderate walking. There will be some uneven surfaces and a few steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to 
guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Weather appropriate 
clothing; sun cap; sunglasses; and flat, comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic 
beverages.
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Duration: 5.00 Hrs

PMI-003   THE CAVES OF DRACH, AN UNDERGROUND WORLD

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 07, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Explore one of Europe’s largest cave systems and shop for renowned Majorcan pearls on this survey of the island’s extraordinary gifts. Relax during a leisurely 
drive through the countryside past windmills and farms to the spellbinding Coves del Drach, a series of spacious interconnected caverns of otherworldly 
ambience. You’ll wander among unusual formations with fanciful names like the Fairies’ Theater and Diana’s Bath, and learn that the cave’s massive stalactites 
and stalagmites have grown a mere half-inch since being fully explored in the 1880s, a testament to the prehistoric age of the caverns. Discover one of the 
world’s largest subterranean lakes, Llac Martel, which shimmers supernaturally due to strategically placed lights shining from above. Back above ground, tour a 
traditional Majorcan imitation pearl factory and gain invaluable insight into the manufacture of these coveted ornaments, which are crafted from natural marine 
products and are nearly indistinguishable from the real thing. You’ll appreciate the lustrous quality of Majorcan pearls, manufactured since the 19th century, and 
contemplate the many pleasant surprises found both above and below ground in enthralling Mallorca.

   ·See a bucolic landscape of farms and windmills as you drive through the Majorcan countryside.
   ·Discover the magnificent rock formations of the Coves del Drach, one of Europe’s largest cave systems.
   ·Gaze in awe at the mesmerizing illuminated waters of an underground lake that is among the world’s largest.
   ·Visit a manufacturer of Mallorca’s renowned imitation pearls and witness how these flawless jewels are created.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Carry a jacket or sweater, as the caves can be humid and cold.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour inlcudes approximate two hours of moderate walking. There may be some slippery surfaces, along with a few steps, to negotiate. The tour is not 
available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Caves will be 
explored independently without a guide and are not exclusive to our guests.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

PMI-009   PALMA SCENIC DRIVE & LOCAL PEARL FACTORY

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $49.00

October 07, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Take in the architectural gems of Palma and visit an imitation pearl factory to watch artisans create lustrous, perfectly formed Majorcan pearls. You’ll transfer to 
Bellver Castle, a revered Gothic landmark from the 14th century, and notice its unusual round design and seemingly impregnable fortifications, which are 
punctuated by towers of varying heights. Discover that the gracefully colonnaded interior was primarily used as a prison, and step outside to survey vibrant 
Palma from the castle’s ideal placement atop a hill. Appreciate an introductory panoramic tour of the city, during which you may see the ornate Gran Hotel and 
the elegant 1667 Teatre Principal. Journey to the village of Montuïri for a tour of a traditional Majorcan pearl factory and gain invaluable insight into the 
manufacture of these coveted ornaments, which are crafted from natural marine products using a closely guarded technique developed more than a century 
ago, making them nearly indistinguishable from the real thing.

   ·Admire commanding Bellver Castle and its unusual round shape peppered with elegant towers.
   ·See Palma de Mallorca’s highlights, including the exquisite Gran Hotel, during a brief panoramic tour.
   ·Visit a manufacturer of Mallorca’s renowned imitation pearls and witness how these flawless jewels are created.
   ·Select from a wide array of gorgeous jewelry at the pearl factory’s shop, if you wish.
   ·Revel in free time to do as you please in the heart of Palma, perhaps strolling to the outstanding cathedral.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·If you wish to enter the cathedral during free time, dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes uneven surfaces and a few steps to negotiate. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are 
cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Timing may vary, but the same sites are always visited. On Sundays and during local 
festivities, shops in the city center may be closed.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

PMI-001   PALMA CITY HIGHLIGHTS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 07, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Delve into Mallorca’s grand capital city of Palma on a guided visit to two stunning Gothic landmarks, La Seu Cathedral and Bellver Castle, and stop at a 
purveyor of Majorcan pearls. Enter resilient Palma, a city repeatedly invaded over the centuries due to its strategic position in the Mediterranean, and learn how 
each conqueror left their mark at La Seu, the city’s spectacular Gothic cathedral. You’ll delight in its enormous rose window, which casts a beautiful light into the 
church, and the wrought-iron canopy over the main altar, which was designed by idiosyncratic Catalan architect Antonio Gaudí. Enjoy a guided stroll to the city 
center, where you’ll discover an imitation pearl shop and learn the process behind the manufacture of these remarkable jewels. After some free time to shop 
and wander, continue to Bellver Castle, a revered 14th-century Gothic landmark. Gaze in awe at its unusual round design and seemingly impregnable 
fortifications, punctuated by towers of varying heights, and find a patio with a double gallery of arches, the Capella de San Marc chapel and the Palma History 
Museum. You’ll celebrate the Gothic treasures of Palma on this enlightening tour.

   ·Explore La Seu Cathedral, a Gothic masterpiece featuring an impressive rose window and metalwork by Gaudí.
   ·Visit a purveyor of Mallorca’s renowned imitation pearls and discern how these flawless jewels are created.
   ·Relish time on your own to browse enticing shops or simply absorb the city’s beguiling atmosphere.
   ·Admire commanding Bellver Castle and its unusual round shape peppered with elegant towers.
   ·Roam the castle’s alluring spaces, including the Capella de San Marc chapel and a patio ringed by arcades.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Dress appropriately for a religious venue; shoulders and knees must be covered.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 2 ½ hours of easy-to-moderate walking, plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be 
some uneven surfaces and numerous steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are 
cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. On Sunday calls, only exterior visits are possible at the cathedral.
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Duration: 4.00 Hrs

PMI-007   BODEGA RAMANYA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $149.00

October 07, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Partake in premium Majorcan wines on this journey to the Bodega Ramanyà cellars and see highlights of Palma on a panoramic tour. Board your coach for an 
introduction to Palma’s main attractions, including a photo stop at La Seu, the city’s spectacular Gothic cathedral. After an approximately 30-minute lovely drive 
to the center of the island, find acclaimed Bodega Ramanyà, a family-run estate that produces several wines under the prized designation of origin Binissalem 
Mallorca. Study a collection of more than 2,000 age-old tools and artifacts, some dating from the 17th century, for a vivid picture of farming techniques in days 
long past. You’ll hear about the unique microclimate of the Tramuntana Mountains, which benefits from the soft Mediterranean breeze and has a beneficial 
effect on the winery’s French grape varietals. Observe the techniques used in the production of Ramanyà’s high-quality wines, and then sample their vintages 
during a tasting accompanied by a traditional Majorcan snack, a singularly satisfying way to cap off your viticultural adventure.

   ·See the landmarks of Palma de Mallorca, including the city’s majestic cathedral, on a panoramic tour.
   ·Journey to the celebrated Bodega Ramanyà winery, located in the heart of Mallorca.
   ·Examine over 2,000 agricultural implements dating back as far as the 17th century.
   ·Gain an understanding of the favorable climatic conditions and winemaking processes that contribute to the region’s excellent vintages.
   ·Taste Bodega Ramanyà’s superb wines along with a classic Majorcan treat.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately two hours of moderate walking/standing, plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion during stops. There will be some 
uneven surfaces and a few steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to 
carefully evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. The tour is not suitable for children and participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served 
alcoholic beverages.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

PMI-021   PANORAMIC COASTAL VISTAS

Tour Price: $89.00 Retail Price: $239.00

October 07, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Gaze out over the sea from several spectacularly scenic hilltops, where you will tour a 14th-century castle and the former palace of an Austrian archduke. After 
departing from the pier, you will soon arrive at Bellver Castle, a spectacular Gothic landmark from the 14th century. Its round design is unusual among Spanish 
castles, and although seemingly impenetrable, the fortress never served a defensive purpose. As you ramble about the hilltop castle taking photos, you will 
appreciate the origin of its name, which means “lovely view” in Catalan. Few panoramas are quite so beautiful. Continuing on, you will enjoy a picturesque drive 
inland, passing through Valldemossa, the island’s highest town. Still renowned for Polish composer Fréderic Chopin and French author George Sand spending 
the winter of 1838-1839 in a monastery here, the town has retained its atmospheric charm. Nearby, you will find Son Marroig, the former palace of Archduke 
Luis Salvador of Austria. The estate is handsomely decorated with period furnishings and makes quite the setting for you to enjoy an aperitif under the Carrara 
marble rotunda that overlooks the sea. The oddly shaped rock formation that you will see jutting into the water is Na Foradada, which means “pierced rock,” a 
reference to the gaping 60-foot vertical hole in the center of the rock. The panoramic view from the nearby Mirador de Na Foradada restaurant will be just as 
magnificent. Lunch will consist of a traditional mixed paella cooked over a wood-fired grill. Please note: The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a 
collapsible wheelchair, can make their own way on and off the vehicle and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. This tour includes approximately one 
hour of walking and few steps to negotiate. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, 
weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

PMI-022   GASTRONOMY WITH GUSTO

Tour Price: $69.00 Retail Price: $219.00

October 07, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Take in the staggering array of culinary treats at Palma’s primary market and then sample an inspiring selection of delicacies at a gastronomic kitchen space 
within the market. After departing from the pier, you will enjoy a brief but enlightening drive through lovely Palma de Mallorca, whose horizon is dominated by the 
14th-century Bellver Castle. From city hall in the lovely Plaza de Cort, you will begin a leisurely walk to Olivar Market, where you will behold a cornucopia of 
garden-fresh fruits and vegetables, Mallorcan-made cheeses and succulent seafood. Being the city’s main market, it is always abuzz with locals shopping. 
While meandering about on your own, you will gain great insight into the gastronomy of Palma. Most of the stalls have been at the market for decades, and you 
will likely see every imaginable sort of local delicacy from traditional to exotic. Many of the vendors have their own boats, ensuring the freshest seafood. Local 
farmers supply the produce, and artisans make the bulk of the sausages and cheeses. Olivar Market is an extraordinary destination to observe daily life as the 
residents engage in lively conversation and a bit of friendly haggling with the vendors. Following this eye-opening introduction to the market, you will head for 
Kamaleonico Restaurant to taste an array of representative Mallorcan foods. The menu usually includes Iberian pork, a potato omelet, black bread toast with 
grilled vegetables and a coiled pastry known as ensaimada. A selection of wines and liqueurs will also be served.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, can make their own way on and off the vehicle and have an able-bodied 
companion to assist them. This tour includes approximately 1.5 hours of walking and few steps to negotiate. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned 
to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.
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Duration: 5.00 Hrs

PMI-023   A PASSION FOR WINE

Tour Price: $89.00 Retail Price: $239.00

October 07, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Sample a thoughtfully chosen selection of wines at Tianna Negre, a vineyard that produces several lines of wine made with indigenous Mallorcan grapes. After 
departing from the pier, you will enjoy a panoramic drive through Palma de Mallorca, during which the guide will point out historical landmarks such as Bellver 
Castle. The famed Gothic landmark has overlooked the city since the 14th century. Continuing on into the island’s interior, you will soon arrive at Tianna Negre, 
a family-owned and operated winery originally planted entirely with Manto Negro grapes. As you will discover while touring the estate, other grape varieties now 
flourish in the two vineyards. In fact, Tianna Negre is dedicated to recovering native Palma grape varieties that disappeared following the phylloxera scourge that 
destroyed countless vineyards in the 19th century. During brunch and a tasting in the cellar, you can expect to sample as many as a half-dozen wines that 
reflect the terroir and the lime-rich, clay textured soil. You may be served a namesake Tianna Negre red blend made from Manto Negro and Syrah grapes, a 
Tianna Blanc with notes of ripe fruit from Giró Ros grapes, and a pink rosé with hints of grapefruit. If you sample a wine from the vineyard’s Ses Nines line, you 
will notice that the label features a photo of a child skipping rope. The child became the mother of the winery’s founders. She inherited a small vineyard that over 
time grew to become Tianna Negre. Please note: The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, can make their own way on and 
off the vehicle and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. This tour includes approximately 1.5 hours of walking and few steps to negotiate. Those 
guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat 
walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

PMI-024   MALLORCAN MEDLEY

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $159.00

October 07, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Recognize the great diversity within Palma through a medley of experiences that include dining on authentic Mallorcan cuisine, watching pearls being 
manufactured and shopping. After departing from the pier, you will settle in for a leisurely drive through Palma de Mallorca to a locally loved venue known for it's 
authentic Mallorcan cuisine, which you will enjoy for brunch. Mallorcan entreés typically feature locally caught fresh fish and succulent pork generously 
seasoned with garlic and olive oil. For instance, you can expect to be served sobrassada, a cross between spicy pork sausage and paté that can be eaten plain, 
fried or on bread. A Mallorcan appetizer known as coca de trampó is also usually on the menu. This flatbread is traditionally topped with fresh vegetables such 
as tomatoes, green peppers and onions. As a complement, you will sample a selection of Mallorcan wines and liqueurs that may include palo, an aperitif first 
produced in the 19th century with plants known to combat malaria. Artificial pearls have also been manufactured on the island the since the 19th century, and 
you will see how at a factory in Palma. You will also have the opportunity to shop in the on-site store, where you can closely examine the pearls, which are 
prized for being extraordinarily lustrous. Following this enlightening tour, you will continue to Old Town for more shopping. Stores carrying exquisite jewelry and 
high-end fashions are particularly prevalent. Please note: The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, can make their own way 
on and off the vehicle and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. This tour includes approximately 2 hours of walking and few steps to negotiate. 
Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, 
flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

PMI-025   NATIVE WINES & MALLORCAN CUISINE

Tour Price: $89.00 Retail Price: $239.00

October 07, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Taste a selection of wines made from indigenous Mallorcan grapes at a family-owned vineyard and browse a downtown market full of local products that you will 
enjoy sampling. After departing from the pier, you will drive through Palma and on to the winery Tianna Negre in the island’s interior. As you will discover while 
touring the estate, Tianna Negre is dedicated to recovering native grape varieties that disappeared following the phylloxera scourge that destroyed countless 
vineyards in the 19th century. During brunch and a tasting in the cellar, you can expect to sample a selection of wines that reflect the terroir and the lime-rich, 
clay textured soil. You may be served a namesake Tianna Negre red blend made from Manto Negro and Syrah grapes, a Tianna Blanc with notes of ripe fruit 
from Giró Ros grapes, and a pink rosé with hints of grapefruit. Fresh-baked bread and extra virgin olive oil made from the estate’s olives will complement the 
wines. Back in Palma, you will browse energetic Olivar Market, where you will behold a cornucopia of garden-fresh fruits and vegetables, Mallorcan-made 
cheeses and succulent seafood. While meandering about, you will gain great insight into the gastronomy of Palma and daily life, as the market is typically abuzz 
with residents shopping and conversing with the vendors. Following this eye-opening introduction to the market, you will head for Kamaleonico Restaurant to 
taste an array of representative Mallorcan foods. A selection of indigenous wines and liqueurs will also be served.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, can make their own way on and off the vehicle and have an able-bodied 
companion to assist them. This tour includes approximately 2 hours of walking and few steps to negotiate. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to 
evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.
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Duration: 5.00 Hrs

PMI-029   TRANQUIL ALFABIA GARDENS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $169.00

October 07, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Stroll the cobblestone paths of Alfabia Gardens, an oasis of greenery that surrounds an estate dating to the 13th century. An official Cultural Heritage Site, the 
gardens contain rare species from all over the world. While meandering about, you may see pomegranate trees with twisted trunks, Indian horse chestnuts, 
Spanish firs and the Queen’s Garden, an enchanting greenspace redesigned for Isabella II’s visit in the mid-19th century. Even so, the highlight may be the 
72-column pergola adorned with dozens of sculptures and concealed jets that shoot graceful arcs of water through the air. Following a leisurely lunch in the 
gardens, you will visit Bellver Castle, a spectacular Gothic landmark from the 14th century. Its round design is unusual among Spanish castles and the 
seemingly impenetrable fortress is just as fascinating inside. As you ramble about the hilltop castle, you will appreciate the origin of its name Bellver, which 
means “lovely view” in Catalan.

   ·Enjoy the serenity of Alfabia Gardens, a botanical gem built around a 13th-century estate.
   ·Follow the cobblestone paths through one exotic garden area after another.
   ·Explore the 14th-century Gothic landmark Bellver Castle and take in the panoramic views.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 1 hour and 45 minutes of moderate walking/standing. There will be 4 steps to enter/exit the motor coach. Guests will have to 
manage 40 steps as well as paved and cobble stone surfaces throughout the excursion. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable 
for those with mobility concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability.

Duration: 5.50 Hrs

PMI-031   CRUISE & SWIM ALONG THE FORMENTOR COAST

Tour Price: $139.00 Retail Price: $289.00

October 07, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Sail along northern Mallorca’s beautiful Formentor coast and stop along the way to swim in the sparkling blue waters. You will cruise in a traditional llaut, a style 
of boat originally used for fishing throughout the Balearic Islands because of its stability. The boat’s design dates to the Middle Ages although today it has been 
altered slightly to accommodate leisurely sailing. As you cruise along the Formentor coast, which rims the island’s northernmost point, you will be treated to 
sweeping views of the wild, rugged landscape. It’s no wonder that pirates often hid in the secluded coves that the sea has carved into the rocky shoreline. You 
will pause to swim in at least one of these out-of-the-way coves. While on board, a traditional Mallorcan lunch will be served and the crew will describe some of 
the history behind the Formentor peninsula, all of which Mallorcan poet Miquel Costa i Llobera once owned.

   ·Sail across Pollensa Bay in a wooden llaut, a traditional boat originally used for fishing.
   ·Swim in a wonderfully secluded cove along the wild, rugged coastline.
   ·Enjoy a Mallorcan lunch on board while taking in the gorgeous scenery.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes minimal walking however the boat is not wheelchair accessible and therefore the tour is not available for guests who utilize a wheelchair.  
Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Tour participants taking part in any water activities do 
so at their own risk and responsibility. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.

Duration: 4.25 Hrs

PMI-GL1   VISITING ARTISTS IN THEIR STUDIOS

Tour Price: $129.00 Retail Price: $279.00

October 07, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Visit three acclaimed artists in their studios in the village of Valldemossa, where you will have time to admire their works and discuss the creative process. The 
village is an inspiring setting that is just as beautiful as it was when Polish composer Frédéric Chopin and French novelist George Sand wintered there in the 
19th century. Valldemossa still attracts musicians, writers and most prominently painters, who come to capture the natural beauty. While there, you will visit the 
studio of Slovenia-born artist Bruno Zupan, where you will most likely see his glowing landscape paintings and limited-edition serigraphs and lithographs. You 
will also spend time with Natasha Zupan, Bruno’s immensely talented daughter. She typically works in mixed media and describes her style as “the search for 
the heart of the matter.” The third artist is Guillermo Rodríguez, known simply as Guillermín. Many of his works are in white or black or a combination of the two 
hues.

   ·Browse the studios of three artists in Valldemossa, an inspiring scenic village.
   ·See the work of a Slovenia-born artist and his daughter and discuss their creative processes.
   ·Visit an artist that works in black and white and discover what the colors represent to him.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes nearly three hours of walking and standing with some cobblestone surfaces to negotiate. It is not available to wheelchair guests and may not 
be suitable for those with mobility concerns, who should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour.
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Duration: 4.00 Hrs

PMI-004   PANORAMIC VALLDEMOSA

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 07, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

Venture into the Majorcan countryside and discover a magnificent monastery, an imitation pearl factory and a photo-worthy Gothic Castle. You’ll travel through a 
landscape of mountains and plains brimming with almond and olive trees en route to Valldemossa, a serene town that has inspired artists for generations. Arrive 
at the splendid Cartoixa de Valldemossa, a former Carthusian monastery perched 1,200 feet above the Musa Valley, and embark on an approximately one-hour 
tour of the sanctuary. You’ll learn the stone-built structure dates to 1309, with its church added in the 15th century, and that in the winter of 1838-39, Aurora 
Dupin, who went by the nom de plume George Sand, along with her lover, Frédéric Chopin, spent three months here hoping to conquer the composer’s 
tuberculosis. In the town of Valldemossa, enjoy time on your own with an opportunity to visit a traditional Majorcan imitation pearl shop for invaluable insight into 
the manufacture of these coveted ornaments. During your return to Palma, you’ll stop to capture photos of Bellver Castle, a revered 14th-century Gothic 
landmark. Gaze in awe at its unusual round design and seemingly impregnable fortifications, punctuated by towers of varying heights, another highlight of 
endlessly bewitching Mallorca.

   ·Journey into Mallorca’s scenic countryside, where olive and almond trees coat the hills and plains.
   ·Admire the marvelous former Carthusian monastery of Cartoixa de Valldemossa.
   ·Absorb the monastery’s fascinating history, including a curative stay by lovers Frédéric Chopin and George Sand.
   ·Explore the tranquil town of Valldemossa during time at your leisure.
   ·Visit a purveyor of Mallorca’s renowned imitation pearls and discern how these flawless jewels are created.
   ·Admire commanding Bellver Castle and its unusual round shape, peppered with elegant towers

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 90 minutes of easy-to moderate-walking, plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. There will be 
some uneven surfaces and a few steps to negotiate. The tour is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and 
off the coach and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to participate only to the extent of their personal 
ability and stamina and may make arrangements with the guide to not take part in some of the walking portions of the tour. The order of sites viewed or visited 
may vary.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

PMI-008   PALMA, TAPAS & FLAMENCO SHOW

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $179.00

October 07, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

View landmarks of Palma de Mallorca and thrill to an authentic flamenco performance while being treated to delicious traditional tapas. Make your way to the 
city center aboard your coach, passing alluring sights during your comfortable ride, and embark on a walking tour that features exterior visits to La Seu, the 
city’s utterly magnificent cathedral, and the stately Palau Reial de l’Almudaina, a royal palace. As you stroll through the narrow streets of the handsome Old 
Quarter, you’ll admire gracious historic residences inhabited today by Palma’s elite. Relish free time after your guided walk to dip into inviting shops or bask in 
the city’s magnetic ambiance. To experience the true spirit of Spain, you’ll savor a typical tapas lunch served with sangria, all while enjoying a rousing flamenco 
performance. Applaud this exhilarating dance, a stirring blend of clicking heels and castanets, Spanish guitar and emotive bravado, a perfect encapsulation of 
the impassioned and irrepressible soul of this magical land.

   ·Take in highlights of Palma de Mallorca as you drive into the city’s historic heart.
   ·Gaze at the exterior of two spectacular landmarks, the city’s vast cathedral and the noble Palau Reial de l‘Almudaina.
   ·Behold elegant historic homes now occupied by the wealthiest citizens of Palma.
   ·Appreciate time on your own to wander and select a memento or two from a tempting shop.
   ·Feast on traditional Spanish tapas accompanied by sangria.
   ·Rejoice in a showcase of flamenco, the fiery and uniquely Spanish dance.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately one hour of moderate walking/standing, plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion during the free time. There will be 
uneven surfaces and a few steps to negotiate. The tour is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the 
coach and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. 
Participants must be at least 21 years of age to be served alcoholic beverages.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

PMI-GG2   ECOLOGICAL OLIVE OIL & GOLDEN TREASURE

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $129.00

October 07, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

Discover how olive oil is produced in an eco-friendly manner and enjoy a tasting that will reveal the nuances of the various oils. The Son Miranda farm near the 
center of the island will be the setting for your immersion into the production of organic olive oil. The experience will include an enlightening tour of the olive 
groves, an explanation of how the olives are harvested and a look at the mill that produces the LA Organic brand oils. The olives are grown without chemicals or 
herbicides and manually harvested using traditional methods. Grazing sheep and horses take care of any unwanted vegetation and enrich the soil with natural 
fertilizer. The result is an array of delicious, subtly flavored organic olive oils, many of which you will sample. Some of them contain single varieties of olives, 
others are produced from a coupage or blend of varieties. You can expect a surprising range of tastes, from delicate to intense.

   ·Tour a farm that produces organic olive oil using environmentally friendly methods .
   ·Gain insight into how the olives are grown without chemicals or herbicides .
   ·Sample a variety of olive oils with tastes ranging from delicate to intense .

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing .
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes .

This tour includes approximately 1 hour of walking. It is not recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are 
cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested.
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Duration: 4.50 Hrs

PMI-010   MALLORCA, WINE TASTING AND SPANISH TAPAS

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $199.00

October 07, 2023  09:30 AMDate:

Glory in Palma de Mallorca’s superlative La Seu cathedral and taste a selection of wines at an esteemed estate that has been operating for over 300 years. 
Relax during a brief but enlightening drive through Palma, a city whose diverse architecture reflects the influence of its many conquerors, and pause to explore 
La Seu, the city’s spectacular Gothic cathedral. You’ll delight in the beautiful golden sandstone exterior, the remarkable flying buttresses, the enormous rose 
window and the wrought-iron canopy over the main altar, which was designed by idiosyncratic Catalan architect Antonio Gaudí. Travel inland to the village of 
Consell and reach Bodega Ribas, a venerable winery dating to 1711 whose captivating history will be shared with you during a tour of the estate. Learn how the 
unique terroir influences the grapes and see unusual varietals such as manto negro, prensal and nearly-extinct gargollasa in the vineyards. Sit for a timely wine 
tasting, during which you may sample a complex red blend called Ribas de Cabrera, a Ribas Blanc with a white fruit nose and Sió 300, an expressive red 
named for the winery’s 300th anniversary, a palate-pleasing finale to a most rewarding day of discovery.

   ·Marvel at Palma’s cathedral, La Seu, a golden-hued Gothic masterpiece featuring soaring flying buttresses.
   ·Gaze at the cathedral’s impressive rose window and metalwork by Gaudí over the main altar.
   ·Journey to a centuries-old winery, Bodega Ribas, in the island’s fertile interior.
   ·Tour the 1711 estate and acquaint yourself with its storied history and rare grape varietals.
   ·Sample several first-rate wines, including a sophisticated red blend and a white with notes of fruit.

   ·Wear casual, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.

This tour includes approximately 2 hours of walking over mostly flat but some cobblestone and unpaved ground, plus 5 steps at the winery. It is not 
recommended for guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

PMI-WT1   MALLORCA MEDITATION IN MOTION

Tour Price: $0.00 Retail Price: $199.00

October 07, 2023  09:45 AMDate:

Achieve inner and outer balance while practicing tai chi on one of Mallorca’s idyllic beaches. Soothe your soul with the ancient custom of tai chi, which is 
inspired by the philosophical principles of Taoism and Confucianism. You’ll learn that over the centuries tai chi has evolved from an age-old Chinese martial art 
to an accessible form of exercise that promotes serenity through smooth, flowing motions. Travel to an exquisite seaside setting, where the swaying palms and 
vivid blue waters will inspire inner peace as you slowly move on the soft sands of the beach. Appreciate the guidance of a professional instructor, who will lead 
you in stretching and achieving each position, with each one flowing into the next so that your body is constantly in motion. Feel your muscles relax and your 
breathing deepen as you become aware of your body’s sensations, and benefit from increased flexibily, balance, muscle tone and energy. Thanks to tai chi’s 
gentle nature, with minimal impact on joints and muscles, you’ll leave the luminous beach with a new and improved body and sense of self.

   ·Practice the ancient Chinese exercise of tai chi on a serene Majorcan beach.
   ·Allow a professional instructor to guide you in this activity, which is suitable for all ages and skill levels.
   ·Flow through a series of gentle motions that effortlessly transition from one to the next.
   ·Gain improved muscle tone, flexibility and balance during your calming session.

   ·Wear casual, comfortable, weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen.
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General Information

What is Included?

Transportation:
Licensed and insured late model, coaches, vehicles, watercraft, and other modes of transportation are utilized.

Meals and Refreshments:
Included when indicated in the tour description.

Guides:
Licensed, English-speaking, local guides accompany all tours, where available.

Entrance Fees:
Tours include all required admission fees, where applicable.

What Should I Wear?
When taking a shore excursion, comfortable walking shoes, sunglasses, a hat and sunscreen are suggested. You may consider bringing an umbrella, raincoat, 
sweater, or jacket.  And don't forget your camera!

Cancellations and refunds

•In order to ensure quality guides and sufficient transportation, we must provide the tour operator with passenger counts at least 36 hours in advance.  Therefore 

  no refunds will be given within 36 hours of the tour.

•Tours operate rain or shine.

•Tours require minimum participation levels to operate so please sign up as early as possible.  Tours may be cancelled if minimum participation levels are not

  met.

Prices, Itineraries and General Information

•Shore excursions prices are subject to change to meet unexpected cost increases or currency fluctuations.

•The information contained in this document was current at the time of printing, however changes may occur before your scheduled departure.  Please consult 

  the Destination Services Desk onboard for information and current pricing.

•During local or national holidays, access to certain facilities (such as museums or archaeological sites) may be limited or denied.  In such instances, 

  adjustments will be made to minimize inconvenience to guests.

•Some tours have limited availability.  Please sign up early to avoid disappointment.

•Regent Seven Seas Cruises reserves the right to require Guests to complete a liability waiver for select shore excursions. For more information, please visit the

  Destination Service.

Please Note
While the greatest care has been taken to offer the finest services available, Regent Seven Seas Cruises will not be held responsible for any act, event or 
omission during the time that passengers are not onboard the ship or its tenders.  All arrangements for certain optional off-board activities, including air 
transportation, hotel accommodation, ground transfers and shore excursions are made by Regent Seven Seas Cruises for the convenience of our Guests with the 
suppliers of the services.  Each Guest agrees not to hold Regent Seven Seas Cruises, its owners, employees, agents or representatives liable, the absence of its 
own negligence, for any loss, injury, expense, or damage which result directly or indirectly from any act or omission, whether negligent or otherwise, of any person 
or firm which provides any goods or services in connection with any optional travel component other than water transportation or any other option that is available 
for purchase.

Arrangements with independent contractors include, but are not limited, to services, products, and transportation provided elsewhere that onboard Regent Seven 
Seas Cruises vessels in connection with tours whether arrange or organized by tour operators, travel agents, or Regent Seven Seas Cruises.  Tours including 
hotel accommodations and transportation by vessel(s) not owned or operated by Regent Seven Seas Cruises or by air, rail, or land are not under the supervision 
and control of Regent Seven Seas Cruises.



IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Not withstanding that Regent Seven Seas Cruises, at the Guest's option, arranges air transportation, hotel accommodations, groups transfers, shore excursions 
and other services with independent suppliers of the services, it should be understood that Regent Seven Seas Cruises, being a "for profit entity", earns a fee on 
the sale of the optional services.

Tour departure times are subject to change so please reference your actual tour ticket for the correct departure time.

NOTICE:
All Regent Seven Seas Cruises shore excursions are per person, are subject to change and availability.  Some tours are capacity controlled and may be 
withdrawn at any time without prior notice. While Regent Seven Seas Cruises makes every effort to adhere to the specifics mentioned in each shore excursion 
description, circumstances may require otherwise. All shore excursion information contained in this shore excursion book is subject to change without notice at 

Regent Seven Seas Cruises’ discretion. All shore excursion descriptions and fares listed are subject to change without notice. Regent Seven Seas Cruises is not 
responsible or liable for typographical errors, omissions or misprints.


